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ABSTRACT
While the healthy hip provides decades of pain free articulation, the cartilage and 
labrum may degenerate during the process of osteoarthritis (OA). Most hip OA is caused 
by subtle pathomorphologies, including acetabular dysplasia and acetabular retroversion. 
The link between pathomorphology and OA is thought to be mechanical, but the 
mechanics have not been quantified. The aim of this dissertation was to provide insight 
into the pathogenesis of hip OA via finite element (FE) modeling. The objectives were 
two-fold: to validate a subject-specific modeling protocol for a series of specimens and 
assess the effects of assumptions on model predictions, and to use the modeling protocol 
to evaluate soft tissue mechanics in pathomorphologic hips in comparison to normal hips. 
For the first objective, FE predictions of contact stress and contact area were directly 
validated for five cadaveric specimens, and the specimen- and region-specific 
hyperelastic material behavior of cartilage was determined. FE predictions of contact 
stress and contact area were in good agreement with experimental results, and were 
relatively insensitive to the assumed cartilage constitutive model. There were distinct 
regional differences in the hyperelastic material behavior of human hip cartilage, with 
stiffer lateral than medial cartilage and stiffer acetabular than femoral cartilage. In order 
to investigate the mechanical link between pathomorphology and hip OA, FE models of 
ten hips with normal morphology, ten hips with acetabular dysplasia and ten hips with 
acetabular retroversion were generated. FE models of dysplastic acetabula demonstrated
the importance of the acetabular labrum in load support in the dysplastic hip. FE models 
of retroverted acetabula demonstrated distinct superomedial contact patterns in 
comparison to distributed contact patterns in the normal hip. Finally, the effects of 
cartilage constitutive model on predictions of transchondral maximum shear stress and 
first principal strain were evaluated. In contrast to contact stress and contact area, 
maximum shear stress and first principal strain were sensitive to the cartilage constitutive 
model. Overall, this dissertation provides novel insights into the contact mechanics of 
pathomorphologic hips that may be important in the pathogenesis of OA, as well as the 
technical foundation for studies evaluating additional mechanical variables in the human 
hip.
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Articular cartilage is a soft tissue at the ends of long bones that functions as a 
load-bearing surface for decades in healthy joints. Cartilage is a highly hydrated tissue, 
with healthy cartilage comprised of approximately 80% fluid and 20% solid [1]. The 
solid phase of cartilage consists primarily of the extracellular matrix, which is made up of 
proteins (primarily type II collagen) and proteoglycans with glycosaminoglycan side 
chains, and a small volume fraction of chondrocytes [1]. Collagen and proteoglycans are 
responsible for the mechanical behavior of cartilage while chondrocytes are responsible 
for the metabolic behavior of cartilage [2-6]. The relative composition and orientation of 
these components varies within joints, across joints within species, across species and 
through the depth of the cartilage [7-13]. This gives rise to complex material behavior in 
articular cartilage. Cartilage is able to withstand decades of loading in healthy joints. 
Unfortunately, cartilage can be damaged via several processes, including osteoarthritis 
(OA). In OA, cartilage damage is initiated by altered mechanical loading, and is then 
advanced by a combination of altered mechanics and altered metabolism [2, 14-17]. 
Once cartilage has begun to degenerate, the process is difficult to stop or reverse and will 
ultimately lead to the total loss of articular cartilage that characterizes end-stage OA [1,
18]. Although mechanics are known to be important in the pathogenesis of OA, the 
specific causes of the onset and progression of OA are not fully understood at either the 
joint or the tissue level.
In addition to articular cartilage, some diarthroidial joints have fibrocartilagenous 
structures within the joint space. These fibrocartilagenous articular structures may also 
have a role in the onset and progression o f OA. For example, the fibrocartilagenous 
meniscus in the knee is important for dissipating load and providing stability. 
Accelerated knee OA occurs when the meniscus is removed or damaged [19-22]. The 
acetabular labrum in the hip forms a ring around the acetabulum and has a composition 
and structure similar to the meniscus in the knee [23-28]. The labrum has been 
implicated as part of the continuum of joint degeneration that ultimately leads to OA in 
the hip [29-34].
Hip OA affects 10% of the population and is primarily the result of 
pathomophology [35-37]. The hip is a large load bearing joint, which is approximated as 
a ball and socket joint, with the femoral head acting as the ball and the acetabulum acting 
as the socket. However, there are certain abnormalities that alter the bony morphology of 
the hip joint and thus predispose it to OA. While pathomophology can occur on either 
the acetabular or the femoral side of the joint, the focus of this dissertation will be on 
those occurring on the acetabular side of the joint. One such pathomorphology is 
acetabular dysplasia. In acetabular dysplasia, the acetabulum is shallow, which results in 
decreased area for load transfer across the hip joint in comparison to the normal hip. 
Acetabular dysplasia is also characterized by flatter acetabula and more elliptical femoral 
heads [38-41]. Acetabular dysplasia is thought to cause approximately 20% of all hip
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OA [42]. Another acetabular pathomophology is acetabular retroversion. The 
retroverted acetabulum is characterized by opening more posteriorly than the normal 
acetabulum [43]. Acetabular retroversion is not well understood, but radiographic signs 
of retroversion have been found in a greater percentage of patients with hip OA than 
those without hip OA, which has led to the understanding that acetabular retroversion 
causes OA [44-47]. Although both acetabular dysplasia and acetabular retroversion are 
thought to cause OA via altered mechanics when compared to the normal hip, this 
causation has not been systematically established.
Although mechanics cannot be measured directly in vivo, computational methods 
can be used to predict them in an attempt to understand the pathogenesis of OA. One 
computational method that can be used is finite element (FE) analysis. In FE analysis, 
the governing system of equations is the equations of motion, conservation laws and 
constitutive models. FE analysis uses basis functions with compact support to 
approximate a solution to the system of equations at each point in the continuum, which 
has been discretized into finite elements. Because FE analysis is an approximate 
technique, verification, validation and parameter studies must be completed prior to 
acceptance of the results [48-50].
Previous research has used the FE method to study of hip joint mechanics. These 
studies have provided interesting insights, demonstrating the intersubject variability in 
the normal population, some effects of hip pathomorphology and the effects of geometric 
modeling assumptions on model results [51-54]. However, these studies have two 
primary sets of limitations. Previous studies of hip mechanics using the FE method have 
employed simplified cartilage constitutive equations, specifically linear or quasilinear
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4elasticity. Studies evaluating the effects o f  bony pathology have used models with 
idealized geometry or have omitted the acetabular labrum, which may provide inaccurate 
predictions [51, 52, 54]. The only model validation previously completed was for a 
single specimen [55]. While this study addressed certain modeling assumptions, 
questions remain regarding the effects o f  modeling assumptions on model validation and 
the ability of the subject-specific modeling to produce valid results across subject- 
specific geometry. Additionally, the mechanics o f  the dysplastic and retroverted hip have 
not been fully quantified, but can be addressed via FE modeling.
Research Goals
The overall objective of this research was two-fold: to validate a subject-specific 
modeling protocol for a series o f  specimens and to assess the effects o f  modeling 
assumptions on model predictions; and to use the subject-specific modeling protocol to 
evaluate cartilage mechanics in subjects with acetabular dysplasia and with acetabular 
retroversion. An understanding o f the validity o f  FE predictions and the effects o f 
cartilage constitutive assumption on model predictions can inform the use and 
interpretation of FE analysis applied to live subjects. While certain pathomorphologies 
are implicated in early onset hip OA, the precise mechanical causes are unknown. 
Therefore, this dissertation will quantify mechanics that may cause OA in patient 
populations. The topics of this dissertation will address the following hypotheses:
(1) FE model predictions will compare well, both qualitatively and quantitatively, 
with experimental measures o f  contact stress and contact area. Further, FE model 
validation o f contact stress and contact area will be insensitive to cartilage 
constitutive assumptions.
(2) The assumed labral constitutive model and the location of the chondrolabral 
boundary will affect FE predictions of cartilage and labrum contact mechanics in 
the human hip.
(3) The acetabular labrum will be an important load-bearing structure in the 
dysplastic hip, but not in the normal hip.
(4) Cartilage contact mechanics in the retroverted hip will be quantitatively different 
than in the normal hip.
(5) Cartilage constitutive assumptions will affect FE predictions of results other than 
contact stress and contact area, specifically maximum shear stress and first 
principal strain.
Summary of Chapters 
This dissertation focuses on validation, parameter studies and subject-specific FE 
modeling of the human hip joint. Chapter 2 provides the necessary background for the 
reader across several topics pertinent to this dissertation. Cartilage structure and the 
resulting mechanics are discussed in order to provide context for the selection of cartilage 
constitutive models. Classes of constitutive models that are applicable to cartilage are 
briefly reviewed. Following background at the tissue level, the anatomy of the normal 
and the pathomorphologic human hip joint are reviewed. OA is reviewed in order to 
ground the reader in this disease in general as well as in OA of the human hip 
specifically. Finally, the background chapter closes with a review of computational 
modeling with an emphasis on FE modeling. Technical background is presented, 
including motivation for model validation and the importance of parameter studies. 
Previous applications of FE modeling to the human hip are reviewed.
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Chapter 3 addresses the need for model validation and sensitivity studies across a 
series of specimens for providing confidence in model predictions. Additionally, this 
chapter assesses the influence of the assumed cartilage constitutive behavior on model 
predictions of contact stress and contact area. Five male cadaveric specimens underwent 
experimental loading wherein contact pressure and contact area were measured using 
pressure-sensitive film. Region- and specimen-specific cartilage material behavior was 
characterized using cartilage samples from the contralateral joint. Specimen-specific FE 
models were generated of each specimen, with various cartilage constitutive descriptions. 
Experimentally measured contact mechanics and FE predicted contact mechanics were 
compared. This study indicated good agreement between experimental and 
computational results. This study also demonstrated the relative insensitivity of the 
predicted cartilage contact stress and contact area to the assumed cartilage constitutive 
model. Overall, the findings of this study provide confidence in predicting subject- 
specific cartilage contact stress and contact area in the human hip using average cartilage 
material coefficients.
Chapter 4 focuses on assessing the effects of modeling assumptions for the 
acetabular labrum. In particular, this study evaluated the effects of the assumed labrum 
constitutive model and the location of the chondrolabral boundary on subject-specific 
predictions of labral mechanics in one hip with normal anatomy and one hip with 
acetabular dysplasia. In this study, it was found that the percentage of the total load 
transferred across the joint that was transferred through the acetabular labrum was 
sensitive to the assumed labral constitutive model, as well as to the assumed 
chondrolabral boundary. Based on this sensitivity study, suggestions are made regarding
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a conservative placement of the chondrolabral boundary and a constitutive model that 
captures the main structural features of the labrum for subject-specific FE modeling of 
the hip with the acetabular labrum.
Contact mechanics in hips with acetabular dysplasia are the focus of Chapter 5. 
The findings from the first two studies informed the development of subject-specific FE 
models of hips with acetabular dysplasia and hips with normal bony anatomy. In this 
chapter, twenty subjects were recruited for subject-specific finite element modeling. Ten 
subjects had normal hip morphology and no history of hip pain. Ten subjects were being 
seen in the clinic for hip pain secondary to acetabular dysplasia. CT arthrography was 
used to capture subject-specific joint geometry, from which subject-specific FE models 
were generated. Differences in cartilage and labrum mechanics were evaluated between 
the two groups. This study found distinct differences in labral mechanics between the 
two groups. Specifically, the labrum in the dysplastic hips supported a significantly 
larger portion of the load and had larger superior labral contact areas than in normal hips. 
However, there were minimal differences in cartilage contact mechanics between normal 
and dysplastic hips. This study provides quantitative evidence regarding the importance 
of the labrum as a load-bearing structure in dysplastic hips.
Contact mechanics in hips with acetabular retroversion, a second patient 
population at risk of hip OA, are the focus of Chapter 6. Ten subjects with hip pain 
secondary to acetabular retroversion were recruited. CT arthrography was used to 
capture subject-specific geometry and subject-specific FE models were built. Cartilage 
contact mechanics in the retroverted hips were compared to cartilage contact mechanics 
in normal hips. This study revealed superomedial contact in the retroverted hips in
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comparison to distributed contact in normal hips. Because hips with acetabular 
retroversion are not currently well understood, this study provides unique first insight 
into the alterations in cartilage stress and contact area in this patient population.
The effects of modeling assumptions on predictions of transchondral first 
principal strain and maximum shear stress are the focus of Chapter 7. This study used the 
specimen-specific FE models produced in Chapter 3. Nearly-linear, material nonlinear 
and tension-compression nonlinear cartilage constitutive models were used to predict 
maximum shear stress and first principal strain at the articular surface, at the 
osteochondral interface and transchondrally. In contrast to the minimal effect of the 
assumed cartilage constitutive model on predictions of contact stress and contact area, 
this study demonstrated that the assumed constitutive model causes significant 
differences in predictions of cartilage maximum shear stress and first principal strain. 
This study provides the necessary modeling requirements for predicting these variables, 
which may be important for the pathogenesis of osteoarthritis, in future subject-specific 
modeling studies.
The significance of this work is discussed in Chapter 8, which also outlines future 
directions that have yet to be explored.
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Cartilage Structure and Function
Articular cartilage is a highly hydrated tissue, with a solid matrix composed 
primarily o f  type II collagen, proteoglycans (PGs) with glycosaminoglycan (GAG) side 
chains and chondrocytes. By weight, normal articular cartilage is ~70-85% interstitial 
fluid [1-4]. The solid portion of cartilage consists of the extracellular matrix (ECM) and 
the chondrocytes. By dry weight, cartilage ECM is composed o f  ~60% collagen, 25-30% 
PGs and 15-20% noncollagenous proteins and glycoproteins [1]. Chondrocytes comprise 
approximately 1-5% of the total volume of adult human cartilage, a relatively sparse cell 
density in comparison to other tissues [1, 3, 5, 6]. Because cartilage is neither 
vascularized nor enervated, chondrocytes are responsible for all metabolic activity in 
cartilage [3]. Each of the components of the ECM, as well as the interstitial fluid, govern 
specific mechanical behaviors o f  articular cartilage, while the chondrocytes drive 
cartilage metabolism [7].
Interstitial fluid in articular cartilage has important mechanical roles, including 
creating swelling pressures, supporting load and maintaining cartilage lubrication. 
Interstitial fluid is composed o f a solvent phase (water), multiple charged ions and
possibly other solutes. The main free ions in cartilage are sodium (Na+) and chlorine (Cl-
2+) [2]. Other free ions that can be found in interstitial fluid are calcium (Ca ) and 
potassium (K+) [2]. These ions are free to move within the cartilage and therefore create 
an osmotic balance with the fixed negative charges of the ECM. Interstital fluid supports 
large portions of the load transferred across diarthroidial joints under fast loading [8, 9]. 
Because cartilage is so highly hydrated, it takes a finite amount of time for interstitial 
fluid to exude following the application of load. Therefore, under nearly-instantaneous 
loading, fluid does not have time to move within the ECM and supports the vast majority 
of the applied load [10-12]. Interstitial fluid and the load supported by the fluid also 
contribute to the low coefficient of friction in healthy cartilage (~0.01-0.02) [8, 13, 14].
Type II collagen is the main collagen type in cartilage, with types IX, IX, VI and 
X also present in smaller amounts [1, 3, 4]. Type II collagen is made up of three a 1 (II) 
chains, and accounts for 90-95% of all collagen in cartilage [1, 3-5]. Type II collagen is 
considered primarily responsible for the strength of cartilage under tensile and shear 
deformation [3-5, 10]. Collagen fibrils in cartilage are approximately 20 nm in diameter 
in the superficial zone, and increase in size up to 70 to 120 nm in the deep zone [5]. 
Other types of collagen found in cartilage serve a variety of functions. Types IX and XI 
collagen bind covalently to type II collagen [1]. These collagen types may help stabilize 
the ECM by creating interfibrillar connections [1, 3]. Additionally, type IX collagen may 
be important in fibril assembly [3, 5]. Type VI collagen is primarily found in the 
pericellular matrix immediately adjacent to chondrocytes and is therefore thought to help 
chondrocytes attach to the ECM [1, 3, 5]. Type X collagen has a role in tissue
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mineralization and is primarily found in the calcified zone near the subchondral bone in 
healthy cartilage [1, 3].
PGs are protein polysaccharide molecules with GAG side chains [3, 15]. There 
are two types of PG in cartilage: large, aggregating PGs (aggrecans) and small leucine- 
rich repeat PGs (e.g., biglycan, decorin and fibromodulin) [3, 15]. The main GAG side 
chains in cartilage are chondroitin sulfate, keratin sulfate, dermatan sulfate and 
hyaluronan [1, 3]. Type IX collagen is also often considered a PG because it behaves like 
one [1]. PGs and GAGs are primarily responsible for the compressive strength of 
cartilage under fast loading, the permeability under slow loading and maintaining tissue 
hydration [3, 5, 10, 15].
Interactions between ECM constituents are also important in the behavior of 
cartilage. For example, the swelling behavior of cartilage is controlled by the interactions 
between the PGs, whose negatively charged sulfate and carboxylate groups create a 
Donnan effect, and the collagen network, which resists ECM expansion [3, 5].
There are three distinct zones in articular cartilage, wherein the constituent 
percentages and orientations vary. The superficial zone is the 10-20% nearest the 
articular surface [2]. In the superficial zone, collagen is oriented primarily in the plane of 
the articular surface [4, 5]. GAG content is the lowest in the superficial zone and 
increases through the cartilage depth [5, 6]. Chondrocytes in the superficial zone are 
somewhat flattened and are aligned approximately parallel to the articular surface [5]. 
The middle zone is the next ~40-60% [2]. This portion of cartilage makes up the bulk of 
the material and thereby the bulk of the material behavior. In the middle zone, collagen 
is oriented approximately randomly and chondrocytes are more rounded than in the
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superficial zone [4, 5]. The deep zone of cartilage is the bottom ~30% [2]. Collagen is 
orientated approximately perpendicular to the osteochondral interface in the deep zone. 
Chondrocytes in the deep zone express the hyertrophic phenotype and synthesize type X 
collagen [5]. Below the deep zone is the calcified cartilage, which is sometimes 
considered a fourth zone in cartilage [3, 4].
Chondrocytes, the cell type in articular cartilage, are responsible for all metabolic 
activity of cartilage but make minimal contribution to mechanics. While each individual 
chondrocyte has a high metabolic output, the relatively sparse chondrocyte density results 
in a relatively low intrinsic ability of cartilage to heal [3, 6, 7]. In healthy cartilage, 
chondrocytes maintain cartilage homeostasis by producing both ECM constituents and 
enzymes that break down the ECM [3].
Overall, cartilage structure and function is governed by complex interactions 
between the ECM components, the interstitial fluid and the metabolic activity of the 
chondrocytes (Figure 2.1).
Cartilage Mechanics and Constitutive Modeling
Cartilage mechanics are complex in response to the complex structure that governs 
them (Figure 2.1). Cartilage behavior is rate- and time-dependent as a result of both the 
fluid-solid interactions and the intrinsic viscoelasticity of the solid phase [16-19]. 
Cartilage behavior is nonlinear: the solid matrix exhibits material nonlinearity in the 
stress-strain response and the tissue exhibits strain-dependent permeability and diffusivity 
[20-24]. Further, the response of cartilage to tensile loading is much stiffer than that to 
compressive loading, a phenomenon referred to as tension-compression nonlinearity [20].
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of cartilage structure and function. Left -  cartilage structure and 
components. Right -  complex cartilage function that arises from features of cartilage 
structure.
Cartilage properties are spatially inhomogeneous and vary between joints and species. 
Variations in cartilage properties through the depth of the cartilage arise from the zonal 
organization of cartilage [25-30]. Cartilage behavior varies between joints within species 
and between species within joints, indicating that using the constitutive behavior from the 
species of interest may be important in accurately predicting cartilage mechanics [20, 31­
35]. Spatial inhomogeneity in material behavior also occurs within joints [31, 32].
There are three types of constitutive models that are applicable for articular cartilage: 
elastic, viscoelastic and multiphasic. Each of these types of constitutive models has 
many subfamilies that can capture a variety of specific behaviors. Elastic constitutive
models are those in which there is a one-to-one correspondence between stress and strain. 
These constitutive models are the most straightforward to understand, the most 
straightforward to fit to experimental data and the least computationally expensive when 
implemented into a finite element solver. Hyperelastic constitutive models are a subset 
o f  elastic constitutive models wherein a strain energy function exists. The stress can then 
be obtained from the derivative of the strain energy function. The advantage of 
hyperelastic constitutive models in general is that they are indifferent to rotations and 
thus are suitable for large deformations [36]. Elastic constitutive models are suitable for 
capturing cartilage behavior in the limits of fast and slow loading [37]. Under fast 
loading, the fluid has not had time to exude from the cartilage matrix. In this case, the 
cartilage behavior o f  the fluid and solid together may be approximated as an 
incompressible elastic material. Under slow loading, all fluid has exuded from the 
cartilage matrix. In this case, the elastic model describes the behavior of the drained 
solid matrix.
Viscoelastic constitutive models allow for energy dissipation, and 
phenomenologically capture the time- and rate-dependent behavior of cartilage. 
Viscoelasticity is suitable for loading rates that do not fit within the very fast or very slow 
loading that is suitable for elastic behavior, but when separating fluid and solid behavior 
is not o f  interest. Several continuum viscoelastic representations have been developed 
and used for cartilage [38-41].
Multiphasic constitutive models represent cartilage as multiple phases, including a 
solid phase, a fluid phase, and possibly ion or solute phases. Multiphasic materials are 
appropriate for use in predictions o f  cartilage mechanics when interactions between
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solids and fluids, the movement of solutes, solid versus fluid phase stresses and the 
movement of fluids are of interest. Multiphasic materials have a long history of 
development and use for representing the behavior of articular cartilage [2, 4, 19, 21-24, 
26, 42-58].
The salient features of cartilage behavior to capture with a constitutive model depend 
on the required level of accuracy and the desired computational model outputs. The 
appropriate constitutive model should be selected that captures the cartilage behavior of 
interest but is also tractable in terms of available coefficients and computational 
efficiency [59, 60].
Hip Joint Anatomy and Pathology
Hip Joint Anatomy
The hip joint is the articulation between the hemipelvis and the femur (Figure 
2.2). The hemipelvis is comprised of the ilium, the ischium and the pubis, which fuse in 
the acetabulum. The hip joint is grossly approximated as a ball and socket joint, wherein 
the femoral head is the ball and the acetabulum is the socket. The acetabulum and the 
femur are covered with layers of articular cartilage. In the acetabulum, the cartilage is 
approximately horseshoe-shaped. Femoral cartilage covers the entire femoral head, and 
is therefore approximately spherical. The hip joint is an important weight-bearing joint.
In addition to cartilage in the articular space, the acetabular labrum is a 
fibrocartilagenous ring attached to the acetabular rim. The labrum is approximately 
triangular in structure, although minor morphological variations exist [61-64]. The 
dimensions of the labrum vary by anatomical position from 4.0-5.5 mm wide at the base 
of the labrum and from 3.8-6.4 mm high from the acetabular rim to the tip of the labrum
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the human hip joint. A -  the whole joint, including both bones, 
the articular cartilage and the acetabular labrum. B -  the acetabulum, highlighting the 
acetabular cartilage and acetabular labrum.
[65]. The labrum is the thickest at the base of the labrum in the anterior acetabulum and 
the tallest in the superior acetabulum [65]. The labrum is a continuation of the acetabular 
articular surface through the chondrolabral junction. Occasionally, a sulcus is present, 
which is a minor gap in the chondrolabral junction [61, 62, 66-69]. In addition to its 
attachment to the cartilage, the labrum attaches to the bony acetabular rim and to the hip 
capsule [65, 70]. Three distinct layers have been found in the acetabular labrum [66]. 
Circumferential bundles of types I collagen make up the inner layer, which is the most 
substantial [66]. In addition to type I collagen, type II collagen was found in the outer 
layers of the acetabular labrum [66]. Type III collagen is also present in all layers of the 
labrum [66]. Vascularization of the acetabular labrum is limited to the peripheral 
regions, indicating that the labrum, like cartilage, has a limited capacity to heal when 
damaged intra-articularly [66].
The mechanical and metabolic behavior of acetabular labrum has been the 
subject of limited study. The tensile and compressive properties of bovine labrum were 
evaluated under uniaxial load [71]. Mechanical behavior of the human labrum has been 
evaluated in two studies. Using tissue from patients undergoing hip surgery, the tensile 
properties of human acetabular labrum were obtained [72]. Because this tissue was from 
patients undergoing surgery, it is unlikely that the results represent the material behavior 
of healthy labrum. A second study evaluated the tensile and compressive behavior of the 
human labrum and reported mean moduli [73]. The metabolic activity of the labrum has 
been the subject of a single study, which demonstrated high expression of type I collagen 
genes and low expression of type II collagen genes in isolated labrum cells [74]. While 
the labrum is often compared to the meniscus because they are both fibrocartilagenous 
intra-articular structures, higher levels of type II collagen genes are expressed by labrum 
cells than by meniscus cells [74].
Acetabular Dysplasia
Acetabular dysplasia is characterized by a shallow acetabular socket, which 
results in undercoverage of the femoral head (Figure 2.3). Screening for acetabular 
dysplasia is part of most newborn examinations [75, 76]. While these screening 
procedures catch the majority of children with gross acetabular dysplasia, more mild 
forms may be missed and persist into adolescence or adulthood [75]. Acetabular 
dysplasia that presents during adulthood is the focus of this dissertation.
The prevalence of adult radiographic acetabular dysplasia is approximately 1­
14%, depending on the radiographic criteria used for diagnosis and the ethnicity of 
subjects [76-79]. Acetabular dysplasia occurs at a higher rate in females than in males
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Figure 2.3: Characteristics of acetabular dysplasia. A -  anteroposterior projection of the 
normal hip. B -  anteroposterior projection of the dyplastic hip. The red arrow highlights 
the undercovered femoral head. C -  anteroposterior radiograph o f the dysplastic hip 
showing the center-edge angle. The femoral head is fit to a circle (yellow). The angle 
between vertical and the lateral edge o f the acetabular sourcil is the center edge angle 
(red).
[76, 80]. Environmental factors, including breech presentation and high birth also 
increase the risk of acetabular dysplasia [76, 80]. Additionally, there appears to be a 
strong genetic component to acetabular dysplasia, with a family history o f  dysplasia 
increasing a subject’s risk of having a diagnosis of dysplasia [76, 80, 81]. Acetabular 
dysplasia is more commonly found in both monozygotic twins than in both dizygotic 
twins [81]. Using a large, multigenerational family, Feldman et al. were able to establish 
that the mode o f  inheritance from this family was autosomal dominant with variable 
expression [82]. The authors discussed the likelihood that variable expression was 
caused by the contribution of environmental factors [82].
Adult acetabular dysplasia is typically diagnosed radiographically [75, 83, 84]. 
The most common measurements used to diagnose acetabular dysplasia include the
lateral center-edge angle (LCEA), the anterior center-edge angle (ACEA), the Sharp’s 
angle and the acetabular index [75, 83]. Each of these measurements provides 
information regarding the acetabular morphology in isolation or the relationship between 
the acetabulum and the femur. The LCEA is measured on anteroposterior radiographs 
(Figure 2.3C). This angle was first described by Wiberg in 1939 [85]. The LCEA 
characterizes the lateral coverage of the femoral head by the acetabulum [83, 86]. To 
obtain the LCEA, the center of the femoral head is found by approximating the femoral 
head with a circle. The vertical axis relative to the patient’s position in the radiograph is 
then found. To do this, a line is drawn between the most distal points of the two ischial 
tuberosities to create the horizontal axis. The vertical axis is then created as a line that is 
perpendicular to the horizontal line. For reference, the vertical axis is placed through the 
center of the femoral head. The LCEA is then the angle between vertical and the lateral 
edge of the acetabular sourcil [87]. The cutoff angle below which acetabular dysplasia is 
diagnosed varies depending on the study, and is usually either 20° or 25° [77, 86]. The 
ACEA is measured on false profile radiographs and characterizes the anterior coverage of 
the femoral head by the acetabulum [86]. The ACEA is measured using similar methods 
to the LCEA, albeit in a different radiographic view. This angle and radiographic view 
were first described by Lequesne and de Seze in 1961 [75]. ACEA less than 20° are 
considered dysplastic [86]. The Sharp’s angle measures the orientation of the acetabulum 
in the anteroposterior projection, without reference to the femur [88]. The Sharp’s angle 
is the angle between horizontal and a line that goes through the distal teardrop and the 
lateral edge of the sourcil [88]. This angle was first described by Sharp in 1961 [88]. 
Angles below 42° were described as normal, angles from 42°-47° were described as
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questionable and angles above 47° indicated dysplasia [88]. The acetabular index, also 
known as the acetabular inclination or Tonnis angle, measures the orientation of the 
acetabular sourcil in the anteroposterior projection without reference to the femur. This 
angle is the angle between horizontal and a line connecting the medial and lateral points 
on the sourcil [86, 89]. Acetabular indices greater than 10° indicate acetabular dysplasia 
[86]. Advanced imaging, including volumetric computed tomography (CT) and magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) with or without contrast agent in the joint, can also be used in 
the diagnosis of acetabular dysplasia to evaluate three-dimensional bony morphology and 
the integrity of the articular soft tissue [75, 84].
Clinical exams and history are used in conjunction with radiographic diagnosis to 
pinpoint the cause of hip pain as acetabular dysplasia. When evaluating a patient’s 
history, known risk factors including family history of dysplasia and breech presentation 
should be evaluated [75]. Previous surgical history should also be obtained [84]. Any 
functional limitations should be discussed with the patient, as patients with acetabular 
dysplasia may have pain or discomfort with weight-bearing activities [75, 84]. Patient 
gait should be evaluated, as weak abductors may result in a Trendelenburg gait [75]. 
Trendelenburg gait, as first described by Trendelenburg in 1895, is the pattern of a 
dropped contralateral pelvis when in single leg stance, which is accompanied by lateral 
trunk movement towards the weight-bearing leg [90]. Patients with acetabular dysplasia 
may present with pain when placed in hip flexion, adduction and internal rotation (the 
impingement exam) due to lesions on the acetabular rim [75, 91]. However, patients with 
dysplasia most often have a full range of hip motion [84].
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The acetabular labrum is frequently damaged or altered in patients with 
acetabular dysplasia. Labral tears rarely occur without underlying bony abnormality and 
are often found in hips with acetabular dysplasia [84, 92-97]. The labrum in dysplastic 
hips is also typically hypertrophic [91, 98-100]. Labral pathology can result in paralabral 
cysts and the acetabular rim syndrome [91].
Although acetabular dysplasia is characterized and diagnosed by the acetabular 
morphology, the femoral morphology may also be abnormal. Femoral anteversion, the 
rotation of the proximal femur, is increased in dysplastic hips compared to normal hips 
[101, 102]. The femurs in hips with acetabular dysplasia have shorter femoral necks with 
decreased head-neck offset [102-104]. The femoral head in hips with acetabular 
dysplasia are more elliptical and less spherical than in normal hips [88, 103, 104].
Acetabular Retroversion
Acetabular retroversion is characterized by a retroverted acetabular socket. In the 
normal hip, the acetabular socket opens anteriorly and laterally. In the hip with 
acetabular retroversion, the acetabular socket opens more posteriorly [105, 106]. This 
may create anterior overcoverage, posterior undercoverage or some combination of 
anterior overcoverage and posterior undercoverage [107, 108]. Acetabular retroversion is 
described as a possible cause of pincer femoroacetabular impingment via anterior 
overcoverage [109, 110]. Because acetabular retroversion in the native hip was first 
described in 1999, less information is available regarding the causes and effects of 
acetabular retroversion than regarding acetabular dysplasia [105, 111].
The prevalence of acetabular retroversion in the normal population has been 
reported at 5-48%, depending on the criteria used and subjects evaluated [112-116].
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Acetabular retroversion, as diagnosed by the crossover sign, is more common in males 
than in females [114]. Even in the normal population, males have lower acetabular 
anteversion than females [115, 117]. While a genetic component to femororacetabular 
impingement has been suggested [118], hereditability of acetabular retroversion in 
particular has not been established [119]. However, hip development in general results 
from unknown combination of genes and environment [119]. Therefore, it is likely that 
acetabular retroversion results from genetic and environmental risk factors that have yet 
to be identified.
Retroversion is most commonly diagnosed via the presence of the crossover sign 
on plane film radiographs (Figure 2.4) [110, 120]. The crossover sign indicates the 
relationship between the anterior and posterior rims of the acetabulum, and thus describes 
the acetabular morphology in isolation. In the normal hip, the anterior acetabulum is 
medial to the posterior acetabulum over the whole joint in the anteroposterior projection. 
In the hip with acetabular retroversion, the anterior acetabulum is lateral to the posterior 
acetabulum near the top of the socket. Moving down from the top of the socket, 
projections of the anterior and posterior acetabular rims cross in the retroverted hip, 
creating the crossover sign [105]. The posterior wall sign can also be used to evaluate the 
relative coverage of the femoral head by the acetabular socket in acetabular retroversion 
[120]. In the normal hip, the center of the femoral head lies medial to or in line with the 
projection of the posterior acetabular rim in the anteroposterior plane. The posterior wall 
sign is present when the center of the femoral head is lateral to the projection of the 
posterior acetabular rim [105]. Because of the sensitivity of plane film radiographic 
diagnosis of acetabular retroversion to minor perturbations in patient position during
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Figure 2.4: Characteristics of acetabular retroversion. The anterior acetabular rim is 
outlined in a solid line and the posterior acetabular rim is outlined in a dashed line. A -  
anteroposterior projection of a normal hip. The anterior rim lies medial to the posterior 
rim. B -  anteroposterior projection of a retroverted hip. The anterior acetabular rim lies 
medial to the posterior acetabular rim at the superior acetabulum (orange region). As the 
lines progress distally, they cross, creating the cross-over sign (red arrow).
imaging, volumetric image data are also useful for the accurate diagnosis of acetabular 
retroversion [105, 110, 121-124]. Although acetabular retroversion is defined as an 
independent acetabular morphology, it also occurs in combination with acetabular 
dysplasia. Approximately 17-18% of patients with acetabular dysplasia have acetabular 
retroversion [112, 125, 126].
Clinical exams and patient history are important in the diagnosis of acetabular 
retroversion [84, 127]. As with acetabular dysplasia, diagnosis of acetabular retroversion 
should include information regarding the patient’s history and information regarding that 
activities elicit pain [106]. Activities associated with hip flexion and sports, including
sitting, pivoting and running, often cause pain in hips with acetabular retroversion [128­
130]. Patients with retroversion are frequently aware of their limited ranges of motion, 
which can be confirmed via clinical exam [110]. The impingement exam, which places 
the hip in flexion, abduction and internal rotation, can be used to determine whether 
acetabular retroversion is causing femoroacetabular impingement [120]. Pain during the 
impingement exam indicates femoroacetabular impingement.
Osteoarthritis
What is Osteoarthritis?
Osteoarthritis (OA) is the symptomatic loss of articular cartilage in diarthrodial joints, 
accompanied by changes to the joint synovium and bone [10, 131-134]. OA is initiated 
by mechanical overload and sustained by an abnormal mechanical and metabolic 
environment. While it was initially thought that cartilage was the main driver in OA, 
recent evidence indicates that inflammation o f all tissues in and around the joint are 
important factors [1, 133, 135-137]. OA is characterized by persistent joint pain and 
stiffness, and often presents during clinical exam via decreased mobility [131, 132, 136]. 
In the hip, pain associated with OA occurs in the lateral and anterior thigh and groin 
[131].
OA affects approximately 27 million adults in the US [132]. Globally, 10% of the 
population over 60 has OA [138]. The prevalence of hip OA is estimated at 9.5% of 
males and 11.2% of females [79]. The lifetime risk of developing hip OA is 1 in 4, 
which is lower than the 1 in 2 lifetime risk of knee OA, yet still a significant burden [139, 
140].
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OA is diagnosed through a combination of patient history, clinical exam and 
radiographic exam [1, 132, 141, 142]. The hallmark of radiographic OA is cartilage loss, 
as indicated radiographically by joint space narrowing [131, 137, 143]. Asymmetric joint 
space narrowing indicates regional cartilage loss. In the hip, asymmetric cartilage loss 
often causes superior or medial migration of the femoral head [131]. Bony features 
characteristic of OA include the formation of osteophytes, subchondral cysts and 
subchondral sclerosis, which are all visible on radiographs [131, 134, 136, 143]. In the 
hip, bony changes also include femoral head remodeling and thickening in the cortical 
bone of the femoral neck [131].
Cartilage undergoes a series of changes before the dramatic wearing away seen in the 
final stages of OA. In early degeneration, the water content in cartilage is increased [1, 
10, 134]. This may be in part due to damage to the cartilage matrix, which impairs the 
ability of the matrix to resist swelling forces [144-146]. Chondrocytes change during 
OA, undergoing proliferation and a phenotypic change to hypertrophy [1, 131, 136]. In 
healthy cartilage, chondrocytes are able to maintain the cartilage matrix by a combination 
of ECM creation and degradation. However, during the OA process, chondrocytes are 
unable to maintain this homeostasis and instead may contribute to matrix degeneration 
[137]. Cartilage PGs undergo changes in composition early in OA, including decreased 
concentration, decreased length and decreased aggregation [1, 134]. Following increased 
water content and PG changes, the matrix undergoes surface fibrillation and cracking [1, 
10, 146]. Once the matrix has degenerated beyond the reparative capabilities of the 
chondrocytes, cartilage degeneration proceeds to full thickness cartilage loss and OA [1,
147]. The process of degeneration in OA is slow, which makes the onset of OA difficult
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to capture [136]. Therefore, evaluation of the mechanical causes of OA relies on 
experimental and computational methods as complements to clinical studies.
Mechanical Causes of OA at the Tissue Level
At the tissue level, loading of cartilage explants provides insight into the potential 
mechanical causes of OA in a controlled manner. In cartilage explants, the structure of 
the native tissue is maintained and chondrocytes are able to achieve steady-state matrix 
turnover [144, 148]. Therefore, the use of cartilage explants to study the metabolic 
response of cartilage likely mimics the in vivo response fairly closely, while allowing 
more controlled loading regimes in order to isolate the effects of specific stimuli [144,
148]. The results of loading are evaluated using markers of gross structural changes and 
metabolic changes. Damage to the cartilage matrix can be assessed using microscopy, 
and sometimes even gross visual inspection. Changes to cartilage metabolism have been 
evaluated using several different techniques. The incorporation of radiolabeled proline 
and sulfate can be tracked in order to evaluate the synthesis of proteins and GAGs, 
respectively [149, 150]. Changes in the synthesis of matrix metalloproteinases, which 
degrade the cartilage extracellular matrix, can be evaluated [151, 152]. Additionally, the 
effect of loading on chondrocytes can be evaluated by determining the number of live and 
dead chondrocytes following loading [153-156]. Combinations of these outputs have 
been used to provide insight into the effects of specific loading regimes on the response 
of cartilage at the tissue level. There are three common loading regimes that have been 
applied to explants for understanding the mechanical causes of OA: compression, shear 
and high-rate impact.
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The effects of compressive loading vary based on whether the load is static or 
dynamic. Static loading is generally detrimental to cartilage, inducing decreased GAG 
and protein synthesis and increased proteinase synthesis [144, 148-150, 157]. Dynamic 
compression causes a complex series of changes to protein and GAG synthesis, 
chondrocyte viability, physical integrity of the cartilage and cartilage mechanical 
properties depending on the frequency and level of loading [144, 148, 149, 157]. GAG 
and protein synthesis increases at low levels of compressive load and high levels of 
loading frequency [150, 152, 158-161]. The locations of GAG and protein synthesis vary 
depending on the frequency, suggesting that compression-induced fluid flow is an 
important cause of the changes in metabolism [158, 159]. When low levels of 
compressive loading are applied at slow rates, there is no change in protein or GAG 
synthesis [150, 161]. However, when high levels of compressive loading are applied at 
slow rates, synthesis of both protein and GAG can be inhibited [153, 162, 163]. In 
addition to affecting the metabolism of the cartilage matrix constituents, dynamic 
compression can upregulate the synthesis of proteinases [151, 152, 164, 165]. 
Chondrocyte apoptosis can occur during dynamic loading, with a general increase in the 
number of apoptotic cells with increasing strain rate and increasing load levels [153-156, 
165-167]. Following higher levels of compression, the mechanical properties of cartilage 
may also be altered [153, 154, 156, 168, 169]. Understanding the specific mechanical 
cues that cause changes in cartilage following compressive loading is complicated by 
inhomogenous stress fields, fluid flow induced by compression and zonal variations in 
cartilage material properties [155, 156, 165, 168]. However, the overall picture is that the 
responses of cartilage to dynamic compression are complex and include both reparative
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and damaging changes in metabolism, as well as gross changes to the cartilage matrix, 
while static compression is detrimental to cartilage.
Shear loading is a unique loading regime because it produces an isochoric 
deformation and therefore, no fluid flow is induced. Shear loading tends to increase the 
synthesis of proteoglycans and cartilage matrix proteins [149]. In bovine calf explants, 
shear loading increased both protein synthesis and proteoglycan synthesis for shear strain 
amplitudes of 3% and loading frequencies of 0.01-1.0 Hz [170-172]. When evaluated 
over time, aggrecan synthesis increased after just 1 hour, while all protein expression 
increased by 24 hours [170, 173]. At higher frequencies, 90,000 cycles of shear loading 
can cause decreases in both the loss and storage moduli [174]. Together, these results 
indicate the capacity for shear loading to cause a chondroprotective response or damage, 
depending on the frequency and magnitude of loading.
Impact injury loading is primarily focused on understanding the causes o f 
posttraumatic OA. Impact injury occurs at high loading rates, and is most frequently 
achieved through a metal indenter on the cartilage surface. However, in terms o f 
application to in vivo situations, it is important to note that metal-on-cartilage impact 
damage is distinct from cartilage-on-cartilage impact damage [175]. Although impact 
injury is almost always detrimental to cartilage, the extent o f  the damage and the 
magnitude of the change depend on the loading regime. Specifically, the time to peak 
load, peak stress, peak strain, energy of impact, number of impacts and time following 
impact can all affect the measured metabolic response of the tissue [176, 177]. Impact 
injury can cause changes in biomechanical properties, changes in the integrity o f  the 
cartilage extracellular matrix, changes in metabolic activity and decreased cell viability or
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increased chondrocyte apoptosis [144, 148, 149, 167]. The location and extent of 
changes to cell viability in cartilage explants depend on the loading level. High energy 
impact causes larger numbers of apoptotic chondrocytes and more extensive matrix 
damage than low energy impact causes [167, 178, 179]. When the location of decreased 
chondrocyte viability was evaluated in porcine and bovine explants, it was found that all 
changes were limited to the superficial and middle zones [180, 181]. This indicates that 
the zonal variation in cartilage properties may be an important variable in mediating 
cartilage response to injurious loading. The number of viable cells also decreased with 
increasing time following impact [181]. The effect of increasing strain rate in bovine calf 
cartilage has demonstrated that with an increasing rate of impact, there is decreased cell 
viability, decreased compressive stiffness, decreased shear stiffness and a decreased 
reparative metabolic response of the tissue [153]. As with other loading regimes, the 
results from impact studies are difficult to translate directly to the pathogenesis of OA in 
humans. However, the dependency on loading parameters, as well as evidence 
suggesting the importance of the zonal organization of cartilage, may have important 
implications for the onset of OA.
In conclusion, investigations into the mechanical effects on cartilage in the tissue 
level indicate strong dose-dependency. These studies provide valuable starting points for 
the selection of mechanical variables that may be relevant to the onset of OA when using 
computational modeling. However, there are some limitations inherent in many of the 
previous studies. First, most studies are limited to animal tissue. While there are many 
similarities in the behavior of articular cartilage across species, differences in the 
response, and particularly in the precise levels of load that elicit a response, may exist.
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Second, many of the studies report results for which it is difficult to decouple multiple 
mechanical cues. For example, many loading regimes include both matrix deformation 
and induced fluid and solute flow. Even during shear loading, where fluid flow is not 
induced, it is unlikely that the stress and strain fields within the explants are 
homogeneous due to inhomogeneity in the cartilage material behavior with depth. 
Therefore, these previous studies serve as a starting point for selecting relevant variables 
to report in FE models, but do not provide specific thresholds above which damage 
occurs. Overall, previous work indicates the role of mechanical forces in OA, but there 
remains a need for improved understanding of the thresholds that result in the initiation 
and progression of OA [182].
Causes of Hip OA
The causes of hip OA are multifactorial and are still the topic of debate. Historically, 
OA was distinguished between primary and secondary. Primary OA was that for which 
there was no predisposing factor; a disease of old age [134, 183]. Secondary OA was that 
for which there was a known risk factor [134]. In 1965, Murray suggested that almost all 
cases that had been previously diagnosed as primary hip OA were actually sequelae from 
subtle pathomorphology [184]. Since then, there has been rigorous debate regarding the 
effects of pathomorphology, including acetabular dysplasia and acetabular retroversion, 
on the development of hip OA [185]. In addition to pathomorphology, long-term 
increased loading via heavy-lifting, standing at work and obesity are implicated as causes 
of secondary hip OA [138, 186, 187]. Genetic factors may be important in the 
pathogenesis of hip OA [183]. Although there are many potential causes of hip OA, hip 
OA secondary to acetabular dysplasia and acetabular retroversion motivate this research.
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The signs of OA secondary to hip pathomorphology in the young patient are distinct 
from the cartilage thinning and radiographic joint space narrowing that are typically 
observed in OA in the older patient. Early-stage degeneration in subjects with hip 
pathomorphology is characterized by focal damage rather than global cartilage thinning. 
Specifically, focal cartilage loss near the periphery of the acetabulum, labral tearing, 
labral fibrillation, cartilage delamination and cysts near the periphery of the acetabulum 
are observed in early stage OA resulting from hip pathomorphology [91-94, 96-99, 109, 
111, 188-191]. These distinct signs of early OA in the young patient with hip 
pathomorphology motivate research aimed at understanding a potentially distinct 
pathway to OA in pathomorphologic hips.
Acetabular dysplasia is one of the more commonly recognized causes of secondary 
hip OA. Murray identified dysplasia as one of the causes of OA when he suggested that 
almost all primary hip OA is actually secondary [184]. Shortly afterwards, Solomon 
found that 20% of hip OA may be caused by mild acetabular dysplasia [192]. Since then, 
many studies have confirmed the findings that mild acetabular dysplasia causes OA [91, 
139, 193-196]. Although two studies have found that OA is not secondary to acetabular 
dysplasia in men and in Chinese men [197, 198], the general consensus remains that 
acetabular dysplasia causes hip OA. Early damage in acetabular dysplasia includes labral 
tearing and hypertrophy, focal cartilage lesions and bone cysts near the acetabular rim 
[91, 93, 94, 96-99, 189].
Acetabular retroversion is clinically accepted as a cause of OA, although there is 
considerably less evidence than in the case of acetabular dysplasia [106]. The prevalence 
of radiographic measurements of retroversion is increased in patients with OA. In two
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separate series of radiographs, 20% of subjects with OA also had a crossover sign, 
compared to 5-6% of subjects without OA [112, 113]. Another study found that hips 
with retroversion had smaller mean joint space, an indication of OA, than those without 
retroversion had [199]. Early damage in acetabular retroversion includes labral tears, as 
well as cartilage lesions in the posterior and peripheral acetabulum [97, 98, 113, 190, 
191].
The clinical understanding that altered mechanics cause OA in acetabular dysplasia 
and acetabular retroversion informs current surgical interventions. These surgical 
interventions are designed and practiced with the aim of reducing elevated stresses [120, 
200]. One of the more common surgeries for treating abnormal acetabular morphology in 
the adult is periacetabular osteotomy (PAO), wherein the acetabular socket is cut free 
from the pelvis and reoriented. PAO was developed in 1983 to treat adult acetabular 
dysplasia and is the preferred treatment for acetabular dysplasia at many institutions [84, 
201-203]. Medium- and long-term follow-up data demonstrate the efficacy of PAO for 
treating acetabular dysplasia in selected patients [203-209]. The preferred surgical 
treatment for acetabular retroversion varies by clinic, radiographic and clinical picture of 
the patient, and coexisting deformities. In some cases, PAO or reverse PAO is performed 
[106, 111, 120]. Alternatively, if  diagnosis has demonstrated that anterior 
femoroacetabular impingement is causing problems secondary to acetabular retroversion, 
the anterior rim may be debrided [106, 120]. Two short-term studies have demonstrated 
good outcomes for the treatment of acetabular retroversion [120, 130]. Long-term 





The role of Modeling in Understanding the Pathogenesis of OA
Although there is substantial evidence linking altered cartilage mechanics to the 
onset and progression o f OA, mechanics are difficult or impossible to measure directly in 
vivo. Cartilage contact stress and contact area can be measured using pressure-sensitive 
film and thin film transducers, but these technologies require the joint space to be opened. 
Pressure-sensitive film has been used to measure joint mechanics in the rabbit while the 
animal was still alive [210], but is not appropriate for use in humans. Strain 
measurements can be made in vivo using technologies such as magnetic resonance 
elastography and displacement-encoded imaging [211]. However, these techniques are 
limited by their long scanning times and have not yet been widely adapted in whole joint 
analysis.
The desire to understand cartilage mechanics coupled with the limitations o f  in 
vivo measurement has led to the adoption o f computational modeling to predict cartilage 
mechanics. There are several types of computational models, all of which approximate 
solutions to systems o f equations that do not have exact solutions. The most common 
computational models for predicting joint mechanics are discrete element analysis (DEA) 
and finite element analysis (FEA). Multiscale modeling is a budding field in joint 
mechanics, and has been used in limited studies. Each of these methods has advantages 
and limitations. DEA uses discrete elements, such as springs and dashpots, to represent 
deformable structures [212, 213]. DEA is limited to predictions at the articular contact 
surface, but requires the least computational time and is therefore valuable for large 
cohort studies [214-217]. In FEA, a continuous structure is discretized into finite
elements that have basis functions with compact support. The primary advantage of FEA 
over DEA is the ability of FEA to predict stress and strain at every point in the 
continuum. Multiscale modeling concurrently produces stress and strain across multiple 
physical scales [218, 219]. The term multiscale modeling has also been used to indicate 
modeling wherein stresses or strains from a macroscale model are used as boundary 
conditions for a microscale model. While multiscale modeling provides more 
information than continuum-level FEA, it is also more computationally expensive and 
has thus far only been used to evaluate cartilage mechanics in a few studies [220-225].
Verification, Validation and Parametric Analysis
Because computational models generate approximate solutions to systems of 
equations, verification, validation and parameter studies are important for generating 
confidence in model predictions. Verification is the process of ensuring that the 
equations being solved are being solved correctly [226-228]. This process is primarily 
completed during software development. Verification is completed by comparing a 
subset of problems with analytical solutions against the analytical solutions and by 
comparing model predictions against those produced by existing code. When new 
constitutive models are implemented, verification consists of comparing predictions with 
the new implementations with analytical solutions. Mesh convergence analysis, wherein 
the mesh resolution is increased until the solution does not change as a result of the 
discretization, is also part of verification.
As a complement to model verification, model validation is the process of 
ensuring that the equations being solved match the physical reality that is being modeled 
[226-228]. Model validation can be either direct or indirect. In direct validation, there is
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a one-to-one comparison between the computational model and an experimental set-up, 
with the experimental results serving as the gold standard. In indirect validation, 
computational results are compared to experimental results, but the comparison is not 
one-to-one. For example, computational results may be compared to published 
experimental results. Direct validation is the preferred method of model validation 
because it is the more rigorous method and thus provides the greatest insight into the 
reliability of model predictions [229]. However, direct validation is challenging and 
expensive; therefore indirect validation is more frequently employed.
An additional consideration in model validation is the choice of the variable being 
compared between computational and experimental set-ups. Ideally, the variables 
selected for model validation are the same variables that the model is intended to predict. 
For example, if  a model is intended to predict cartilage contact stress, than using cartilage 
contact stress for direct model validation is the most appropriate choice. Conversely, 
using joint kinematics to validate a model developed to predict contact stress is not 
appropriate. Unfortunately, it is often not possible to validate all outputs that a model is 
designed to predict. Therefore, as a practical matter, model validation should be 
undertaken with as many of the variables of interest as possible. Variables that cannot be 
validated should be predicted with caution, after parameter studies have been completed.
Previous model validation of whole joint models has focused on contact stress and 
contact area. At the hip, a single cadaveric specimen was used for model validation of 
contact stress and contact area [230]. At the ankle, two specimens were used for model 
validation [231]. At the knee, a single specimen was used for model validation [232]. 
All of these validation studies focused on contact stress and contact area, both because
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these variables are experimentally measureable and because of the potential relevancy of 
these variables to joint degeneration.
As the final piece of generating confidence in model predictions, parametric 
analysis is the systematic evaluation of the effects of model inputs on model outputs. The 
aim of parametric analysis is to assess model sensitivity to perturbations in inputs, many 
of which are assumed or have inherent uncertainty (e.g., material coefficients, which are 
often determined experimentally). Because parametric analysis is used to evaluate model 
sensitivity, they have also been called sensitivity studies. To complete parametric 
analysis, model inputs are perturbed individually to assess the effects of each input 
independently. Although parHmetric analysis can be completed on a single model, using 
a series of models provides the benefit of being able to statistically evaluate the effects of 
model inputs.
FEA of the Human Hip Joint
Predictions of contact mechanics in the human hip have been made previously 
using FEA. These previous studies have included model validation, assessment of 
normal hips and assessment of pathomorphologic hips. A single hip joint model was 
directly validated and modeling assumptions were evaluated via parameter studies. For 
this model, a one-to-one comparison was made between experimental measurements 
using pressure-sensitive film and FEA predictions. Experimental and FEA results were 
in good qualitative and quantitative agreement. The magnitude of contact stress was 
compared pixel-wise between the experimental and FEA results, resulting in an RMS 
error in contact stress of approximately 30% [230]. In addition to direct validation, this 
model was used to assess the effects of model inputs on FEA predictions using parameter
studies. Cartilage was assumed to be neo-Hookean hyperelastic and both the effects o f 
changes in the shear modulus and the effects o f  changes in the bulk modulus were 
assessed. These changes had a minimal effect on results, altering the RMS error in 
contact stress by ~7%. The effects of the representation of the bone were also assessed. 
Using rigid bones rather than deformable bones altered the RMS error in contact stress by 
~30%. Conversely, using just the cortical shell rather than the cortical shell and the 
trabecular bone only altered the RMS error in contact stress by ~3% [230]. FEA 
predictions that assumed idealized geometry rather than specimen-specific geometry 
caused inaccurate model predictions, both in terms o f stress pattern and stress magnitude 
[233, 234]. Overall, the effects of many modeling assumptions on the prediction of 
contact mechanics in the human hip have been rigorously evaluated, which allows for 
confident predictions of these variables in the human hip.
FEA o f normal hips has provided insight into contact patterns and contact stresses 
in this population. Harris et al. employed the validated modeling protocol described 
above to predict cartilage contact stress and contact area in ten subjects without 
pathomorphology or hip pain. This study demonstrated large intersubject variability in 
contact pattern and contact stress even in a population of normal hips [235]. This study 
was designed to provide baseline data for the comparison o f abnormal mechanics in 
pathologic hips.
FEA o f pathologic populations suggests that hips with bony pathology experience 
altered cartilage mechanics. In a series of subjects who had undergone closed reduction 
for dysplasia at infancy, Russell et al. used FEA to predict cartilage contact mechanics 
during the walking gait cycle. Patients were separated into asymptomatic and
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symptomatic groups and were also compared to a single normal subject. Contact area 
was larger in the normal hip than in the asymptomatic subjects, while peak pressure was 
smaller. Although contact areas were not different between asymptomatic and 
symptomatic subjects, peak pressure on the femoral head was larger in symptomatic 
subjects than in asymptomatic subjects. Overall, this study found altered cartilage 
mechanics in residual dysplasia compared to the normal hip, as well as altered cartilage 
mechanics depending on the severity and resulting symptoms in residual dysplasia [236]. 
Using idealized model geometry, Chegini et al. evaluated the effects of deficient 
acetabula characteristic of dysplasia and found that dysplasia caused localized stresses on 
the lateral acetabular rim [237]. Together, previous FEA studies of normal and 
pathomorphologic hips provide insight into the variable contact patterns in normal hips, 
as well as the elevations and lateral shift in contact stress in the dysplastic hip.
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CHAPTER 31
SPECIMEN-SPECIFIC PREDICTIONS OF CONTACT STRESS 
UNDER PHYSIOLOGICAL LOADING IN THE HUMAN HIP: 
VALIDATION AND SENSITIVITY STUDIES
Abstract
Hip osteoarthritis may be initiated and advanced by abnormal cartilage contact 
mechanics, and finite element (FE) modeling provides an approach with the potential to 
allow the study of this process. Previous FE models of the human hip have been limited 
by single-specimen validation and the use of quasilinear or linear elastic constitutive 
models of articular cartilage. The effects of the latter assumptions on model predictions 
are unknown, partially because data for the instantaneous behavior of healthy human hip 
cartilage are unavailable. The aims of this study were to develop and validate a series of 
specimen-specific FE models, to characterize the regional instantaneous response of 
healthy human hip cartilage in compression, and to assess the effects of material 
nonlinearity, inhomogeneity and specimen-specific material coefficients on FE 
predictions of cartilage contact stress and contact area. Five cadaveric specimens 
underwent experimental loading, cartilage material characterization and specimen- 
specific FE modeling. Cartilage in the FE models was represented by average neo-
1Reprinted from Biomechanics and Modeling in Mechanobiology, Henak CR, Kapron AL, Anderson AE, 
Ellis BJ, Maas SA, Weiss JA, “Specimen-Specific Predictions of Contact Stress under Physiological 
Loading in the Human Hip: Validation and Sensitivity Studies”, 2013, with permission from Springer.
Hookean, average Veronda Westmann and specimen- and region-specific Veronda 
Westmann hyperelastic constitutive models. Experimental measurements and FE 
predictions compared well for all three cartilage representations, which was reflected in 
average RMS errors in contact stress of less than 25%. The instantaneous material 
behavior of healthy human hip cartilage varied spatially, with stiffer acetabular cartilage 
than femoral cartilage, and stiffer cartilage in lateral regions than in medial regions. The 
Veronda Westmann constitutive model with average material coefficients accurately 
predicted peak contact stress, average contact stress, contact area and contact patterns. 
The use of subject- and region-specific material coefficients did not increase the accuracy 
of FE model predictions. The neo-Hookean constitutive model underpredicted peak 
contact stress in areas of high stress. The results of this study support the use of average 
cartilage material coefficients in predictions o f cartilage contact stress and contact area in 
the normal hip. The regional characterization of cartilage material behavior provides the 
necessary inputs for future computational studies investigating cartilage mechanics other 
than contact stress and area in the human hip. In the future, the results of this study can 
be applied to subject-specific models to understand how abnormal hip contact stress and 
contact area contribute to OA.
Introduction
One in four people develop hip osteoarthritis (OA) during their lifetimes [1]. 
Abnormal cartilage contact mechanics may predict the onset and progression of OA [2­
4]. Altered mechanics may initiate OA through damage to the physical integrity of 
cartilage or by initiating changes in cartilage metabolism. For example, altered pressures
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change the metabolism of cartilage explants [3, 5]. Additionally, high stresses cause 
cartilage fissuring during impact loading in vitro [6-10].
Finite element (FE) methods have predicted cartilage stresses in the hip because 
stresses cannot currently be measured in vivo. Previous FE models of the human hip 
have provided insight into the mechanics of normal and pathologic hips, using both 
subject-specific and idealized geometries [11-18]. Models have demonstrated 
intersubject variability in the normal population [15], the influence of subject-specific 
geometry [12] and altered mechanics in hips with bony pathology compared to normal 
hips [14, 16, 18]. Some of these studies are severely limited because little or no effort 
was made to validate the models. Others are limited because they are based on model 
validation of a single specimen. Furthermore, all of these previous studies have assumed 
spatially homogeneous, quasilinear or linear elastic cartilage constitutive behavior.
Confidence in FE predictions and the effects of modeling assumptions on those 
predictions can be evaluated via direct validation and parametric analysis, respectively. 
Direct validation is the process of comparing experimental results and computational 
predictions using identical (or nearly identical) boundary conditions, loading conditions 
and geometry [19-21]. Parametric analysis is the systematic evaluation of the effects of 
modeling assumptions on model predictions. One specimen-specific FE model of the 
human hip was validated [11], however, a series of hip models has not been validated. 
Validation using a series of specimens provides two advantages over validation using a 
single specimen. First, validation on a series of specimens demonstrates the predictive 
capabilities of the FE models across specimen-specific geometries and elucidates the
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expected interspecimen variability. Second, statistical methods can determine the effect 
of model parameters when multiple specimens are modeled.
While it is known that cartilage material behavior includes material nonlinearity and 
spatial inhomogeneity, the effects of cartilage constitutive model on FE predictions of 
cartilage contact stress and contact area in the human hip are unknown. Cartilage 
material behavior is time- and rate-dependent, but nearly-incompressible elastic material 
behavior is an appropriate simplification under fast loading rates such as those 
experienced during physiological loading, including walking [22, 23]. Although 
advanced constitutive models have not been employed in the human hip, FE predictions 
in the human knee suggest that some of the more advanced features of cartilage 
constitutive behavior are unnecessarily complicated for predictions of contact mechanics 
[24, 25]. Even with these simplifications, previous FE models of the human hip have 
used cartilage behavior with coefficients from other joints or other animals because there 
are no data available regarding the instantaneous response of healthy human hip cartilage 
(‘instantaneous’ is used to indicate loading over < 0.5 seconds) [11, 12, 14-16]. Biphasic 
and linear elastic analyses of hip cartilage suggests that behavior from other joints and 
other animals does not match the behavior of human hip cartilage [26-29]. Therefore, 
regional instantaneous material behavior of healthy human hip cartilage must first be 
characterized to investigate whether features of the assumed cartilage constitutive model 
affect FE predictions of hip contact stress and contact area. The required complexity and 
specificity of cartilage constitutive model can then be determined by comparing results 
obtained with the simplest hyperelastic constitutive model, neo-Hookean, to cartilage 
representations that capture material nonlinearity and spatial inhomogeneity.
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Therefore, there were three objectives to this study: (1) to develop and validate a 
series of specimen-specific FE models by directly comparing FE predictions of contact 
stress and contact area to experimental measurements; (2) to characterize the regional 
instantaneous response of healthy human hip cartilage in compression using quasilinear 
and nonlinear constitutive models; and (3) to assess the effects of material nonlinearity, 
inhomogeneity and specimen-specific material coefficients on FE predictions of cartilage 
contact stress and contact area. These objectives were carried out with a focus on 
predictions of contact stress and contact area, which could be measured in vitro in this 
study on a subject-specific basis, and are often used in the interpretation of mechanical 
loading relevant to the development of OA [18, 30-33].
Methods
Contact stress and contact area in five normal male cadaveric hips were investigated 
using a combined experimental and computational protocol (40 ± 14 years old, weight 
62.8 ± 13.8 kg, height 176.5 ± 8.9 cm) [11]. All specimens were screened for hip 
pathology with an anteroposterior radiograph and known medical history. Cartilage was 
macroscopically examined during dissection. No osteoarthritic changes or degenerative 
lesions were found.
Experimental Methods
All soft tissue except cartilage was dissected from each specimen. Registration 
blocks were attached to the hemipelvis and the femur [11, 34]. Volumetric CT scans 
were obtained of the fully dissected, disarticulated specimens (Siemens Somatom 
Emotion, 512 x 512 pixel acquisition matrix, 276-420 mm FOV, 0.7 mm slice thickness).
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Scanner settings were based on our previous study that demonstrated less than 10% RMS 
error in cartilage thickness using CT [35]. Anatomical coordinate systems were 
established using bony landmarks and were digitized relative to the registration blocks 
with a Microscribe G2X or MLX digitizer (accuracy < 0.23 mm, CNC Services, Inc., 
Amherst, VA) [11, 36]. The femur and pelvis were cemented into custom test fixtures 
that provided rotation about the internal/external, flexion/extension and 
abduction/adduction axes as well as translation to align the joint (Figure 3.1). Testing 
was completed using an MTS 858 with a 4 kN load cell (MTS Systems Corporation, 
Eden Prairie, MN). The entire loading system allowed for the femur to impart a non­
vertical joint reaction force onto the acetabulum, as is experienced in vivo [11, 36].
Four physiological loading scenarios were tested based on instrumented implant and 
gait data: heel strike during walking, midstance during walking, heel strike during stair 
descent and heel strike during stair ascent [36]. Each position was achieved using an 
iterative process until all three kinematic angles were within ± 3 deg of the target 
positions.
Low range pressure sensitive film cut into rosette patterns was used to measure 
contact stress and contact area (Fuji Prescale®, Sensor Products, Inc., NJ) [11]. Pressure- 
sensitive film measures the pressure, or the stress normal to the film. Thus, the pressure 
measured by the film can best be interpreted as the contact stress on the articular surface 
of the femur. Rosettes were placed between two polyethylene sheets and secured over 
the femoral head prior to each trial. Three trials were captured for each loading scenario 
and one trial from each loading scenario was selected for further analysis. The resultant 
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Figure 3.1: Fixture used to experimentally load specimens. The pelvis and femur were 
placed into anatomical positions and aligned prior to loading. Both the pelvis and the 
femur fixtures were able to translate and rotate to achieve the correct anatomical position.
284 N for heel strike during walking, midstance during walking, heel strike during stair 
descent and heel strike during stair ascent, respectively. Following each trial, the 
positions o f the registration blocks and the pressure sensitive film rosettes were digitized.
To determine the correlation between pixel intensity and applied pressure, sections of 
unused pressure sensitive film were compressed between two flat platens layered with 
cellophane to a range of loads. All pressure sensitive film was scanned and converted to 
gray scale digital images for processing.
Cartilage Material Testing Methods
Unconfined compression testing was used to characterize the depth-averaged 
constitutive behavior of healthy human hip cartilage under fast loading rates, such as 
those applicable to the loading scenarios used during whole joint testing. On the day of 
soft tissue dissection, cartilage samples were harvested from nine regions on the femoral 
head and six regions on the acetabulum of the nontested joint of each specimen (Figure
3.2) [37]. One to two samples were obtained for each region. The number of samples 
was limited by the size and curvature of each anatomical region. A coring tool and 
scalpel excised each sample, which included the full cartilage thickness as well as some 
underlying subchondral bone. Samples were stored at -72°C until testing.
Each sample was sectioned serially using a microtome to remove subchondral bone 
and to create a deep surface parallel to the articular surface. Samples were then resized to 
3.4 mm diameter cylinders and split in half along the long axis of the cylinder, resulting 
in two to four samples from each region. Sample height was measured three times using 
a resistance micrometer and measurements were averaged.
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inferior, M = medial, L = lateral and F = foveal.
Samples underwent unconfined compression testing between two glass slides. The 
custom test system consisted of a servo-controlled mechanical stage (Model MRV22, 
Tol-O-Matic, Hamel, MN), LVDT (Model ATA 2001, Schaevitz, Hampton, VA) and 10 
lb load cell (LSB200, Futek Advanced Sensor Technology, Inc., Irvine, CA). A tare load 
of 58.9 ± 5.0 kPa was applied and held for 30 minutes, resulting in a stretch of 0.85 ± 
0.08 [38-41]. The height of the sample following tare loading was determined from the 
position of the test system and was subsequently used as the reference height for loading.
After 30 minutes of tare loading, samples were compressed to a stretch ratio of 0.85 
relative to the reference height over 1 second (15%/s). The loading rate was the 
approximate loading rate of walking [36], as well as a rate at which cartilage behavior is 
nearly-incompressible [22]. Cartilage testing was displacement driven, while load was 
measured. All testing was completed in a PBS bath at room temperature [40, 41].
Material coefficients for two hyperelastic constitutive models were fit to the 
experimental data. The neo-Hookean constitutive model represents a quasilinear 
relationship between stress and stretch. This model was selected because it is the 
simplest hyperelastic model, and therefore serves as a baseline. Further, previous hip FE 
models assumed neo-Hookean or linear elastic cartilage constitutive behavior and 
therefore this material model allows direct comparison with previous FE results [11-18]. 
In the Veronda Westmann model, stress is exponentially dependent on stretch [42]. This 
constitutive model was chosen to capture the material nonlinearity present in cartilage 
constitutive behavior, in contrast to the quasilinear neo-Hookean model.
For both constitutive models, a least squares fit minimized the difference between 
experimental and predicted stress-stretch curves to determine material coefficients
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(SigmaPlot 11.0, Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA). Uncoupled neo-Hookean strain 
energy was in the form [43]:
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(1)
Here, u is the shear modulus under infinitesimal strain, is the first deviatoric 
invariant, K  is the bulk modulus and J  is the determinant of the deformation gradient. For 
an incompressible material subjected to unconfined compression by a stretch ratio X3, the 
neo-Hookean Cauchy stress o33 is:
(2)
Thus, u was the coefficient that was determined by curve fitting in the neo-Hookean 
constitutive model. Veronda Westmann strain energy was in the form [42, 43]:
(3)
Here, is the second deviatoric invariant. For an incompressible material subjected 
to unconfined compression by a stretch ratio X3, the Veronda Westmann Cauchy stress o33
is:
(4)
The product C1C2 was defined as the Veronda Westmann modulus in the reference 
configuration and denoted E0 for statistical comparisons between regions. The 
coefficients C1 and C2  were both determined by curve fitting the Veronda Westmann 
constitutive model to the data. For both constitutive models, the uniqueness of the best- 
fit material coefficients was verified by perturbing initial guesses.
The stretch ratio, X3, was derived from the applied crosshead displacement and the 
known sample height. Cauchy stress was derived from the measured load, initial cross­
sectional area and stretch ratio, assuming material incompressibility [44].
Computational Methods
CT data were segmented using a combination of automated thresholding based on 
image intensity and manual segmentation methods in the Amira software (5.3, Visage 
Imaging, San Diego, CA) [11, 45]. Polygonal surfaces of the bone and cartilage were 
generated from the segmented data [11, 15, 16]. Cartilage surfaces were imported into 
TrueGrid (XYZ Scientific, Livermore, CA) to generate hexahedral FE meshes (Figure
3.3). Cortical bone surfaces were discretized into triangular shell elements with position- 
dependent thickness [45]. Cortical bone was represented as isotropic linear elastic (E = 
17 GPa, v = 0.29) [46]. Representation of the cortical bone was based on a previous 
validation study evaluating the effects of FE representation of bone on bone strain [45]. 
Mortar tied contact attached cartilage to bone, while mortar sliding contact governed the 
interaction between cartilage layers [47, 48]. All analyses were completed in NIKE3D 
[49].
FE models were generated with three different cartilage representations to determine 
the effects of cartilage material nonlinearity, inhomogeneity and specimen-specificity on 
FE predictions. The most specific cartilage representation used a Veronda Westmann 
constitutive model with specimen-specific regional material coefficients. To generate 
these models, a continuous heterogeneous distribution of the material coefficients was 
required. This was obtained using Laplace interpolation over the finite element mesh, 
with the material coefficients for each region serving as Dirichlet boundary conditions at
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Figure 3.3: Representative FE model. Cortical bones are shown in white, femoral 
cartilage is shown in yellow and acetabular cartilage is shown in green. A -  whole joint. 
B -  acetabular cartilage. C -  femoral cartilage.
the center of the region [50, 51]. Since the steady-state heat transfer equation is an 
example of Laplace’s equation, the interpolation was performed using the heat transfer 
module in FEBio [51, 52]. The resulting continuous distribution was discretized into 25 
specimen-specific sets of material coefficients on the femur and 25 specimen-specific 
sets of material coefficients on the acetabulum (this is referred to as “VW specific”). A 
second set of Veronda Westmann material coefficients were averaged across all 
specimens and regions (this is referred to as “VW average”). Similarly, neo-Hookean 
material coefficients were averaged across all specimens and regions (this is referred to 
as “nH average”). Bulk moduli were selected to enforce material near-incompressibility. 
The Veronda Westmann constitutive equation was implemented in NIKE3D and the 
implementation was verified by comparing the results of single element analyses with 
analytical solutions.
Boundary and loading conditions for the FE simulations were matched to 
experimental trials using the digitized data. Positions of the registration blocks 
segmented from CT data were aligned to their digitized experimental positions for each 
trial. Each model was run to the corresponding experimental load. For model validation, 
cartilage contact stress and cartilage contact area were obtained on the articular surface of 
the femoral cartilage. To compare the three methods for modeling cartilage, contact 
stress and contact area were obtained on the acetabular cartilage. All FE postprocessing 
was completed using PostView [53].
A mesh convergence study determined the appropriate number of elements through 
the cartilage thickness to achieve converged contact stress and contact area predictions. 
Cartilage meshes with three, four, five and six elements through the thickness were
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generated for one specimen and analyzed with VW average cartilage. Overall mesh 
density was adjusted to maintain element aspect ratios and element Jacobians. Meshes 
were considered converged when the average change in contact stress and contact area 
across all four loading scenarios between subsequent meshes was less than 5%. Based on 
the results of the mesh convergence study, all further analyses were completed with five 
elements through the cartilage thickness.
Data and Statistical Methods
To validate the FE models, nodal contact stress results reported on the femoral head 
of the FE models were compared to experimental results from the matched trial. 
Intraclass correlation coefficients compared agreement between experimental and FE 
results for each of the four loading scenarios. A Bland-Altman analysis with an 
adjustment for clustered data compared the differences and tolerance intervals between 
experimental and FE results over all loading scenarios [54-56]. Finally, a pixel-wise 
calculation of RMS error between FE and experimental contact stress was completed in a 
custom program that we developed for a previous study [11] (Figure 3.4).
To investigate the influence of cartilage representation on FE predictions, FE nodal 
contact stress results from the three cartilage representations were compared in six 
regions of the acetabular cartilage (Figure 3.2). Contact stress and contact area were 
sampled on the articular surface of the acetabular cartilage. A pairwise comparison of 
results from each cartilage representation was completed using random effects linear 
regression that accounted for the nonindependence of data clustered within each 
specimen and loading scenario. Finner’s procedure corrected the resulting p-values for
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Figure 3.4: Process for comparing experimental and FE results pixel-wise. A -  FE 
results are extracted from the articular surface of the femoral head. B -  FE results are 
projected to a sphere and the experimental position of the pressure-sensitive film is 
overlaid. C -  the spherical projection is mapped to a planar rosette, creating a simulated 
rosette with the same dimensions as the experimental rosette. D -  the experimental 
rosette is used as the gold standard for pixel-wise comparison against the simulated 
rosette.
multiple comparisons [57].
Regional differences in FE results and cartilage material coefficients clustered within 
each specimen were also evaluated using random effects linear regression. FE results 
were compared pairwise between all six acetabular regions, as well as between lateral and 
medial regions. Material coefficients from six acetabular and nine femoral regions were 
pooled and compared between: all femoral versus all acetabular regions, all medial versus 
all lateral regions, medial versus lateral femoral regions and medial versus lateral 
acetabular regions. Additionally, all six acetabular regions and all nine femoral regions 
were compared pairwise. Finner’s procedure corrected the resulting p-values for 
multiplicity [57]. Significance for all tests was set atp  < 0.05.
Results
Experimental and computational results compared well for most specimens and 
loading scenarios (Figure 3.5). Interspecimen variability within each loading scenario 
was larger than interscenario variability within each specimen (Figure 3.5). Distinct 
contact patterns for each specimen were multicentric, banded or combinations o f the
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Specimen 1 Specimen 2 Specimen 3 Specimen 4 Specimen 5
Figure 3.5: Comparisons between experimental and FE contact pressure for heel strike 
during stair descent in VW average models. Results compared well across specimen- 
specific geometry.
two. Qualitative differences between the three cartilage representations were nearly 
indistinguishable, which was reflected in minimal effects on RMS error in contact stress, 
minimal effects on contact stress differences and minimal effects on contact area 
differences (Figure 3.6). RMS error in contact stress was 23.8 ± 4.8%, 23.9 ± 4.8% and 
23.3 ± 4.8% in the nH average, VW average and VW specific models, respectively. 
Experimental contact area was larger than FE predicted contact area with all cartilage 
representations (Figure 3.6A). Experimental peak contact stress was larger than FE 
predicted peak contact stress in the nH average models. Conversely, experimental peak 
contact stress was smaller than FE predicted peak contact stress in the VW average and 
VW specific models (Figure 3.6B). Experimental average contact stress was larger than 
FE predicted average contact stress with all cartilage representations (Figure 3.6C).
Cartilage material coefficients exhibited significant regional variation within the hip 
joint (Table 3.1). When the data were pooled, both p and E0 were larger in the acetabular
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Figure 3.6: Comparisons of experimental and FE results show that validation metrics 
were insensitive to constitutive model. A -  Bland-Altman analysis of contact area. B -  
Bland-Altman analysis of peak contact stress. C -  Bland-Altman analysis of average 
contact stress. Differences were calculated by subtracting the FE predicted value from 
the experimentally measured value. Differences greater than zero indicate larger 
experimental results than FE predictions. Error bars = tolerance intervals corrected by 
the design effect.
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Table 3.1 Constitutive model coefficients determined from curve fitting experimental Cauchy stress versus 
stretch data. Mean ± standard deviation are shown. Anatomical regions are shown in Figure 3.2. The 
pooled lateral, medial and whole regional coefficients were obtained by averaging across all samples.
Side Region neo-Hookean ^ (MPa) Veronda Westmann Ci (MPa) Veronda Westmann C i (no units)
AL 5.72 ±2.74 0.30 ± 0.17 6.70 ± 1.51
AM 4.06± 0.98 0.31 ± 0.27 5.87 ± 1.86
SL 5.50± 1.52 0.34 ±0.17 6.45 ±2.13
SM 3.46± 2.04 0.19 ± 0.18 8.40 ±3.05
PL 6.22 ±2.32 0.38 ±0.30 6.93 ±2.33
Femur PM 4.74± 1.38 0.29± 0.08 6.98 ±1.13IL 6.34 ±0.74 0.48 ±0.21 5.26 ±0.94
IM 3.92 ±0.62 0.23 ± 0.18 7.23 ±2.23
F 4.98 ±2.16 0.29 ±0.17 6.34 ± 1.89
Lateral 5.88 ± 2.10 0.36 ± 0.21 6.36 ± 1.42
Medial 4.08 ± 1.52 0.26± 0.18 7.10 ± 2.68
Whole 4.88 ±2.02 0.30± 0.21 6.71 ±2.27
AL 9.34 ±3.20 0.72 ±0.37 5.31 ± 1.09
AM 4.82 ± 1.12 0.22 ±0.12 7.42 ± 1.51
SL 6.54 ±2.62 0.29± 0.16 7.31 ±0.59
SM 4.68 ±0.58 0.26 ±0.08 7.21 ±0.94
Acetabulum PL 7.96 ± 1.80 0.45 ± 0.10 6.13 ± 0.34
PM 5.74 ± 1.78 0.31 ± 0.19 6.60 ± 1.09
Lateral 7.74 ±2.28 0.47 ± 0.27 6.33 ± 1.29
Medial 5.04 ± 1.60 0.26± 0.15 7.20 ± 1.43
Whole 6.44± 2.58 0.37 ±0.25 6.69 ± 1.42
Lateral 6.50± 2.54 0.40 ±0.26 6.22 ± 1.48
Both Medial 4.40± 1.56 0.28 ±0.20 6.86 ±2.44
Whole 5.32 ±2.32 0.34 ±0.24 6.55 ±2.07
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cartilage than in the femoral cartilage, and larger in the lateral cartilage than in the medial 
cartilage. In the acetabulum, both p and E0 were larger in the AL region than in all other 
regions. Both p and E0 in the acetabulum were also larger in the PL region than in the 
PM and SM regions. In the SL region, p was larger than in the SM region of the 
acetabulum. In the femur, both p and E0 were larger in the IL region than in the IM, PL, 
SM and AL regions. E0 was also larger in the AM region than in the IM region in the 
femur. In the SM region, p was smaller than in the SL, PM, PL and AL regions. In the 
PL region, p was larger than in the AM region. In the SL region, p was larger in than in 
the IM region in the femur. Although many of the regional differences were consistent 
for both constitutive models, the quasilinear behavior exhibited in the neo-Hookean 
constitutive model overpredicted stress at stretch values near unity and underpredicted 
stress at smaller stretch values (Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7: Experimental Cauchy stress versus stretch curve for one specimen in the 
femoral SM region. Error bars = standard deviation. Solid lines for each fit represent the 
response with average coefficients, shaded areas = standard deviation. The neo-Hookean 
constitutive model overpredicted stress magnitudes at stretch values near unity and 
underpredicted stress magnitudes at smaller stress values. The Veronda Westmann 
constitutive model captured cartilage material nonlinearity.
When comparing model predictions within each region between FE models, nH 
average models predicted lower peak contact stress than both VW average and VW 
specific models in some regions (Figure 3.8B). However, there were no significant 
differences in average contact stress or in contact area between the three cartilage 
representations (Figures 3.8A and 3.8C). There were no significant differences in FE 
results between VW average and VW specific models (Figure 3.8).
Peak contact stress, average contact stress and contact area varied by region, with 
higher values in several of the lateral regions (Figure 3.9). For all three cartilage 
representations, peak contact stress, average contact stress and contact area were smaller 
in the medial cartilage than in the lateral cartilage. For the VW average models, peak 
contact stress, average contact stress and contact area were smaller in the PM region than 
in all other regions. Peak contact stress was larger in the AL region than in all other 
regions. Contact area in the SL region was larger than in all medial and both posterior 
regions. Contact area in the AL region was larger than in both posterior regions and the 
AM region. Contact area in the SM region was larger than in the AM region and both 
posterior regions. Average contact stress in the AL and SL regions was larger than in all 
medial regions. Although significant results varied slightly between the VW average 
models and the other two cartilage representations, the trends were similar.
Discussion
Qualitative and quantitative comparisons between FE and experimental results 
indicate that the quality of validation for contact stress is relatively insensitive to the 
choice of cartilage constitutive model. Further, the lack of difference in model 
predictions between analyses with specimen-specific material coefficients and analyses
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Figure 3.8: Contact area and contact stress for all constitutive models, by anatomical 
region. A -  contact area. B -  peak contact stress. C -  average contact stress. Error bars 
= standard deviation. Black lines = significant differences (p < 0.05) and gray lines = 
nearly significant differences (0.05 < p  < 0.1). The only significant differences were in 
peak contact stress in the lateral regions.
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Figure 3.9: Contact area and contact stress VW average models. A -  contact area. B -  
peak contact stress. C -  average contact stress. Error bars = standard deviation. J 
indicates p  < 0.05 against all other regions. * indicates p  < 0.05 against listed region. 
Results were generally larger in the lateral regions and were the smallest in the PM 
region.
with averaged material coefficients suggests that predictions of hip contact stress and 
contact area are insensitive to regional variations in material coefficients in hips with 
healthy articular cartilage (Figure 3.8). These results are consistent with previous 
analyses in the hip, wherein contact stress patterns resulted primarily from model 
geometry [12, 15], and in the knee, which reported that contact stress predictions were 
insensitive to variations in cartilage anisotropy [25]. The influence of model geometry 
also reiterates previous findings of intersubject variability in contact stress patterns in a 
population of normal hips [15]. The relative insensitivity of contact pattern to cartilage 
representation and the relative importance of model geometry can be explained by the 
fact that contact stress as measured by pressure-sensitive film is primarily a measure of 
the interstitial fluid pressure on the surface when the cartilage is loaded quickly [58].
This is the first study to characterize the instantaneous regional material behavior of 
healthy human hip cartilage. These data demonstrate distinct regional differences, 
including the finding that lateral cartilage is stiffer than medial cartilage. Previous 
studies have suggested that regional variations in cartilage properties result from 
adaptation to loading, with stiffer properties in areas of frequent loadbearing [27, 59-62]. 
Indeed, in the present study, the stiffer lateral regions of the acetabulum experienced 
larger peak contact stress, average contact stress and contact area than medial regions. 
Since walking accounts for most of the time wherein cartilage undergoes fast loading
[63], these data suggest that the instantaneous material properties of healthy human hip 
cartilage may result from adaptation to the loading distribution.
The regional variations in instantaneous material behavior in this study are different 
than previously reported variations in the biphasic material behavior of cartilage.
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Athanasiou et al. demonstrated that the linear biphasic aggregate moduli were larger in 
the medial acetabulum and femur than in the lateral acetabulum and femur, but there 
were no differences in aggregate modulus between the pooled femoral cartilage and the 
pooled acetabular cartilage [37]. In contrast, we found that lateral cartilage was stiffer 
than medial cartilage under fast loading rates, and pooled acetabular cartilage was stiffer 
than pooled femoral cartilage. Our findings do not necessarily contradict the results 
reported by Athanasiou et al.; the aggregate modulus is a measure of equilibrium 
behavior of the solid matrix, while p and E0 are measures of solid-fluid interactions. 
Further, the linear biphasic representation is valid for small strains, while the hyperelastic 
representations used in the present study are valid for arbitrarily large deformations. 
Therefore, these coefficients reflect different mechanisms and provide unique 
information regarding the ways in which cartilage responds to load.
The neo-Hookean constitutive model overpredicted the experimental stress-strain 
curve at small strain magnitudes and underpredicted stress at large strain magnitudes, 
which affected the FE predictions of contact stress. At large strain magnitudes, FE 
models with nH average cartilage underpredicted peak contact stress in comparison to 
both FE models with VW cartilage and experimental results (Figures 3.6B and 3.8B). 
However, when the results were evaluated over the entire range of strains, average 
contact stress, contact area and qualitative contact patterns were indistinguishable 
between cartilage representations (Figures 3.5, 3.8A and 3.8C). Therefore, a simple neo- 
Hookean constitutive model is sufficient to provide predictions of average contact stress 
on the articular surface and contact area that in reasonable agreement with experimental 
measurements. This is consistent with the findings reported in previous FE studies, as
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well as the ability of discrete element analysis to accurately predict contact mechanics in 
the human hip [11, 64-66].
The experimental and computational results of this study for contact stress and 
contact patterns compare well with previous studies. In vitro peak contact stresses 
measured using pizeoelectric pressure sensors, pressure-sensitive film and transducers 
range between ~5 to ~10 MPa [11, 67-71]. An instrumented prosthesis measured peak 
pressures of up to ~10 MPa in vivo during activities of daily living [72]. In the present 
study, pressure sensitive film measured peak contact stress at 13.8 ± 2.8 MPa and FE 
models with VW average cartilage predicted peak contact stress at 16.4 ± 7.8 MPa. 
While the peak contact stresses in the present study are somewhat larger than previously 
published values, some of the previous studies were limited by upper thresholds on the 
pressure-sensing devices or by the use of spherical implants, which results in lower 
predictions of contact stress [12]. Qualitatively, the nonuniform and specimen-specific 
contact patterns in the present study are consistent with previous observations in 
experimental studies of hip contact [11, 67-71, 73, 74].
There were several limitations in this study. The primary dependent variables in this 
study, contact stress and contact area, were chosen because they can be measured 
experimentally, allowing direct validation against experimental measurements in the 
cadaveric hips, and because they have been suggested as important variables in the 
pathogenesis of OA [18, 30-33]. However, these variables only reflect the state of stress 
on the articular surface. Other variables, such as maximum shear stress and the first 
principal (most tensile) strain, or variables at other locations such as at the osteochondral 
interface, are likely to be even more important for predicting cartilage damage and
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delamination [25, 31, 75]. While average contact stress and contact area were more 
sensitive to geometry than to cartilage constitutive model in the present study, the 
selected constitutive model may be more important in the evaluation of other variables. 
For example, a previous FE model of the knee demonstrated that a constitutive model 
that took into account spatial variance in the split line directions did not affect contact 
stress predictions but did affect other variables, including first principal strain [25]. A 
detailed investigation of the sensitivity of model predictions to other variables such as 
first principal strain and maximum shear stress will require further analysis of the strain 
and stress fields through the thickness, necessitating more refined experimental 
measurements, constitutive representations and new mesh convergence studies.
Although the cartilage constitutive behavior in these models captured material 
nonlinearity and spatial inhomogeneity, the constitutive models included several 
simplifying assumptions. Cartilage behavior was assumed to be nearly-incompressible 
and hyperelastic. While this assumption is justified by both theoretical analysis and 
experimental data for the loading rates and activities that were considered in this study 
[22, 23], it may have a minor effect on model results and will limit the interpretation of 
the results of this study to activities that occur at relatively high loading rates. The 
inclusion of cartilage tension-compression nonlinearity, wherein the modulus in tension 
is one to two orders of magnitude stiffer than that in compression, could also affect the 
FE model predictions [76]. Other characteristics of cartilage material behavior, such as 
depth-dependent variation in properties and material anisotropy, are considered to be 
higher order effects when compared to material nonlinearity and tension-compression 
nonlinearity, and would therefore be expected to have less pronounced effects on model
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predictions [31, 77-82]. In addition to the limitations of the selected constitutive models, 
it is possible that freezing the cartilage samples prior to testing affected the material 
properties. While freezing was necessary due to the lengthy experimental protocol, 
literature suggests that this procedure has either no effect on cartilage stiffness or 
decreases cartilage stiffness up to 31% [83-86]. In either case, since all samples were 
frozen, there was no bias in the comparisons between groups.
Finally, there are limitations associated with the use o f pressure-sensitive film for 
model validation. We used pressure-sensitive film because of its high spatial resolution 
(5-15 jam) (Fuji Prescale® Brochure, Sensor Products, Inc., NJ) and broad use in studies 
of joint contact mechanics [87]. A previous study demonstrated that the peak contact 
stress measured by pressure sensitive film may differ from that in a native joint by 10­
26% for a plane-strain analysis of a surrogate contact mechanics problem (Rj = 20 mm, 
R2 = 30 mm or larger, cartilage thickness = 0.6 mm) [88]. Because hip cartilage is 
thicker and the hip joint is more congruent than in the model problem described above, 
we constructed and analyzed similar FE models using dimensions from spherical fits to 
the articular surfaces of one of our specimens (Rj = 25 mm, R2 = 27 mm, cartilage 
thickness = 2.0 mm). These models predicted differences in peak contact stress of less 
than 1% between the models with and without film. Independent of errors induced by the 
presence of film between the articular layers, pressure-sensitive film has an error of 10­
15% when measuring contact stress [89]. This error may contribute to the large tolerance 
intervals in the Bland-Altman analysis (Figure 3.6).
In summary, this study provides a validated modeling protocol for a series of 
cadaveric specimens that supports the use o f average cartilage material coefficients in
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predicting specimen-specific hip contact stress and contact area. This protocol can be 
used in vivo to understand how abnormal hip contact stress and contact area lead to OA. 
The Veronda Westmann constitutive model with average material coefficients accurately 
predicted peak contact stress, average contact stress, contact area and contact patterns. 
The use of subject- and region-specific material coefficients did not increase the accuracy 
of FE model predictions with the Veronda Westmann constitutive model. The neo- 
Hookean constitutive model accurately predicted average contact stress, contact area and 
contact patterns, but underpredicted peak contact stress in areas of high stress. Therefore, 
the Veronda Westmann constitutive model with average material coefficients is preferred 
for future predictions of hip contact mechanics. The use of average material coefficients 
simplifies subject-specific modeling in vivo because subject-specific material coefficients 
are difficult to obtain. This protocol can be used for hips with healthy articular cartilage, 
but should be applied with caution to joints with degenerated cartilage. The equilibrium 
tensile modulus of osteoarthritic cartilage can be up to 15 times smaller than that of 
healthy cartilage [90], which is much larger than the largest interregion differences in the 
present study (up to four times in E0). Additionally, the structural changes associated 
with OA cause decreased stiffness and increased permeability in human hip cartilage with 
increased matrix disruption [91]. Finally, this is the first report of the regional 
instantaneous material behavior of healthy cartilage in the hip, providing the necessary 
inputs for future computational studies investigating cartilage mechanics other than 
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CHAPTER 41
ROLE OF THE ACETABULAR LABRUM IN LOAD 
SUPPORT ACROSS THE HIP JOINT
Abstract
The relatively high incidence of labral tears among patients presenting with hip 
pain suggests that the acetabular labrum is often subjected to injurious loading in vivo. 
However, it is unclear whether the labrum participates in load transfer across the joint 
during activities of daily living. This study examined the role of the acetabular labrum in 
load transfer for hips with normal acetabular geometry and acetabular dysplasia using 
subject-specific finite element analysis. Models were generated from volumetric CT data 
and analyzed with and without the labrum during activities of daily living. The labrum in 
the dysplastic model supported 4-11% of the total load transferred across the joint, while 
the labrum in the normal model supported only 1-2% of the total load. Despite the 
increased load transferred to the acetabular cartilage in simulations without the labrum, 
there were minimal differences in cartilage contact stresses. This was because the load 
supported by the cartilage correlated to the cartilage contact area. A higher percentage of 
load was transferred to the labrum in the dysplastic model because the femoral head 
achieved equilibrium near the lateral edge of the acetabulum. The results of this study
1Reprinted from Journal o f  Biomechanics, Vol. 44, Issue 12. Henak CR, Ellis BJ, Harris MD, Anderson 
AE, Peters CL, Weiss JA, “Role of the acetabular labrum in load support across the hip joint”, pp: 2201­
2206, with permission from ELSEVIER.
suggest that the labrum plays a larger role in load transfer and joint stability in hips with 
acetabular dysplasia than in hips with normal acetabular geometry.
Introduction
The labrum is a fibrocartilagenous ring surrounding the acetabulum in the hip. It is 
triangular in cross-section, approximately 4.7 mm wide at the bony attachment by 
approximately 5.5 mm tall [1]. The labrum is primarily composed of circumferential 
type I collagen fibers [2]. The extent of the labrum medial to the acetabular rim varies by 
subject and location in the acetabulum [1, 3].
Labral tears are often diagnosed in a clinical setting, suggesting that the labrum 
can be subjected to substantial loads in vivo [1, 4-13]. There is an increased incidence of 
labral tears, labral hypertrophy, and labral calcification in hips that exhibit acetabular 
dysplasia [7-9, 14-17], which suggests that the geometry of the dysplastic hip results in 
increased loads on the labrum in comparison to the normal hip.
Several studies have investigated the function of the labrum, but have not clearly 
determined the mechanical role of the labrum in the normal and dysplastic hip [18-24]. 
In a cadaveric study of normal hips, removal of the labrum had no effect on contact 
stresses on the acetabular cartilage [23]. However, only the midstance of walking was 
simulated and the magnitude of the loads that were used in the study were about half of 
previously measured values for walking [25]. Other studies reported that the labrum acts 
as a fluid seal on the joint during slow loading over longer periods of time [18, 20-22, 
26]. It remains unclear whether the labrum contributes to joint stability and load transfer 
across the hip joint during activities of daily living.
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The contribution of a structure to the mechanical function of a joint can be 
characterized by the percent of load supported by the structure across the joint. The aim 
of this study was to determine the load supported by the labrum and the cartilage contact 
stresses for a representative normal hip and a representative hip with acetabular dysplasia 
using subject-specific finite element modeling. Parametric studies examined how 
assumptions regarding the location of the boundary between acetabular cartilage and 
labrum and the assumed constitutive model for the labrum affected model predictions.
Methods
Two human subjects were selected from a series of six patients with traditional 
acetabular dysplasia and 18 normal volunteers that were recruited as part of a separate 
study. All subjects gave informed consent and were included following IRB approval. 
Patients with symptomatic acetabular dysplasia were screened with anteroposterior (A-P) 
radiographs. Those with lateral center-edge angles less than 20° were identified as 
having traditional acetabular dysplasia. Normal volunteers had no history of hip 
pathology or pain.
A subject with representative acetabular geometry was selected from each 
population. The patient (female, 35 years old, 66 kg) had a 17° center-edge angle and 
19° acetabular index, which approximately matched the median values for the patient 
population. The shallow acetabulum and lateral under-coverage seen in dysplastic 
patients are characterized by center-edge angles below 25° and acetabular indices above 
10° [27]. Similarly, a normal subject (male, 30 years old, 87 kg) was selected that 
approximately matched the median center-edge angle and acetabular index of the 
population of normal volunteers (32° center-edge angle, 9° acetabular index).
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Volumetric image data were acquired using CT arthrography (Figure 4.1). 
Approximately 20 ml of a 2:1 mixture of 1% lidocaine hydrochloride to iohexol 
(Omnipaque 350, GE Healthcare, Princeton, NJ) was injected into the joint space. CT 
images were acquired with a field of view encompassing the entire pelvis and both 
femurs (342 mm for the dysplastic patient, and 331 mm for the normal volunteer), 
512x512 acquisition matrix, and 1 mm slice thickness. Subjects were imaged under 
traction to increase the joint space and thus improve contrast between the acetabular and 
femoral cartilage [28].
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Figure 4.1: Coronal CT slice of the dysplasia patient. Structures of interest are 
highlighted.
Segmentation of volumetric CT data was performed with a combination of 
thresholding and manual techniques, using the Amira software (Visage Imaging, Inc., 
San Diego, CA). Because the resolution of the segmentation mask was tied to voxel size, 
images were resampled to a higher resolution prior to segmentation (1536x1536 matrix, 
0.23x0.23x0.33 mm3 effective voxel size in the dysplastic patient and 0.22x0.22x0.33 
mm effective voxel size in the normal subject). The boundary between the cartilage and 
labrum was not visible in CT image data, so the initial boundary was defined where the 
concave acetabulum transitioned into the convex acetabular rim (Figure 4.2). A previous 
investigation demonstrated that the extent of the labrum on the medial side of the 
acetabular rim is variable [3]. Therefore, a second boundary was placed approximately 2 
mm medial to the baseline boundary to assess the effects of the labrum extending medial 
to the acetabular rim (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Boundaries between the cartilage and labrum that were used in the model of 
the normal hip. The solid black line indicates the baseline boundary, while the dotted 
black line indicates the medial boundary, as described in the text. A -  superior view, B -  
cross-sectional view through the superior portion of the acetabulum. The convex 
acetabular rim is outlined in cyan, and the concave acetabulum is outlined in green.
Element formulations and mesh densities for bones and cartilage were based on our 
previous study [29] (Figure 4.3). Cortical bone was represented with shell elements [30], 
with a position-dependent thickness [31]. Cartilage and labrum were represented with 
hexahedral elements [32, 33]. Hexahedral meshes for the cartilage and labrum were 
generated from the segmented surfaces using TrueGrid (XYZ Scientific, Livermore, CA). 
All meshes were generated directly from the segmented surfaces, with no assumptions 
regarding the geometry of the articular surfaces. A mesh convergence study was 
performed for the labrum.
Constitutive models for bone and cartilage were identical to those in our previous 
study [29]. Cortical bone was represented as isotropic linear elastic (E = 17 GPa, v = 
0.29) [34]. Cartilage was represented as neo-Hookean hyperelastic (G = 13.6 MPa, K  = 
1359 MPa) [35]. The labrum was represented as transversely isotropic hyperelastic [36]. 
The matrix strain energy was chosen to yield the neo-Hookean constitutive model with 
shear modulus C1. The equations describing the material behavior of the fibers included 
material coefficients that scaled the exponential stress (C3), specified the rate of collagen 
uncrimping (C4), specified the modulus of straightened collagen fibers (C5), and specified
*
the stretch at which the collagen was straightened (A ).
Labrum material coefficients were determined by fitting the constitutive equation 
to an experimentally-derived expression for uniaxial stress-strain behavior along the fiber 
direction (C1 = 1.4 MPa, C3 = 0.05 MPa, C4 = 36, C5 = 66 MPa, X* = 1.103) [19]. 
Material incompressibility was assumed when determining material coefficients because 
labrum is less permeable than cartilage [19, 37, 38] and cartilage has been demonstrated 
to behave as an incompressible elastic material over the loading frequencies in activities
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Figure 4.3: Discretized hemipelvis (white), acetabular cartilage (yellow), and labrum 
(red) in the normal model. A -  oblique view of shell and hexahedral meshes. B -  medial 
view of shell and hexahedral meshes.
of daily living [39]. To yield nearly incompressible material behavior, the bulk modulus 
was specified to be three orders of magnitude greater than C1. The primary fiber 
direction was oriented circumferentially [2].
Boundary conditions were chosen to simulate heel strike during walking (WHS, 
233% body weight), midstance during walking (WMS, 203% body weight), heel strike 
while ascending stairs (AHS, 252% body weight) and heel strike while descending stairs 
(DHS, 261% body weight). Neutral pelvic and femoral orientation was established using 
anatomical landmarks [25]. The orientation of the applied load and the femur relative to 
the pelvis were based on instrumented implant and gait data [25]. The magnitude of 
applied load was scaled by subject body weight [25]. The pubis and sacro-iliac joints 
were fixed rigidly in space [29]. Motion was applied superiorly to the distal femur. The 
femur was allowed to move in the medial-lateral and anterior-posterior directions to 
achieve equilibrium in the acetabulum. Four springs (k = 1 MPa) were used at the distal
femur to remove rigid-body modes from the simulation. Tied and sliding contact 
algorithms based on the mortar method were used [40, 41]. One sliding interface was 
defined between the femoral and acetabular cartilage, while a second interface was 
defined between the femoral cartilage and labrum. Models were analyzed with and 
without the labrum. Frictionless contact was assumed for all contact interfaces. The 
friction coefficient between articulating cartilage surfaces is very low, on the order of 
0.01-0.02 in the presence of synovial fluid [42-44]. Therefore, it is reasonable to neglect 
frictional shear stresses between contacting articular surfaces. Models were preprocessed 
using PreView (http://mrl.sci.utah.edu/software.php), analyzed using the nonlinear 
implicit solver NIKE3D [45], and postprocessed using PostView 
(http://mrl.sci.utah.edu/software .php).
Parameter studies were completed to assess the effects of modeling assumptions. 
To assess the effect of material assumptions, a neo-Hookean constitutive model matched 
to that used for the simulated cartilage was substituted for the transversely isotropic 
constitutive model. Additionally, the labrum fiber stiffness was changed ±50% in the 
transversely isotropic constitutive model. To examine the effect of anatomical angles, the 
anatomical adduction angle was changed ±3° (approximately 1 standard deviation [25]) 
in all loading scenarios. Finally, the applied load was changed ±30% (approximately 1 
standard deviation [25]) in WHS in the dysplastic model.
Percent load supported by the labrum, average contact stress on the articular 
cartilage, contact area on the articular cartilage, and deflection of the labrum were 
determined. Percent load was calculated from the ratio of contact interface force to 
applied load. Cartilage contact stress was sampled on the surface of the acetabular
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cartilage. Cartilage contact area was calculated by summing the surface area of each 
element in the acetabular cartilage that was in contact with the femoral cartilage. Total 
deflection of the labrum was sampled through the thickness and maximum values were 
obtained.
Results
The labrum in the normal model supported 1-2% of the applied load, and the labrum 
in the dysplastic model supported 4-11% (Figure 4.4). The femoral head in the normal 
model achieved equilibrium in the center of the acetabulum, while the femoral head in 
the dysplastic model achieved equilibrium near the lateral edge of the acetabulum (Figure
4.5). When the cartilage-labrum boundary was moved medially, the percent load on the 
labrum increased 2- to 9-fold (Figure 4.6).
Changing the constitutive model from transversely isotropic to isotropic increased the 
load supported by the labrum 2-11% (Figure 4.7) and decreased the maximum deflection 
of the labrum 0-0.1 mm. The maximum deflection of the labrum occurred primarily in 
the radial direction and in approximately the same posterior-superior portion of the 
labrum for all loading scenarios (Figure 4.5C, asterisk). In the transversely isotropic 
labrum, the maximum deflection was 1.3 mm in WHS and WMS, and 1.5 mm in AHS 
and DHS. The maximum deflection of the labrum was 0.1 mm smaller in the isotropic 
labrum in WHS, WMS and AHS, but did not change in DHS.
Cartilage contact areas demonstrated small increases in most simulations without 
the labrum and correlated to the load supported by the cartilage (Figure 4.7), while 
average and peak cartilage contact stresses demonstrated minimal changes. Average 
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Figure 4.4: Percent load on the labrum for the normal model and the dysplastic model. 







Figure 4.5: Coronal cross-sectional views of contact stress on the anterosuperior labrum 
during walking heel strike. A -  the black line indicates the slice location in the normal 
model. B -  labrum contact stress in the normal model. C -  the black line indicates the 
slice location in the dysplastic model. *The approximate location of maximum deflection 
in the labrum. D -  labrum contact stress in the dysplastic model. The labrum in the 
dysplastic model was subjected to larger contact stress than the labrum in the normal 
model because the femoral head achieved equilibrium near the lateral acetabulum. Note 
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Figure 4.6: Percent load supported by the labrum with baseline and medial cartilage- 
labrum boundaries. The medial boundary simulations demonstrated higher labrum load 
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Figure 4.7: Cartilage contact area. A -  cartilage contact area correlated well with the 
force supported by the acetabular cartilage. B -  cartilage contact area increased without 
the labrum in most loading scenarios. Cartilage contact area in the dysplastic model was 
lower than in the normal model. *When the dysplastic model was used to simulate AHS 
without the labrum, the femoral head dislocated from the acetabulum.
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MPa in WHS, WMS, AHS, and DHS, respectively. Average cartilage contact stress in 
the normal model without the labrum was 1.1, 0.9, 1.2, and 1.0 MPa in WHS, WMS, 
AHS, and DHS, respectively. Average cartilage contact stress in the dysplastic model 
with the labrum was 0.8, 0.8, 0.5, and 1.2 MPa in WHS, WMS, AHS, and DHS, 
respectively. Average cartilage contact stress in the dysplastic model without the labrum 
was 0.8, 0.8, and 1.1 MPa in WHS, WMS, and DHS, respectively. When the dysplastic 
model was used to simulate AHS without the labrum, the femoral head dislocated from 
the acetabulum, precluding calculation of average pressures. Peak cartilage contact 
stresses were between 6 MPa and 14 MPa for all simulations.
Altering fiber stiffness ±50% in the transversely isotropic constitutive model only 
changed the labrum load support 0-1%. Changes of ±3° in anatomical adduction angle 
only changed labrum load support 0-1%. Changing the applied force ±30% did not alter 
labrum load support.
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine the role of the acetabular labrum in load 
transfer for hips with normal acetabular geometry and acetabular dysplasia. The load 
supported by the labrum of the dysplastic hip was substantially larger than that of the 
normal hip for all simulated activities. This was due to the shallow acetabulum in the 
dysplastic model, which caused the femoral head to achieve equilibrium near the lateral 
edge of the acetabulum. Since the dysplastic model exhibited lateral under-coverage, 
scenarios with loading vectors that were oriented more laterally (e.g., WMS) caused the 
labrum to support the highest loads. In contrast, the femoral head in the normal model
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achieved equilibrium near the center of the acetabulum, resulting in relatively low loads 
on the labrum.
Cartilage contact stresses were only slightly altered when the labrum was 
removed, despite the increased force on the acetabular cartilage. Contact area on the 
articular cartilage correlated to the load supported by the cartilage, therefore there were 
minimal changes in stress with and without the labrum (Figure 4.7). This is consistent 
with the results of a previous experimental study, which reported that removal of the 
labrum had no significant effect on cartilage contact stresses in cadaveric hips [23]. 
Taken together, these results suggest that the labrum functions to stabilize the joint, rather 
than to decrease cartilage contact stresses, during activities of daily living.
Average contact stresses on the acetabular cartilage were slightly lower than those 
reported in previous studies [23, 29, 47]. However, average stresses must be compared 
with caution because a threshold is often used when reporting experimental 
measurements of contact stress, based on the minimum stress that can be detected (e.g., 
pressure-sensitive film ranges, 2.4 MPa and 1.7 MPa [23, 29]). When results for average 
contact stress in this study were recalculated with thresholds matching experimental 
studies, the average stresses were in better agreement with the results of the studies 
referenced above. Peak contact stresses compared well to results from previous in vitro 
studies [29, 47-50] and computational studies that used nonidealized geometry [29, 51].
The labrum supported more load when it was represented with an isotropic 
constitutive model than when it was represented with a transversely isotropic constitutive 
model. This result may seem counterintuitive at first glance, since the fiber stiffness (C5) 
in the transversely isotropic constitutive model was larger than the shear modulus (C1) in
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the isotropic constitutive model. Therefore, the transversely isotropic labrum could be 
expected to support greater loads and exhibit less deflection. However, the fibers were 
rarely loaded in tension during the simulations. Thus, the shear modulus (C1) governed 
the material response of the labrum in simulations using both constitutive models. This 
also explains why changes to the fiber stiffness had a minimal effect. Many fiber- 
reinforced soft tissues are subjected to in situ stress (e.g., [52]), which results in a stiffer 
material response for a given applied load. If in situ stresses were considered in these 
simulations, the fibers would support more load, thus yielding the expected result of 
increased load support with the addition of fiber reinforcement. However, given the 
current limitations in the literature, the constitutive model derived from bovine labrum 
data is expected to yield the most accurate model predictions.
Assumptions regarding the multiaxial material behavior of the labrum were 
necessary in this study because previous characterization of the material behavior of the 
labrum only performed material testing along the fiber direction. Two studies have 
reported material properties of human labrum. One tested pathologic tissue [53], and one 
reported only linear tensile and compressive moduli [54]. The most complete 
characterization was performed using bovine labrum [19]. From these data, the toe 
region along the fiber direction was assumed to represent the matrix response in all 
directions since multiaxial testing was not performed. In addition to uncertainty about 
the material behavior of the normal labrum, labra in dysplastic hips may have altered 
material properties due to effects such as hypertrophy and calcification [8, 9, 17].
Parameter studies quantified the sensitivity of the simulations to assumed inputs. 
Large changes in load supported by the labrum with different boundaries between labrum
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and cartilage indicate that this boundary should be considered carefully in future 
modeling studies. This is particularly true when the models are generated from image 
data, in which the boundary is not visible. While these differences highlight the impact 
of this parameter on model results, the parameter study was not intended to address the 
possible clinical consequences of the boundary between cartilage and labrum. Changes 
in the magnitude of joint reaction force had no effect on the percent load supported by the 
labrum. Thus, the absolute load supported by the labrum scaled linearly with the joint 
reaction force, and the differences in kinematics between activities dictated any 
differences in percent load supported by the labrum. Since changes to adduction angle 
had minimal effect on percent load supported by the labrum, the direction of the applied 
load was more important than the anatomical orientation of the joint. This result is 
further demonstrated when comparing WHS and WMS. In WMS, the adduction angle of 
the load vector is larger than for WHS, and the labrum in the dysplastic model supported 
more load. This result is consistent with the findings of previous studies, which reported 
that the orientation of the abductor force affected predictions of stress in the acetabular 
cartilage, especially in simulations with small center-edge angles [55, 56].
This study did not examine the possible effects of the sealing role of the labrum 
on predicted cartilage stresses and load support. Previous modeling and experimental 
studies suggest that the sealing role of the labrum may influence various aspects of hip 
biomechanics [18, 20-22, 26]. However, there is no direct evidence in the literature that 
the sealing role of the labrum influences loadsharing between the articular cartilage and 
labrum or contract pressure distributions during activities of daily living. The differences 
in loading conditions and frequency in the previous studies make it difficult to predict
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how the results could be interpreted in light of the present study. Activities of daily living 
such as walking primarily involve compressive forces across the joint, with a frequency 
of about 1 second [25]. Based on the permeability of the labrum and articular cartilage, 
there should be minimal fluid exudation from these tissues during a cyclic loading over 1 
second [19, 39]. While it may be possible to extend the present model to assess the 
influence of a labral seal, this was beyond the scope of the present study.
The normal subject and patient that were analyzed in this study were chosen 
because their acetabular geometries were representative of the means of their parent 
populations. Due to variance of geometry in the parent populations, it is possible that 
selection of different subjects from the parent populations would lead to different 
conclusions. Nevertheless, the results of this study strongly suggest that the labrum plays 
a larger role in load transfer and joint stability in hips with acetabular dysplasia than in 
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CHAPTER 5
FINITE ELEMENT PREDICTIONS OF LABRUM AND 
CARTILAGE CONTACT MECHANICS IN 
DYSPLASTIC HUMAN HIPS
Abstract
Most osteoarthritis (OA) of the hip is secondary to bony pathomorphology, such 
as acetabular dysplasia. The link between pathomorphology and OA is thought to be 
mechanical, but has not been systematically established. Because mechanics cannot be 
measured in vivo, finite element (FE) modeling can be used to predict mechanics in the 
dysplastic hip in order to provide insight into the pathogenesis of hip OA. Therefore, the 
objective of this study was to evaluate cartilage and labrum contact mechanics in 
dysplastic hips in comparison to normal hips. Twenty subjects were recruited and 
imaged: ten with normal hip morphology and ten with acetabular dysplasia. Subject- 
specific FE models were generated from CT arthrogram data to evaluate cartilage and 
labrum contact mechanics. The acetabular labrum supported significantly more load in 
the dysplastic hips than in the normal hips. Additionally, the superior region of the 
acetabular labrum had significantly higher contact areas in the dysplastic hip than in the 
normal hip. Conversely, there were relatively few differences in cartilage mechanics. 
This is because the load supported by the acetabular labrum in dysplastic hips
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compensated for the shallow acetabula and thus prevented elevated cartilage stresses. 
Overall, this study quantitatively demonstrates the mechanical role of the acetabular 
labrum in the dysplastic hip, which suggests that the labrum may be important in the 
pathogenesis of OA in the dysplastic hip.
Introduction
The majority of osteoarthritis (OA) of the hip is secondary to subtle bony 
pathomorphology [1, 2]. One such pathomophology is acetabular dysplasia, which is 
responsible for approximately 20% of hip OA [3]. Acetabular dysplasia is characterized 
by a shallow acetabulum, and is often diagnosed using the center-edge angle and the 
acetabular index on plain film radiographs [4, 5]. The center-edge angle measures the 
lateral coverage of the femoral head by the acetabulum. The acetabular index measures 
the inclination of the acetabular sourcil. Current clinical opinion is that elevated cartilage 
stresses are the main cause of OA in hips with acetabular dysplasia [6-10]. Clinical 
observation of hypertrophic or torn labra suggests that the acetabular labrum also 
experiences an altered mechanical environment in the dysplastic hip [10-17]. However, 
the specific alterations in the mechanics of the dysplastic hip that lead to OA are not well 
understood. Since mechanics cannot be measured directly in vivo, finite element (FE) 
modeling can be used to predict them.
While previous FE studies have provided insight into the mechanics of the human 
hip, there are many remaining questions regarding the pathogenesis of OA in the 
dysplastic hip that FE analysis is suited to address. It has been demonstrated that subject- 
specific geometry is an important feature of FE models in order to accurately predict 
contact mechanics [18]. Additionally, it has been suggested that the acetabular labrum is
an important feature of models of the dysplastic hip [19]. Two previous studies have 
evaluated contact mechanics in the dysplastic hip. In one study, idealized geometry was 
assumed [20]. In a second study, the acetabular labrum was omitted from subject- 
specific models [21].
Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate cartilage and labrum contact 
mechanics in dysplastic hips in comparison to normal hips using a validated approach to 
subject-specific FE modeling.
Methods
Twenty subjects were recruited and imaged with IRB approval. Ten healthy 
control subjects with normal center edge angles (CEA) and no history of hip pain were 
drawn from a previous study (five male, BMI 23.0 ± 3.9 kg-m-2, age 26 ± 4 years, CEA 
33.5 ± 5.4°) [22]. Ten patients with CEA less than 25° that were being seen in our clinic 
for pain secondary to acetabular dysplasia were analyzed for the current study (three 
male, BMI 23.4 ± 5.9 kg-m-2, age 26 ± 6 years, CEA 14.8 ± 4.6°).
Subject-specific geometry was acquired using CT arthrography. CT image data 
were segmented semi-automatically to generate subject-specific FE models (Figure 5.1) 
[19, 22, 23]. Cortical bone was discretized into triangular shell elements with position- 
dependent thickness [19, 22-24]. Cortical bone was represented as linear isotropic elastic 
(E = 1 7  GPa, v = 0.29) [19, 22, 25, 26]. Cartilage and labrum were discretized into 
hexahedral elements [19, 22, 25]. Cartilage was represented as neo-Hookean hyperelastic 
(G = 13.6 MPa, K  = 1359 MPa) [19, 22, 25, 27]. Labrum was represented as transversely 




Figure 5.1: Example of a subject-specific finite element model. Top -  the whole model, 
including the hemipelvis, the proximal femur, cartilage and labrum. The bone is shown 
in white, the femoral cartilage is shown in blue and the acetabular labrum is shown in red. 
Bottom left -  medial view of the acetabulum, with mesh lines visible. The acetabular 
cartilage is shown in yellow. Bottom right -  oblique view of the acetabulum, with mesh 
lines visible.
Four loading scenarios were analyzed to capture a range of anatomical 
orientations and loads. Average kinematics were derived from instrumented implant and 
gait data [30]. The load applied during each scenario was scaled by subject body weight. 
Heel strike during walking (WH, 233% BW), midstance during walking (WM, 203% 
BW), heel strike during stair descent (DH, 261% BW) and heel strike during stair ascent
(AH, 252% BW) were simulated [30]. All models were analyzed in NIKE3D [31].
Cartilage and labrum contact mechanics were evaluated [19]. Labrum contact 
area and peak contact stress were evaluated in the anterior, superior and posterior regions. 
The percent of the total load transferred across the hip joint that was supported by the 
labrum was evaluated. Cartilage contact area, average contact stress and peak contact 
stress were evaluated in the anteromedial, anterolateral, superomedial, superolateral, 
posteromedial and posterolateral regions of the acetabulum. Cartilage contact area was 
normalized to the total area of each region. Model results were extracted using PostView
[32].
Differences between groups within region and loading scenario were compared 
using t-tests. Significance was set atp  < 0.05.
Results
The labrum supported significantly more load in dysplastic hips than in normal 
hips in all loading scenarios (Figure 5.2). Approximately 10% of the total load 
transferred across the dysplastic hip was transferred through the acetabular labrum (range 
2-23%). Conversely, only ~2% of the total load transferred across the normal hip was 
transferred through the acetabular labrum (range 0-8%).
Contact area on the superior labrum was significantly larger in dysplastic hips 
than in normal hips for all loading scenarios (Figure 5.3A). However, there were no 
significant differences in contact area on the anterior or posterior labrum (Figure 5.3B,C). 
There were also no significant differences in the peak labral contact stress between the 
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Figure 5.2: Load supported by the labrum as a percentage of the total load transferred 
across the joint. P-values are shown for each loading scenarios. The labrum in the 
dysplastic hip supported significantly more load than the labrum in the normal hip for all 
activities.
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Figure 5.3: Contact area on the acetabular labrum. A -  anterior region. B -  superior 
region. The labrum in the dysplastic hip had significantly larger contact area in the 
superior region than the labrum in the normal hip. P-values are shown for each loading 
scenario. C -  posterior region.
Qualitatively, there was a lateral shift in the contact pattern in the dysplastic hips 
in comparison to a more distributed contact pattern in the normal hips (Figures 5.4 and
5.5). However, there were few quantitative differences in cartilage contact stress and 
cartilage contact area between the two groups. For those regions that did have significant 
differences, the normal hips had larger contact stress or contact area than the dysplastic 
hips. In particular, the peak contact stress was larger in the normal hips than in the 
dysplastic hips during WM in the anteromedial region and during AH in the 
posteromedial region. Average contact stress was larger in the normal hips than in the
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Normal Dysplastic
Figure 5.4: Coronal cross-sectional image of a representative normal subject (left) and a 
representative dysplastic subject (right). Pressure on the acetabular labrum is shown in 
the fringe plot. These images demonstrate the lateral contact in the dysplastic hip, which 
resulted in larger pressures on the labrum in the dysplastic hip.
WH WM DH AH
Figure 5.5: Average contact stress plots for each of the four loading scenarios across all 
subjects. Plots were generated by mapping the nodal results from all ten subjects in each 
group onto the mesh for one subject. Top row -  normal hips. Bottom row -  dysplastic 
hips. The dysplastic hips exhibited more lateral contact than the normal hips, resulting in 
elevated load support by the acetabular labrum.
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dysplastic hips during AH in the anterolateral and posterolateral regions, during WM in 
the posterolateral and anteromedial regions and during DH in the superomedial region. 
Cartilage contact area was larger in the normal hips than in the dysplastic hips during AH 
in the anterolateral and posteromedial regions, during WM in the posterlateral and 
anteromedial regions, and during DH in the superomedial region.
Discussion
This study demonstrated the distinct role of the acetabular labrum as a load- 
bearing structure in the dysplastic hip. While the labrum is known to provide additional 
contact area and volume to the human hip, it has been assumed to be relatively 
unimportant to the mechanics of the hip [33]. This concept is supported by mechanical 
analysis in the normal hip. In a sheep model, removal of the labrum was insufficient to 
cause hip OA when evaluated for the same time frame that results in knee OA following 
removal of the meniscus [34]. In vitro testing with pressure-sensitive film in the joint 
space indicated that the labrum had a minimal mechanical role in the normal hip [35]. 
These previous results are consistent with the present study, and together provide strong 
evidence that the labrum has a minimal role in the normal hip. However, the labrum in 
the dysplastic hip provides significant mechanical support. These results are also 
consistent with clinical findings o f hypertrophy in the dysplastic hip, which suggests 
remodeling in response to an altered mechanical environment [11, 13-16].
The differences in cartilage mechanics in the present study contradict the findings 
of previous FE and mathematical studies of the dysplastic hip. In subject-specific FE 
models without the labrum, dysplastic hips had larger contact stresses than the normal hip
[21]. In another study with idealized models with the acetabular labrum, dysplastic hips
had high stresses on the acetabular rim [20]. Additionally, several mathematical studies 
have found elevated contact stress in the dysplastic hip in comparison to the normal hip 
[36-38]. However, both the present study and previous studies are consistent in the 
finding that contact shifts towards the lateral acetabular rim in the dysplastic hip. In the 
present study, the acetabular labrum was able to provide additional contact area and 
thereby prevent elevated cartilage stresses in the dysplastic hips.
The location of differences in labral contact area between the two groups may 
have important implications. In particular, only the superior region exhibited 
significantly different labral contact areas. This suggests that, during activities of daily 
living, the superior labrum is loaded more than other portions of the acetabular labrum. 
This may explain the global hypertrophy observed in the dysplastic hip, but does not 
explain the prominent locations of labral tears in the dysplastic hip. Labral tears in the 
dysplastic hip have been reported in the anterior labrum in 66% of patients in one study
[17], and in the anterosuperior region in 72% of patients in another study [11]. 
Therefore, it may be expected that the differences in labral mechanics would have been in 
the anterior labrum, which was not the case in the present study. It is therefore possible 
that other activities are the main cause of labral tears. Alternatively, the variables 
selected in the present study may be insufficient for predicting the onset of labral tears. 
For example, shear stress at the chondrolabral boundary may be more relevant for labral 
tears.
There are several limitations in this study that warrant discussion. Subject groups 
were based solely off of two criteria: center-edge angle and the presence of hip pain. 
However, hip pathomorphology is three-dimensional, and these criteria may not have
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provided homogeneous populations. For example, the dysplastic hip is often considered 
less congruent than the normal hip, but the extent of incongruity may vary by subject
[39]. Therefore, differences in bony morphology within group may have confounded the 
results of the present study. However, even with these potential confounding factors in 
subject morphology, distinct differences were found between the two patient populations. 
Future work could evaluate subject groups with more narrow morphological 
characteristics, which could provide more detailed insight into the mechanics of the 
dysplastic hip. In addition to potential differences within group in the hip morphology, 
there were more females than males in the patient population. This is consistent with the 
higher prevalence of acetabular dysplasia in females than in males [40, 41].
The assumptions made in the FE models are also a limitation of the present study. 
Both the cartilage and the labrum constitutive descriptions were derived from literature 
data from bovine joints [27, 28]. This is primarily due to the lack of data regarding the 
material behavior of human hip cartilage and the human acetabular labrum in the 
literature. Additionally, the cartilage was described as neo-Hookean hyperelastic. While 
this is a gross simplification of actual cartilage behavior, previous studies justify its use 
for predictions of contact mechanics [25, 42]. The cartilage and labrum constitutive 
behavior was also assumed to be identical between dysplastic and normal subjects. 
While the dysplastic subjects were selected based on having healthy cartilage as 
diagnosed using radiographic and CT image data, it is possible that minor changes may 
have occurred. It is also possible that the acetabular labrum in the dysplastic hip, which 
is often hypertrophic, has stiffer material behavior than the acetabular labrum in the 
normal hip. Again, the literature does not provide data regarding changes in the material
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behavior of the acetabular labrum in the dysplastic hip. Finally, both dysplastic and 
normal hips were placed into identical anatomical positions for loading [30]. The 
literature suggests that hip pathomophology results in altered gait [43-45], although there 
are no data available regarding gait alterations in young patients with acetabular dysplasia 
before corrective surgery.
In conclusion, this study quantitatively demonstrates the mechanical role of the 
acetabular labrum in the dysplastic hip, which suggests that the labrum may also be 
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CHAPTER 61
FINITE ELEMENT PREDICITONS OF CARTILAGE 
CONTACT MECHANICS IN HIPS WITH 
RETROVERTED ACETABULA
Abstract
A contributory factor to hip osteoarthritis (OA) is abnormal cartilage mechanics. 
Acetabular retroversion, a version deformity o f the acetabulum, has been postulated to 
cause OA via decreased posterior contact area and increased posterior contact stress. 
Although cartilage mechanics cannot be measured directly in vivo to evaluate the causes 
o f OA, they can be predicted using finite element (FE) modeling.
The objective of this study was to compare cartilage contact mechanics between 
hips with normal and retroverted acetabula using subject-specific FE modeling.
Twenty subjects were recruited and imaged: ten with normal acetabula and ten 
with retroverted acetabula. FE models were constructed using a validated protocol. 
Walking, stair ascent, stair descent and rising from a chair were simulated. Acetabular 
cartilage contact stress and contact area were compared between groups.
Retroverted acetabula had superomedial cartilage contact patterns, while normal 
acetabula had widely distributed cartilage contact patterns. In the posterolateral
1Accepted for publication in Osteoarthritis and Cartilage, Henak CR, Carruth ED, Anderson AE, Harris 
MD, Ellis BJ, Weiss JA, “Finite Element Predictions of Cartilage Contact Mechanics in Hips with 
Retroverted Acetabula”, June 2013.
acetabulum, average contact stress and contact area during walking and stair descent 
were 2.6 to 7.6 times larger in normal than retroverted acetabula (p < 0.017). Conversely, 
in the superomedial acetabulum, peak contact stress during walking was 1.2 to 1.6 times 
larger in retroverted than normal acetabula (p < 0.044). Further differences varied by 
region and activity.
This study demonstrated superomedial contact patterns in retroverted acetabula 
versus widely distributed contact patterns in normal acetabula. Smaller posterolateral 
contact stress in retroverted acetabula than in normal acetabula suggests that increased 
posterior contact stress may not be the link between retroversion and OA.
Introduction
Hip osteoarthritis (OA) occurs in approximately 9.5% of the male population and 
11.2% of the female population [1]. OA is thought to be initiated by mechanical factors 
and advanced by a combination of mechanical and metabolic factors [2-4]. For example, 
elevated or prolonged cartilage stresses can cause permanently altered levels of aggrecan 
synthesis [3]. Also, impact trauma resulting in high contact stress can cause Assuring [5]. 
Thus, deleterious cartilage contact stresses are of interest as a potential mechanical 
initiator of OA at the cartilage level.
At the joint level, bony pathologies including acetabular retroversion have been 
linked to increased rates of hip OA [6-8]. Acetabular retroversion is defined as the 
acetabulum opening more posterolaterally than normal. This is recognized on 
anteroposterior radiographs by the presence of a crossover sign, which indicates a 
prominent anterior acetabular wall, a deficient posterior acetabular wall, or both (Figure 










Figure 6.1: Anterior views of hips with A -  normal anatomy and B -  acetabular 
retroversion. The anterior acetabular rim is outlined in solid back and the posterior 
acetabular wall is outlined in dashed black. While the posterior acetabular wall lies lateral 
to the anterior acetabulum over the whole joint in the normal hip, the posterior acetabular 
wall lies medial to the anterior acetabulum in the superior portion of the retroverted hip. 
As the lines progress distally, the anterior and posterior lines outlining the acetabulum 
cross each other, creating the crossover sign. Posterior views of hips with C -  normal 
anatomy and D -  acetabular retroversion. The relative undercoverage of the femoral head 
in the hip with acetabular retroversion near the superior portion of the hip is highlighted.
than among healthy hips [6, 8, 9]. Specifically, in a series of anteroposterior radiographs, 
only 6% of the subjects without OA had a crossover sign, while 20% of the subjects with 
OA had a crossover sign. The presence of the crossover sign resulted in a significantly 
greater likelihood of OA [6]. In another study, subjects with acetabular retroversion had 
significantly narrower mean joint space than those without retroversion [8].
While clinical data suggest a link between acetabular retroversion and OA, the nature 
of that link remains unclear due to complications in the diagnosis of acetabular
retroversion and the lack of methodical evaluations of the mechanics of the retroverted 
acetabulum. There is controversy regarding the precise definition of acetabular 
retroversion. Diagnosis based on the crossover sign from clinical radiographs has been 
questioned because of the effect of pelvic inclination on the crossover sign [10, 11]. In 
addition, it is unclear whether altered mechanics result from relative posterior 
undercoverage of the femoral head or from anterior femoroacetabular impingement. 
Evaluations of hip morphology have demonstrated decreased posterior coverage of the 
femoral head in hips with retroverted acetabula compared to normal hips [12, 13]. This 
could cause OA from decreased contact area and the resulting increased contact stress on 
the posterior acetabulum [7, 12-15]. Alternatively, an acetabulum with normal posterior 
coverage but increased anterior coverage may also present as the crossover sign. 
Increased anterior coverage has caused retroversion to be associated with the diagnosis of 
pincer-type femoroacetabular impingement [16, 17]. In the case of impingement, OA 
may result from a combination of anterior labral damage caused by impingement and 
posterior cartilage damage caused by the countercoup lesion [18-20]. Because the 
pathomechanics of acetabular retroversion are not fully understood, comparison of the 
contact mechanics between hips with retroverted and normal acetabula may provide 
insight into the link between retroversion and OA. Specifically, regions of altered 
cartilage contact mechanics could indicate whether posterior undercoverage results in 
decreased posterior contact area and increased posterior contact stress in hips with 
retroverted acetabula compared to hips with normal acetabula.
Subject-specific finite element (FE) models can be used to predict cartilage contact 
mechanics that cannot be measured in vivo. Previous FE analysis has demonstrated the
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variability in cartilage contact mechanics in the normal population, as well as altered 
cartilage contact mechanics in hips with acetabular dysplasia and acetabular 
overcoverage [21-24]. FE predictions of cartilage contact mechanics in retroverted hips 
have not been made but could lend valuable insight into mechanisms that lead to OA in 
this patient population. Therefore, the objective of this study was to compare cartilage 
contact mechanics between hips with normal bony anatomy and hips with acetabular 
retroversion during activities o f daily living using a validated approach to subject-specific 
FE modeling [25].
Methods
Twenty subjects were recruited. All subjects gave informed consent to participate in 
the study and were recruited following IRB approval (University of Utah IRB #10983; 
the procedures followed were also in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration). Ten 
healthy control subjects with normal center edge angles and no history of hip pain were 
drawn from a previous study (five male, BMI 23.0 ± 3.9 kg-m' , age 26 ± 4 years) [22]. 
Ten patients with a radiographic crossover sign on standardized radiographs, pain and 
clinical exams consistent with acetabular retroversion, and who subsequently received 
treatment for symptomatic acetabular retroversion were analyzed for the current study 
(nine male, BMI 24.1 ± 2.7 kg-m" , age 24 ± 7 years). To quantify the morphology of the 
hips, standard radiographic measurements were made. The lateral center edge angle 
measures the coverage of the femoral head by the acetabulum [26]. Sharp’s angle 
measures the acetabular inclination of the entire acetabulum, while the acetabular index 
measures the inclination of the acetabular roof [27, 28]. The alpha angle is a two­
dimensional measure of femoral asphericity, and it was measured in the Dunn view with
external rotation because it provides the best correlation with three-dimensional 
measurements of asphericity [29]. The bony and articular surfaces were fit to spheres in 
order to evaluate the ratio of the acetabular to femoral head diameters.
Subject-specific geometry was acquired using CT arthrography [22, 23]. 
Approximately 15-25 mL of contrast agent was injected under fluoroscopic guidance. 
Contrast was a 2:1 mixture of xylocaine to Isovue 300. Manual traction was applied 
following the arthrography injection. CT images were acquired under constant traction 
applied via a hare-traction splint [22]. The CT field of view was adjusted to capture both 
hips (range: 331-500 mm). All images were acquired with 1 mm slice intervals and a 512 
x 512 acquisition matrix.
CT images were segmented semi-automatically. Initial segmentation was done by 
thresholding, followed by manual segmentation to delineate regions that were visible but 
could not be captured using automated methods. All image data were resampled to three 
times the original resolution in all planes to facilitate smooth three-dimensional 
reconstructions [22]. Cortical bone, trabecular bone and cartilage were segmented for the 
hemipelvis and proximal femur.
Segmented surfaces were discretized and represented using constitutive models from 
the literature (Figure 6.2). Cortical bone was discretized into triangular shell elements 
with position-dependent thickness [25]. Cartilage was discretized into hexahedral 
elements. Element densities were based on previous mesh convergence analyses [25]. 
Bone was represented as isotropic linear elastic (E = 17 GPa, v = 0.29) [30]. Cartilage
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Figure 6.2: Subject-specific FE models were generated from CT data. A -  anteroposterior 
view of a subject-specific FE model showing the bones (white) and femoral cartilage 
(green). B -  anteroposterior view of the joint space showing discretization of the bone 
into triangular shell elements and the femoral cartilage into hexahedral elements. C -  
lateral view showing discretization of the acetabular cartilage (yellow) into hexahedral 
elements and the six anatomical regions on the acetabulum used for analysis of the results 
(AL = anterolateral, AM = anteromedial, SL = superolateral, SM = superomedial, PL = 
posterolateral, PM = posteromedial).
was represented as neo-Hookean hyperelastic (G = 13.6 MPa, K  = 1359 MPa) [25, 31].
Boundary conditions from instrumented implant and gait data were applied to 
simulate average kinematics and kinetics [32]. Activities were chosen to cover a range of 
loads and anatomical positions. While kinematic joint angles were identical for all 
subjects, the applied load was scaled by subject body weight (BW). Five points through 
the stance phase of walking were simulated: heel strike (referred to as walking heel, 
233% BW), between heel strike and midstance (referred to as walking heel-mid, 215% 
BW), midstance (referred to as walking mid, 203% BW), between midstance and toe-off 
(referred to as walking midtoe, 204% BW) and toe-off (referred to as walking toe, 205% 
BW). Heel strike during descending stairs (referred to as descending stairs, 261% BW) 
and ascending stairs (referred to as ascending stairs, 252% BW) were also simulated. 
Maximum flexion during chair rise (referred to as chair rise, 135% BW) was simulated 
primarily due to the posteriorly directed load, which focused loading on the posterior 
acetabulum. All models were analyzed with NIKE3D [33] and postprocessed using 
PostView [34].
Cartilage contact stress and contact area were evaluated on six anatomical regions of 
the acetabular cartilage surface: anterolateral, anteromedial, superolateral, superomedial, 
posterolateral and posteromedial (Figure 6.2C) [35]. Contact stress is the normal stress 
acting on the articular surface. Contact area was normalized to the total surface area in 
each region [22]. For each region and activity, statistical analysis between groups was 
completed using t-tests when data were normally distributed or Mann-Whitney Rank 
Sum tests when data were not normally distributed. Normality was tested using the 
Shapiro-Wilk test. For each region and group, statistical analysis between activities was
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completed using paired t-tests. Statistical analysis was completed in SigmaPlot (Version
11.0, Systat Software, Inc., San Jose, CA). Significance was set atp  < 0.05.
Results
Morphological differences in addition to acetabular retroversion were present, with 
significant differences in the lateral center-edge angle and the alpha angle between the 
groups. The lateral center-edge angle, Sharp’s angle and acetabular index were 33.5 ± 
5.4°, 40.0 ± 3.4° and 4.5 ± 3.3° in normal hips and 27.8 ± 5.5°, 37.4 ± 3.5° and 4.6 ± 4.7° 
in retroverted hips, respectively (p = 0.028, 0.104 and 0.965, respectively). The alpha 
angle was 44.0 ± 4.0° in normal hips and 61.7 ± 13.0° in retroverted hips (p < 0.001). The 
ratios of the acetabular to femoral head diameters were 1.09 ± 0.02 and 1.07 ± 0.02 at the 
bony surfaces and 0.95 ± 0.02 and 0.96 ± 0.02 at the articular surfaces in the normal and 
retroverted hips, respectively (p = 0.354 and 0.455, respectively).
The location of contact in retroverted subjects tended to be focused more medially 
and superiorly than in normal subjects, while contact in normal subjects was more widely 
distributed (Figure 6.3). Contact patterns also shifted due to loading scenario, with a shift 
towards more posterior loading in both groups during chair rise (Figure 6.4). However, 
trends of concentrated contact patterns in retroverted hips and widely distributed contact 
patterns in normal hips remained consistent across loading scenarios. Similar to previous 
findings, there was greater consistency between scenarios within each subject than 
between subjects within each scenario, indicating the importance of subject-specific 
geometry on contact pattern [22].
There were significant differences between the two groups in peak contact stress in 




Figure 6.3: Cross sectional images of cartilage pressure during walk mid in the coronal 
(left column) and sagittal (right column) planes o f representative normal and retroverted 
hips. The contact pattern was localized medially and superiorly in retroverted hips 
(bottom row), while normal hips had contact patterns that were more widely distributed 
over the articular surface (top row).
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Figure 6.4: Contact stress patterns averaged across all normal hips (top row) and across 
all retroverted hips (bottom row) during three activities. The arrows indicate the 
approximate direction and relative magnitude of the load during each activity. Both the 
direction of the applied load and the subject group influenced contact pattern. When the 
load was directed superiorly during walk mid, the contact patterns in both groups were 
primarily in the superior acetabulum. When the load was directed slightly anteriorly 
during descend heel, the contact patterns were more anterior than during walk mid in 
both groups. When the load was directed posteriorly during CR, the contact patterns were 
primarily in the posterior acetabulum in both groups.
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Figure 6.5: Contact stress and area results for walk mid, descend heel and chair rise 
loading scenarios in both groups (n = 10 in each group). Results are shown by anatomical 
region (AL = anterolateral, AM = anteromedial, SL = superolateral, SM = superomedial, 
PL = posterolateral, PM = posteromedial). A -  peak contact stress. B -  average contact 
stress. C -  contact area. Peak contact stress in the superomedial region was larger in the 
retroverted hips than in the normal hips during walk mid. For all other significant 
differences, results were larger in the normal hips than in the retroverted hips. This 
included larger peak contact stress, average contact stress and contact area in the 
posterolateral region during walk mid and descend heel, as well as larger peak and 
average contact stress in the posteromedial region during chair rise in the normal hips 
than in the retroverted hips. Gray highlights indicate p  < 0.05. Error bars show 95% 
confidence intervals.
posterolateral region was significantly larger in normal hips than in retroverted hips 
during walking heel-mid, walking mid, walking midtoe, walking toe and descending 
stairs (p = 0.022, 0.006, 0.002, 0.002 and 0.042, respectively). Conversely, peak contact 
stress in the superomedial region was significantly larger in retroverted hips than normal 
hips during all walking scenarios (p = 0.038, 0.044, 0.003, 0.044 and 0.009 for walking 
heel, walking heel-mid, walking mid, walking midtoe and walking toe, respectively). 
When the posterior acetabulum was loaded during chair rise, peak contact stress in the 
posteromedial region was significantly larger in normal hips than in retroverted hips (p = 
0.029).
Average contact stress was significantly larger in normal hips than in retroverted hips 
in several activities in the lateral and posterior regions (Figure 6.5B). Specifically, 
average contact stress was significantly larger in normal hips than in retroverted hips in 
the posterolateral region during all walking activities and descending stairs (p = 0.003 for 
walking heel, p  < 0.001 for all other walking activities, p  = 0.013 for descending stairs). 
Average contact stress in the anterolateral region was significantly larger in normal hips 
than in retroverted hips in walking mid, walking midtoe and walking toe (p = 0.026, 
0.017 and 0.014, respectively). As with peak contact stress, average contact stress in the 
posteromedial region during chair rise was significantly larger in normal hips than in 
retroverted hips (p = 0.006). While average contact stress in the superomedial region 
tended to be larger in retroverted hips than in normal hips, the only significant difference 
was during walking heel (p = 0.028).
Contact area as a percentage of each region tended to be smaller in retroverted hips 
than in normal hips (Figure 6.5C). Percent contact area in the superolateral and
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posterolateral regions was significantly smaller in retroverted hips than in normal hips 
during all walking scenarios and descending stairs (in the superolateral region p = 0.035, 
0.035, 0.025, 0.018, 0.021 and 0.048, respectively for walking heel, walking heel-mid, 
walking mid, walking midtoe, walking toe and descending stairs; in the posterolateral 
region p  = 0.005, 0.007, 0.002, <0.001, <0.001 and 0.017, respectively). Percent contact 
area in the anterolateral region was significantly smaller in retroverted hips than in 
normal hips during walking heel-mid, walking mid, walking midtoe, walking toe and 
ascending stairs (p = 0.009, 0.003, 0.003, 0.003 and 0.044, respectively). There were no 
significant differences in percent contact area in the medial regions.
Regional peak contact stress, average contact stress and contact area varied by 
loading scenario within each group. Many of the regional differences were between chair 
rise, which had a posteriorly directed load, and the other activities. Contact stress and 
contact area in the anterior and superior regions tended to be smaller during chair rise 
than during other activities, but contact stress and contact area in the posterior regions 
tended to be larger in chair rise than during other activities. In the normal hips, peak 
contact stress, average contact stress and contact area during chair rise were significantly 
smaller than during all other activities in the anterolateral region, but significantly larger 
than during all other activities in the posteromedial region (in the anterolateral region for 
peak contact stress p  = 0.006, 0.012, 0.012, 0.004, 0.009, <0.001 and 0.001, for average 
contact stress p  = 0.005, 0.003, 0.003, 0.003, 0.002, <0.001 and 0.002 against walking 
heel, walking heel-mid, walking mid, walking midtoe, walking toe, descending stairs and 
ascending stairs, respectively, for contact area p  = 0.002 against walking heel and p  < 
0.001 against all other activities; in the posteromedial region for peak contact stress p  =
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0.018 against ascending stairs and p  < 0.001 against all other activities, for average 
contact stress p  = 0.002 against walking heel and p  < 0.001 against all other activites, for 
contact area p  = 0.020, 0.002, 0.006, 0.005, 0.005, 0.001 and 0.007 against walking heel, 
walking heel-mid, walking mid, walking midtoe, walking toe, descending stairs and 
ascending stairs, respectively). Average contact stress in the posterolateral region was 
significantly larger during both ascending stairs and chair rise than during all walking 
activities and descending stairs (for ascending stairs p  = 0.004, 0.001, 0.002, 0.001, 0.001 
and <0.001, for chair rise p  = 0.013, 0.002, 0.001, 0.001, <0.001 and 0.002 against 
walking heel, walking heel-mid, walking mid, walking midtoe, walking toe and 
descending stairs, respectively). Average contact stress in the anteromedial region was 
significantly smaller during chair rise than during all walking activities and descending 
stairs (p = 0.019, 0.02, 0.01, 0.009, 0.01, and 0.021 against walking heel, walking heel- 
mid, walking mid, walking midtoe, walking toe and descending stairs, respectively). 
Contact area in the superolateral, anteromedial, and superomedial regions was 
significantly smaller during chair rise than during all other activities (in the superolateral 
region p  = 0.002 against descending stairs andp  < 0.001 against all other activities; in the 
anteromedial region p  = 0.006, 0.006, 0.002, 0.001, 0.002, 0.004 and 0.031; in the 
superomedial region p  = 0.001, 0.003, 0.011, 0.020, 0.025, 0.005 and 0.005 against 
walking heel, walking heel-mid, walking mid, walking midtoe, walking toe, descending 
stairs and ascending stairs, respectively). Contact area in the posterolateral region was 
significantly larger in chair rise than during all activities except walking heel and 
ascending stairs (p = 0.003 against walking heel, p  < 0.001 against walking mid, walking 
midtoe and walking toe, p  = 0.015 against descending stairs). In the retroverted subjects,
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peak contact stress in the posterolateral region during chair rise was significantly larger 
than during all walking scenarios and descending stairs (p = 0.012 against walking heel, p  
= 0.002 against descending stairs andp  < 0.001 against all others). Average contact stress 
was significantly smaller during chair rise in the anterolateral and superomedial regions 
than during all other activities and was larger during chair rise than during all other 
activities in the posterolateral region (in the anterolateral region p  = 0.036, 0.012 0.004 
0.003 0.001, <0.001 and 0.015; in the superomedial region p  = <0.001, <0.001, 0.006, 
0.013, 0.027, 0.006 and 0.002 against walking heel, walking heel-mid, walking mid, 
walking midtoe, walking toe, descending stairs and ascending stairs, respectively; in the 
posterolateral region p  < 0.001 against all activities). Contact area during chair rise was 
significantly smaller than during all other activities in the anterolateral and superolateral 
regions (in the anterolateral region p  = 0.003, 0.005, 0.004, 0.004, 0.002, <0.001 and 
0.008; in the superolateral region p  = 0.002, 0.002, 0.003, 0.002, 0.004, 0.004 and 0.002 
against walking heel, walking heel-mid, walking mid, walking midtoe, walking toe, 
descending stairs and ascending stairs, respectively). Contact area during chair rise was 
significantly larger than during all other activities in the posterolateral region (p = 0.002 
against ascending stairs, p  < 0.001 against all other activities).
Discussion
Unique contact patterns in the two groups affected the predicted contact stress and 
contact area. In many regions, both contact stress and percent contact area were lower in 
the retroverted hips than in the normal hips. Since force can be interpreted as stress 
integrated over a contact area, these results may seem counterintuitive. However, if the 
location of contact area and direction of the applied load are considered, the results are
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clearer. Contact area has an associated direction, normal to the articular surface at each 
point. In the retroverted hips, contact tended to be in the superior and medial regions of 
the acetabulum during walking, ascending stairs and descending stairs. Conversely, in the 
normal hips, contact tended to be distributed across the entire acetabulum. During chair 
rise, contact in both groups was primarily in the posterior acetabulum, although it was 
more widely distributed in the normal hips than in the retroverted hips. The load was 
directed approximately superiorly during walking activities, ascending stairs and 
descending stairs, while the load was directed posteriorly during chair rise. These 
directions were more aligned with the surface normals o f the contact area in the 
retroverted hips than in the normal hips. Therefore, the retroverted hips were able to 
sustain the applied load with lower contact stress and lower contact area than the normal 
hips as a result of a less distributed contact area that was aligned with the approximate 
direction of the applied load.
Differences in contact stress and contact area in the posterior regions may have 
important implications regarding the mechanisms of damage in retroverted hips and the 
preferred clinical treatment. Hips with retroversion often experience damage in the 
posterior acetabulum, which has been postulated to result from one of two mechanisms
[36]. The first mechanism to consider is decreased contact area and a resulting elevated 
contact stress in the posterior acetabulum [7, 14, 15]. The preferred treatment for this 
mechanism of damage is periacetabular osteotomy [14, 37]. Previous studies 
demonstrated decreased posterior coverage in retroverted hips, suggesting that retroverted 
hips have a smaller posterior contact area [12, 13]. However, the results of the present 
study suggest that elevated posterior stresses may not be the mechanism of damage in
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retroverted hips. Specifically, contact stresses were not elevated in the posterior 
acetabulum o f retroverted subjects, which suggests that periacetabular osteotomy may not 
be warranted or beneficial in subjects with retroversion from the point o f view of 
reducing contact stress. The second mechanism that has been proposed is anterior 
femoroacetabular impingement, where damage is caused by collision of the femoral 
head-neck region against an abnormally prominent anterior acetabular rim [18-20]. The 
alternative treatment for this mechanism of damage is resection of the prominent anterior 
acetabular rim [14]. The present study did not evaluate the possible effects of 
impingement in normal subjects or retroverted patients, and this is a topic that warrants 
further investigation in the future. In particular, other activities that will be more likely to 
produce impingement should be investigated.
Differences in predictions o f contact stress between activities within each group 
illustrate the effects o f the focused contact patterns in retroverted hips compared to the 
widely distributed contact patterns in normal hips (Figure 6.4). This can be seen by 
comparing chair rise, where the load was directed posteriorly, to all other activities. Peak 
contact stress in the posterolateral region was larger during chair rise than during all other 
activities in retroverted hips, but this was not the case for normal hips. When the load was 
directed posteriorly during chair rise, the focused contact pattern in the retroverted hips 
caused higher peak stresses in the posterolateral region. However, the contact pattern was 
distributed across more of the acetabulum in the normal hips in all loading scenarios. 
Therefore, the posterior direction of the load during chair rise did not cause higher peak 
contact stresses during chair rise in the normal hips.
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Several limitations in the present study warrant discussion. Because of the lack of a 
widely accepted morphological definition of acetabular retroversion, the spectrum of the 
morphological variation associated with the disease could have confounding effects on 
the results of this study. Acetabular retroversion is most often diagnosed using the 
crossover sign. Although the crossover sign is sensitive to the orientation of the pelvis 
with respect to the imaging plane, we controlled for pelvic inclination in the present 
study, which improves sensitivity of the crossover sign for diagnosis of retroversion to 
96% [12, 38]. It is worth noting that neither the Sharp’s angle nor the acetabular index 
were significantly different between the two populations. Thus, it appears unlikely that 
abnormal acetabular inclination was the cause of medial contact in retroverted hips.
Similarly, this study did not evaluate femoral deformities as part of the patient 
selection criteria. Because femoral version in normal hips is correlated with acetabular 
version [39], abnormal femoral version in the retroverted hips may have influenced 
results. The retroverted hips in this study had larger alpha angles than the normal hips, 
suggesting a higher prevalence of cam-type deformities on the femur. With the possible 
exception of chair rise, the activities that were simulated in this study would not be 
expected to cause impingement even in hips with cam-type deformities. Nevertheless, 
confounding effects from the larger alpha angles in the retroverted group cannot be ruled 
out. In addition to the effects of isolated acetabular or femoral pathoanatomy, other 
differences in joint anatomy that were not quantified as part of the patient classification 
could have affected contact patterns.
The results of this study must be interpreted in light of the assumptions made in the 
FE models. Although cartilage material behavior is complex, it was represented as
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spatially homogeneous, isotropic and nearly-linear hyperelastic [40]. These assumptions 
were justified because previous validation studies showed that FE predictions of contact 
stress and contact area using isotropic linear elastic and nearly-linear hyperelastic 
cartilage constitutive models were in good agreement with experimental measurements 
[25, 41]. A second limitation was the use of identical material coefficients for both 
groups. While there were no clinical or radiographic signs of cartilage degeneration in 
patients in the retroverted group, minor changes in cartilage material behavior may have 
occurred. Similarly, there is evidence that hips with abnormal bony anatomy exhibit 
abnormal gait patterns [42, 43]. Identical loading scenarios were used for all subjects in 
this study because of the lack of literature data on gait in subjects with acetabular 
retroversion. This study was limited to predictions of contact stress and contact area. A 
large body of literature points to these variables as important in the pathogenesis of OA 
(e.g., [24, 44, 45]). However, other mechanical variables, such as the maximum shear 
stress, may be more important for predicting cartilage damage [46-48]. The modeling 
requirements for accurate predictions of contact stress and contact area in the human hip 
have been established [25], but predicting other mechanical variables may require 
increased mesh resolution or more advanced constitutive models. Finally, the patient 
population used in this study was predominantly male. This bias is to be expected since 
the crossover sign and lower acetabular anteversion occur more frequently in men than in 
women [49, 50].
In conclusion, this study demonstrated that hips with acetabular retroversion exhibit 
superomedial cartilage contact patterns during simulations of activities of daily living, 
while hips with normal bony anatomy exhibit widely distributed cartilage contact
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patterns. Further, the results suggest that elevated posterior stresses may not be the 
mechanism of damage in hips with retroverted acetabula.
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CHAPTER 7
EFFECTS OF CONSTITUTIVE MODEL ASSUMPTIONS ON 
TRANSCHONDRAL MAXIMUM SHEAR STRESS AND 
FIRST PRINCIPAL STRAIN IN THE HUMAN HIP
Abstract
Hip osteoarthritis (OA) affects approximately 10% of the population and may be 
caused by abnormal cartilage mechanics. Surface fibrillation, which may be caused by 
elevated first principal (most tensile) strain, and cartilage delamination, which may be 
caused by elevated shear stress, are early aspects of cartilage degeneration in OA. 
Although transchondral mechanics cannot be measured in vivo, they can be predicted 
using finite element (FE) modeling. However, the required mesh resolution and cartilage 
constitutive model for accurately predicting transchondral mechanics in the human hip 
are unknown. The objectives of this study were to use a population of validated FE 
models to evaluate the mesh resolution required to predict transchondral mechanics; to 
assess cartilage mechanics at the articular surface, the osteochondral surface and 
transchondrally; and to assess the effects of cartilage constitutive assumptions on 
predictions of cartilage mechanics by comparing predictions from FE models with linear, 
nonlinear and tension-compression nonlinear cartilage constitutive models. Five 
validated, specimen-specific FE models of normal human hips were evaluated with
nearly-linear neo-Hookean, nonlinear Veronda Westmann and tension-compression 
nonlinear ellipsoidal fiber distribution cartilage constitutive models. Transchondral 
predictions of maximum shear stress and first principal strain were compared between FE 
models with different cartilage constitutive models. Mesh convergence analysis 
demonstrated that five elements were required through the depth of the cartilage for 
accurate predictions of transchondral maximum shear stress and first principal strain. At 
large magnitudes of stress and strain, the ellipsoidal fiber distribution model had the 
stiffest response, which caused this model to predict the largest peak stresses and the 
smallest peak strains. Conversely, the neo-Hookean model predicted the smallest peak 
stresses and the largest peak strains. Models with neo-Hookean cartilage predicted 
smaller maximum shear stress transchondral gradients than models with Veronda 
Westmann and ellipsoidal fiber distribution cartilage predicted. For all constitutive 
models, transchondral first principal strain peaked below the articular surface of the 
femur. In conclusion, this study suggests that tension-compression nonlinearity and/or 
strain induced anisotropy are important features for predicting accurate transchondral 
maximum shear stress and first principal strain in the human hip. Additionally, this study 
indicates that five elements through the cartilage thickness are required mesh for 
converged predictions of maximum shear stress and first principal strain.
Introduction
Abnormal cartilage mechanics are thought to initiate and advance osteoarthritis (OA) 
through the combination of damage to the cartilage matrix and altered cartilage 
metabolism [1, 2]. For example, contact stress and maximum shear stress predict 
cartilage fissuring under impact loads [3, 4], while compressive, tensile and shear
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deformation alter the cartilage matrix and cartilage metabolism o f explants in a dose- and 
location-dependent manner [2, 5-7]. In the context o f OA, early signs o f cartilage 
damage include fibrillation and fissuring of the articular surface and cartilage 
delamination from the bone [3, 4, 8-11]. Fibrillation may be caused by elevated tensile 
strains near the articular surface and cartilage delamination may be caused by elevated 
shear stress at the osteochondral interface [12-16]. Therefore, understanding tensile 
strain and shear stress at the articular surface, at the osteochondral interface and 
transchondrally (through the cartilage thickness), would provide insight into OA at the 
tissue level.
The mechanics o f articular cartilage in the normal and pre-arthritic hip are still poorly 
understood. Hip OA affects 9.5% of men and 11.2% of women [17], and an improved 
understanding o f tissue level cartilage mechanics could guide the development o f 
strategies to prevent or delay the onset of hip OA. Cartilage mechanics are difficult to 
directly measure in the hip, but can be predicted with finite element (FE) analysis. FE 
analysis has been used to primarily to study contact stress and contact area in the human 
hip [18-26]. Parametric studies have demonstrated that predictions of contact stress and 
contact area are sensitive to subject-specific geometry and the material properties o f 
cortical bone, but are relatively insensitive to cartilage constitutive model [18, 19, 27, 
28]. In a recent series of directly validated, specimen-specific FE models, we 
demonstrated that contact stress and area were relatively insensitive to material 
nonlinearity and spatial inhomogeneity in the cartilage constitutive model, and also 
determined the required mesh resolution for accurate predictions of these variables [28]. 
While previous studies elucidate model requirements for predicting contact stress and
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area, these variables are only a small subset of the stress- and strain-dependent variables 
that are relevant to the initiation and progression of OA. Therefore, the next logical step 
in the application of FE modeling for understanding hip OA is to expand the predictive 
capability of subject-specific FE models to additional mechanical variables. This 
requires re-evaluating modeling strategies, since those that are sufficient to predict 
contact stress and contact area may be inadequate for accurate predictions of other 
variables.
Two aspects of the modeling strategy that are likely to affect predictions of 
transchondral cartilage mechanics in the hip are the cartilage constitutive model and the 
resolution of the cartilage discretization. Cartilage exhibits rate- and time-dependent 
behavior, material nonlinearity, tension-compression nonlinearity and transchondral 
variation in properties [29-36]. Nearly-incompressible elastic behavior is an appropriate 
assumption for predictions during activities wherein the loading occurs quickly, which 
removes the need to include rate- and time-dependent behavior [37, 38]. Even with this 
simplification, the effects of other features of cartilage behavior on FE model predictions 
may influence the predictions of cartilage mechanics at the articular surface, 
transchondrally and at the osteochondral interface. Additionally, mesh resolution is an 
important aspect of FE modeling strategy, since the accuracy of the solution is directly 
linked to the density of the mesh [39, 40]. While the mesh resolution required to predict 
contact stress and contact area has been established [28], the required mesh resolution for 
accurate predictions of transchondral mechanics is unknown. Therefore, the objectives of 
this study were to use a population of validated FE models to evaluate the mesh 
resolution required to predict transchondral mechanics; to assess cartilage mechanics at
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the articular surface, the osteochondral surface and transchondrally; and to assess the 
effects o f cartilage constitutive assumptions on predictions o f cartilage mechanics by 
comparing predictions from FE models with linear, nonlinear and tension-compression 
nonlinear cartilage constitutive models [28].
Methods
Five male specimens were used for this study (40 ± 14 years old, weight 63 ± 14 kg, 
height 177 ± 9 cm). Specimen-specific FE models were generated and underwent direct 
validation of contact stress and contact area as part of a previous study [28] (Figure 7.1). 
Briefly, specimens were dissected free o f soft tissue and volumetric image data were 
acquired (Siemens Somatom Emotion, 0.7 mm slice thickness, 512 x 512 acquisition 
matrix, 276-420 mm field o f view). Image data were segmented and the segmented data 
were used to create polygonal surfaces (Amira version 5.3, Visage Imaging, San Diego, 
CA) [18, 22, 23, 41]. Cortical bone was discretized into triangular shell elements with 
position dependent thickness [18, 42]. Cartilage surfaces were discretized into 
hexahedral elements using TrueGrid (XYZ Scientific, Livermore, CA).
Four activities of daily living were simulated based off of instrumented implant and 
gait data, and matched to loading scenarios achieved during experimental loading for the 
previous study: heel strike during walking (WH), mid stance during walking (WM), heel 
strike during stair descent (DH) and heel strike during stair descent (AH) [28, 43]. Rigid 
boundary conditions were assumed at the pubis and sacroiliac joints on the pelvis, and on 
the femur below the lesser trochanter [18]. Mortar tied contact was used between 
cartilage and bone, and mortar sliding contact was used between acetabular and femoral 
cartilage [44, 45]. All FE models were analyzed in NIKE3D and postprocessed in
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Figure 7.1: Representative FE model. A -  subject-specific FE model, showing the bones 
in white, the acetabular cartilage in green and the femoral cartilage in blue. B -  close up 
view of the joint space with lines showing discretization.
PostView [46, 47].
Cartilage mesh convergence was evaluated by analyzing models with four different 
mesh densities for all loading scenarios in one specimen. Meshes for both the femoral 
and acetabular cartilage were generated with three, four, five and six transchondral 
elements (Figure 7.2). Mesh density was increased while maintaining the approximate 
element Jacobian, thus resulting in a simultaneous refinement of the mesh density on the 
articular surfaces. The resulting models of the cartilage layers consisted of 39,300, 
108,972, 185,020 and 303,804 hexahedral elements for meshes with three, four, five and 
six transchondral elements, respectively. All models for mesh convergence analysis used 
a Veronda Westmann constitutive model for cartilage. Mesh convergence was achieved 
when the change in first principal strain and maximum shear stress between subsequent 
meshes was less than 10%. As per our previous studies [18, 23, 28], all models used 
trilinear hexahdral elements with a single gauss point based on the enhanced strain 
element formulation [46, 48]. We have found that the trilinear hexahedron with a single 
integration point and hourglass control is sometimes more robust than the fully integrated 
trilinear hexahedral element for simulations that involve large compressive contact 
strains.
The nearly-incompressible material behavior of human hip cartilage was 
characterized by testing cartilage samples from the contralateral joint of each specimen in 
unconfined compression [28]. Three hyperelastic constitutive models were fit to 
experimental data (Figure 7.3). The simplest constitutive model was an uncoupled 
version of the isotropic, hyperelastic neo-Hookean model [49], with strain energy W :
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Figure 7.2: Mesh convergence analysis. A -  view of the whole joint. The red box 
indicates the region where the remaining images focus on. B -  FE model with three 
elements through the cartilage thickness. C -  FE model with four elements through the 
cartilage thickness. D -  FE model with five elements through the cartilage thickness (this 
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Figure 7.3: Unaixal stress response of the three constitutive models. Experimental data 
are shown. At small strains (near stretch values of 1), there were minimal differences 
between the three models. At larger tensile strains, there were drastic differences. The 
EFD model was the stiffest at higher levels of stretch due to the fiber contribution to the 
response, likely resulting in both the higher xmax and lower E1 at large magnitudes 
(Figure 7.5). In compression (stretch values less than 1), the EFD and VW constitutive 
models predicted nearly identical responses.
In this expression, Ij is the first deviatoric invariant of the right Cauchy deformation 
tensor, J  is the Jacobian, jj. is the shear modulus in the limit of small deformations and K  
is the bulk modulus. This model was selected as a baseline constitutive model, both 
because of its simple quasilinear stress-stretch relationship and because it has been used 
previously in FE models of the human hip joint [18-25]. The second constitutive model 




Here, is the second deviatoric invariant of the right Cauchy deformation tensor, the 
coefficient C1 scales the overall response, the coefficient C2 controls the exponential 
response and K  is the bulk modulus. Although the VW model is isotropic, it captures 
strain-dependent material nonlinearity [50]. The final constitutive model was an 
uncoupled version o f the ellipsoidal fiber distribution (EFD) model, with a neo-Hookean 
ground matrix [49, 51, 52]. The fiber strain energy Wf for the EFD model was in the 
form [49, 51, 52]:
Here, is the square of the deviatoric fiber stretch and n is the unit vector along the 
fiber direction in the current configuration. The material coefficient £ scales the fiber 
response and (  controls the nonlinearity of the fibers. An initially isotropic fiber 
distribution was assumed. For this case, the fiber material coefficients are equal in all 
directions, such that £1 = £2 = 6  = £(n) and ( 1 = ( 2 = ( 3 = ((n). The total strain energy was the 
sum of the fiber strain energy in Equation (7.3) and the neo-Hookean strain energy in 
Equation (7.1) [49]. This constitutive model captures tension-compression nonlinearity 
via the nonlinear stress-strain behavior of the fibers since they only resist tensile 
deformation [52]. Further, the model simulates the strain-induced anisotropy o f articular 
cartilage [51].
Material coefficients for each of the constitutive models were determined fitting the 
experimental stress-stretch curves using a constrained nonlinear least squares method 
(SigmaPlot 11.0, Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA). To determine average coefficients
(7.3)
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for all cartilage samples, experimental data from all samples were fit simultaneously to 
the incompressible stress-stretch expressions given in Equations (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6). 
This method is different from the method used in our previous study, where
were averaged [53]. For an incompressible material subjected to unconfined compression 
by a stretch ratio of X, the neo-Hookean Cauchy stress along the loading axis is:
For an incompressible material subjected to unconfined compression by a stretch ratio 
of X, the VW Cauchy stress along the loading axis is:
For an incompressible material subjected to unconfined compression by a stretch ratio 
of X, the EFD Cauchy stress along the loading axis is:
The value of the material coefficient ft was set to 4.0 in order to obtain an analytical 
solution that could be fit. Preliminary data demonstrated that the least squares fit was 
relatively insensitive to the choice of ft for integer values above 2.0. For all constitutive 
models, the uniqueness of the best-fit material coefficients was verified by perturbing 
initial guesses.
To evaluate the effects of cartilage constitutive model on FE predictions, FE models of 
all specimens and loading scenarios were analyzed with the cartilage represented by each 
of the three constitutive models. For all analyses, cortical bone was represented as
experimental data from each sample was fit individually and then material coefficients
(7.4)
(7.5)
256^(8/1 - 1 5x2 + 6/13 -  1(U4 + 24/t5 -  13/i6 -  2/t7) 
315x 5(1+ x  + x 2) ^ (7.6)
isotropic linear elastic (E = 17 GPa, v = 0.29) [54]. The representation of the cortical 
shell was based off of our previous analyses, which demonstrated the importance of 
deformable cortical bone in predictions of cartilage contact mechanics [18, 42]. Average 
neo-Hookean cartilage coefficients were ju = 5.52 MPa and K  = 550 MPa. Average VW 
cartilage coefficients were C1 = 0.34 MPa, C2 = 5.57 and K  = 1,178 MPa. Average EFD 
cartilage coefficients were // = 1.82 MPa, £ = 9.19 MPa, = 4 and K  = 1,860 MPa. The 
bulk modulus values were selected for each cartilage constitutive model to ensure near­
incompressibility. This was confirmed by examining the Jacobian field in the articular 
cartilage for each simulation. In all cases, the change in volume at all locations in the 
finite element meshes was less than 4%.
Green-Lagrange first principal strain (E1) and Cauchy maximum shear stress (Tmax) 
were evaluated in each FE model. E1 is the first eigenvalue of the strain tensor, and is the 
largest tensile strain at each point. E 1 was sampled at the articular surfaces and 
transchondrally at the location of the articular surface peak. Tmax is the maximum shear 
stress at each point. Tmax was evaluated at the osteochondral interface and transchondrally 
at the location of the osteochondral peak. Results were analyzed on the femoral head and 
in six anatomical regions on the acetabulum (Figure 7.4A).
FE predictions from the three difference constitutive models were compared. 
Differences between acetabular results were compared within region and activity using 
repeated measures ANOVAs on ranks with Tukey posthoc analysis. Differences in 
transchondral mechanics on the femur were compared using repeated t-tests within 
activity and location. Significance was set a tp  < 0.05.
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Figure 7.4: E1 and Tmax results on the acetabulum in the EFD models of one specimen. A 
-  lateral view of the acetabulum with the six anatomic regions used for analysis. B -  E1 
at the articular surface. C -  Tmax near the osteochondral interface.
Results
Mesh convergence analysis demonstrated that meshes with five elements through the 
cartilage thickness were converged, predicting results less than 10% different than 
meshes with six elements through the thickness predicted. Ej achieved convergence at a 
lower mesh resolution than Tmax. Model run times were 1.4 ± 0.3 hours, 5.0 ± 1.6 hours, 
8.3 ± 1 . 3  hours and 24.3 ± 10.8 hours for meshes with three, four, five and six 
transchondral elements, respectively. The change in peak Ej at the articular surface was 
< 16%, < 3% and <1% between models with three versus four, four versus five and five 
versus six transchondral elements, respectively. Therefore, models with four elements 
through the cartilage thickness would have been appropriate for predicting Ej alone. 
Convergence in Tmax was evaluated for peak osteochondral values away from the edge of 
the acetabular cartilage. The change in peak Tmax was < 37%, < 13% and <10% between 
models with three versus four, four versus five and five versus six transchondral 
elements, respectively. Comparisons of transchondral predicitons demonstrated that 
models with three transchondral elements missed features of the depth-wise gradients, 
which were captured at all other mesh resolutions. There were only minor differences 
between the transchondral predictions from models with five and six transchondral 
elements, confirming that meshes with five transchondral elements were adequate for the 
variables of interest.
Differences in the three constitutive models are apparent in the uniaxial stress 
response of the at the approximate strain levels predicted in the FE models (Figure 7.3). 
The most dramatic differences are in tension. The stiffest tensile stress response was in 
the EFD constitutive model, due to the fibers creating the tension-compression nonlinear
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behavior. The material nonlinearity in the VW model predicted the next highest stresses 
in uniaxial tension. The tensile response of the neo-Hookean constitutive model was 
smaller than the other two models at large stretch values. In compression, the response o f 
the VW and EFD constitutive models were nearly identical and reflected the nonlinearity 
measured during experimental unconfined compression testing. The nearly-linear 
behavior o f the neo-Hookean constitutive model resulted in overpredictions o f 
compressive stress magnitudes at stretch values near unity and underpredictions o f 
compressive stress magnitudes at stretch values near 0.85.
The choice of cartilage constitutive model significantly affected predictions of Tmax at 
the osteochondral interface and E1 at the articular surface of the acetabulum (Figures 7.4 
and 7.5). Generally, the EFD model predicted larger stresses, while the neo-Hookean 
model predicted larger strains. Specifically, at locations of high peak values, use of the 
EFD constitutive model resulted in significantly larger predictions of peak Tmax than the 
other two constitutive models (Figure 7.5A, AL, SL and PL regions). In contrast, at 
locations with lower peak values, there were minimal or no differences in peak Tmax. VW 
cartilage predicted significantly smaller average Tmax than neo-Hookean cartilage in all 
regions (Figure 7.5B). The VW constitutive model also predicted significantly smaller 
average Tmax than the EFD model in two regions. Trends in E1 were approximately 
opposite those in Tmax (Figure 7.5C, D). At large strain values, peak E1 was significantly 
larger in neo-Hookean models than in the other two models (Figure 7.5C, AL and SL 
regions). At low strain values, peak E1 was significantly larger when the neo-Hookean 
constitutive model was used than in the other two models (Figure 7.5C, AM, SM and PM 
regions). Average E1 at large values was significantly larger in VW models than in the
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Figure 7.5: Results in six anatomical regions on the acetabular cartilage. A -  peak Tmax 
at the osteochondral interface. B -  average Tmax at the osteochondral interface. C -  peak 
E1 at the articular surface. D -  average E1 at the articular surface. At high stress values, 
the EFD models predicted the largest stresses. A high strain values, the neo-Hookean 
models predicted the largest strains.
other two models (Figure 7.5D, AL, SL and SM regions). At low average E1, results 
were significantly smaller when the neo-Hookean constitutive model was used than in the 
other two models (Figure 7.5D, AM, PM and PL regions).
There were significant differences in predictions of transchondral Tmax and E1 between 
the three constitutive models (Figure 7.6). Consistent with the acetabular results, peak 
Tmax at the femoral osteochondral interface was significantly larger in the EFD models 
than in the other two models (Figure 7.5A). These differences persisted partway through 
the cartilage thickness from the osteochondral interface. However, at the articular surface 
corresponding to the location of peak Tmax at the osteochondral interface, there were
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Figure 7.6: Results through the depth of the femoral cartilage during AH. A -  Tmax at the 
location of the osteochondral peak. B -  E 1 at the location of the articular peak. While 
Tmax near the osteochondral interface was larger in the EFD model, it was larger in the nH 
models near the articular surface. For all constitutive models, E1 peaked just below the 
articular surface. * indicates differences between EFD and VW, J indicates differences 
between EFD and nH, and § indicates differences between VW and nH.
trends toward higher Tmax for the neo-Hookean models. This indicated a smaller depth- 
wise gradient in Tmax for the neo-Hookean models than for the other two models. There 
was a peak in transchondral Ej just below the articular surface for all constitutive models 
in the femoral cartilage (Figures 7.6B and 7.7). While this result occurred consistently 
across specimens and loading scenarios in the femoral cartilage, it was not seen in the 
acetabular cartilage (Figure 7.7).
Discussion
This study focused on two aspects of the three-dimensional stress and strain fields, 
Tmax and Ej . These variables were selected because they may be important in the 
pathogenesis of OA, especially in the human hip [12, 15, 16, 55, 56]. Cartilage 
delamination, which is thought to be caused by high levels of osteochondral Tmax, occurs 
frequently in patients with cam femoroacetabular impingement [12, 15]. Thus, Tmax is a 
relevant variable to predict in patient populations at risk for early onset hip OA. Cartilage 
fibrillation, which may be caused by elevated articular Ej, occurs early in the OA process 
in most joints [9-11]. Thus, accurate predictions of Ej may be able to predict the early 
stages of hip OA.
The nearly-linear, nonlinear and tension-compression nonlinear constitutive 
models affected FE predictions of Tmax and Ej in a manner consistent with the key features 
of the constitutive models. The nearly-linear behavior of the neo-Hookean constitutive 
model resulted in lower FE predictions of Tmax and higher FE predictions of Ej, especially 
at large magnitudes. This can be explained by the fact that the neo-Hookean constitutive 
model underpredicts the behavior of cartilage away from the limits of small deformation 
(Figure 7.3). Thus, the neo-Hookean constitutive model resulted in an effectively softer
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Figure 7.7: Cut planes for femoral E1 as reported in Figure 4B. Each column is for one 
specimen. The top row indicates the location of the cut planes. The next three rows are 
the nH, VW and EFD model results, respectively. The arrows in each cut figure indicate 
the location and direction o f sampling. The increase in E 1 just below the femoral 
articular surface is visible.
tangent modulus than the other two constitutive models at larger magnitudes o f stress and 
strain. Conversely, the EFD constitutive model resulted in the highest values of Tmax and 
the lowest values of E1. This was due to the stiffening of the fibers in the EFD model in 
tension.
Differences in the gradient of Tmax between the constitutive models demonstrates the 
role of tension-compression nonlinearity in predictions of cartilage mechanics. Although 
the influence of the gradient in Tmax on cartilage damage has not been evaluated,
experimental measurements of impact damage indicate that gradients in stress or strain 
may be more relevant than the magnitudes in the pathogenesis of OA. As an example, 
the gradient of contact stress on the joint surface was a better predictor of failure than the 
magnitude of contact stress as measured by pressure-sensitive film in an impact model of 
a rabbit joint [4]. In the present study, the largest gradients in transchondral Tmax were in 
the EFD models, whereas the neo-Hookean models predicted drastically smaller 
gradients. Because the EFD constitutive model most accurately describes cartilage 
material behavior, these results suggest that it is necessary to represent tension- 
compression nonlinearity and/or strain-induced anisotropy to accurately predict 
transchondral Tmax in the human hip.
Although the magnitudes of transchondral E 1 were affected by cartilage constitutive 
model, all models predicted a peak in E 1 below the articular surface of the femur. This 
suggests that cartilage mechanics below the articular surface may be important in the 
pathogenesis of OA in the hip. Assuming that elevated E1 can predict damage to the 
cartilage matrix, these results suggest that damage may be initiated slightly below the 
articular surface, rather than at the articular surface. Cadaveric studies have found 
fibrillation on the femoral head at younger ages than in the acetabulum [57-60]. In these 
studies, some of the fibrillation occurred in regions that are unloaded, but fibrillation also 
occurred in the superior region of the femur where loading is frequent [57-59]. Thus, the 
high values of E1 below the articular surface of the femoral cartilage may be relevant in 
the fibrillation of the femoral head that occurs in early degenerative changes in the human 
hip.
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While there has been limited use of advanced constitutive models in FE analysis of 
the human hip, the results of the present study can be compared to FE analysis in the knee 
completed with more advanced constitutive models. In the knee, parametric FE studies 
have been performed to examine the influence of fiber orientation and transchondral 
variation in properties on predictions of cartilage stress and strain [61-65]. The collagen 
fiber orientation affects predictions of transchondral mechanics in the knee. Including 
the highly aligned superficial zone fibers decreased strains at the articular surface by up 
to approximately 30% [62-65]. Using an arcade-like transchondral fiber orientation 
decreased the transchondral von Mises stress and increased the transchondral axial strains 
when compared to predictions with all fibers aligned parallel to the articular surface [62]. 
Consistent with the present study, these findings highlight the effects of anisotropy and 
tension-compression nonlinearity on transchondral predictions of cartilage stress and 
deformation. These findings also indicate that transchondral variation in fiber orientation 
influences predictions of cartilage mechanics. In the present study, a homogeneous and 
initially isotropic distribution of fiber orientation was assumed. This provides a 
reasonable representation of the middle zone, but it is likely less applicable to the fiber 
topography of the superficial and deep zones of the articular cartilage in the hip. 
Experimental studies are needed to quantify transchondral fiber orientation in the 
articular cartilage of the hip, as data are not yet available in the literature. Unlike 
variation in the fiber orientation, transchondral variation in the matrix elastic modulus 
had no appreciable effect on cartilage mechanics [62]. This provides confidence in the 
use of depth-averaged matrix properties in the present study.
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Previous FE models provide insight into the effects of constitutive assumptions and 
model geometry on predictions of Tmax. Plane strain analysis of biphasic cartilage has 
shown similar patterns in transchondral Tmax to those seen in the present study, where the 
peak values occurred at the osteochondral interface away from the center of contact [13, 
14]. In a plane strain FE model of impact loading, the location of highest Tmax varied with 
the assumed cartilage constitutive model [66]. Specifically, peak Tmax occurred at the 
articular surface when cartilage was modeled as transversely isotropic, but occurred at the 
osteochondral interface when the cartilage was modeled as isotropic. In an FE study of 
knee mechanics, peak Tmax was predicted at the osteochondral interface when the 
meniscus was modeled, but peak Tmax was predicted at the articular surface without the 
meniscus modeled [67]. These studies demonstrate that both constitutive model and local 
geometry affect predictions of Tmax. The results of the present study are consistent with 
the conclusion that the constitutive model affects predictions of peak Tmax.
In contrast to previous studies that demonstrated the insensitivity of contact stress and 
contact area to the cartilage constitutive model, Tmax and E1 are fairly sensitive to the 
cartilage constitutive model [18, 28]. Previously, we have demonstrated that predictions 
of contact stress and contact area are relatively insensitive to variations in the material 
nonlinearity, spatial inhomogeneity and material coefficients of the cartilage constitutive 
model [18, 28]. Cartilage contact mechanics under fast loading are the result of the total 
load supported by the cartilage, which is largely supported by the fluid phase [13, 37, 38, 
68]. Therefore, it is logical that cartilage contact mechanics are insensitive to cartilage 
representation. In fact, if cartilage contact mechanics are the extent of the results of 
interest, discrete element analysis can be used for accurate predictions in a fraction of the
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time required for FE analysis [69]. Conversely, predictions of Tmax and E1 represent the 
deviatoric response of hydrated tissue under fast loading, and it is therefore logical that 
they are sensitive to the cartilage constitutive model.
The required mesh resolution to accurately predict transchondral Tmax is more refined 
than the mesh resolution that has been used in previous FE models of live subjects [22, 
25]. Thus, more time will be required in future research to generate subject-specific FE 
models for predicting transchondral mechanics than was required for predicting contact 
stress and contact area in patient populations. Because transchondral E1 and Tmax are 
pertinent to the pathogenesis of hip OA, the mesh density and constitutive model 
requirements found in this study are directly applicable to ongoing use of FE of the 
human hip.
There are several limitations in this study that warrant discussion. While these 
models have undergone direct validation of contact stress and contact area at the articular 
surface, neither E1 nor Tmax was directly validated [28]. The magnitudes of E1 in the 
present study are consistent with those measured experimentally in the human 
patellofemoral joint [70]. Because Tmax cannot be measured experimentally, confidence 
in predictions of this variable comes from the combination of directly validated FE 
models with accurate cartilage constitutive models.
Although the cartilage constitutive assumptions in the present study are more 
complex than in previous hip FE analysis, the models still make use of a number of 
simplifying assumptions that warrant discussion. The material properties of cartilage 
vary transchondrally, but this variation was not represented in this study. It has been 
established that the variation between tensile and compressive moduli is larger than
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transchondral variation in cartilage moduli [29, 32, 36]. In the context of FE analysis, 
transchondral variation in elastic modulus had a minimal effect on predictions of three­
dimensional knee cartilage mechanics [62] and a minimal effect on predictions of 
transchondral stress and strain in a axisymmetric indentation analysis [71]. Therefore, 
the decision to omit transchondral variation in cartilage behavior is justified in the present 
study. Cartilage behavior is also biphasic and viscoelastic [31, 33, 35]. Because of the 
loading rates in this study, the omission of rate-dependent behavior is reasonable [28, 37, 
38, 53]. This omission is also supported by biphasic analysis of an idealized hip joint
[72]. However, if other loading rates or regimes are considered in future studies, then the 
rate-dependence of cartilage mechanics may become important for accurate predictions.
The lateral edge of the acetabular cartilage and the chondrolabral boundary may have 
confounding effects of the results of this study. The acetabular labrum was omitted from 
the present models. This modeling strategy is consistent with previous FE analyses [18, 
25, 28], as well as with studies that suggest limited loading on the labrum in the normal 
hip [23, 73, 74]. However, this omission may explain why there was a peak in Ej below 
the surface of the femoral cartilage, but not below the surface of the acetabular cartilage. 
Unfortunately, the material properties of the human labrum and chondrolabrum that 
would be required for FE modeling are not available in the literature. The behavior of 
bovine labrum has been characterized, and there is a small amount of data on the 
averaged behavior of human labrum [75-77], but neither the full material behavior of the 
human labrum nor the behavior of the chondrolabral transition have been evaluated. 
Therefore, ongoing experimental work is required in order to accurately model the 
labrum and chondrolabrum in the human hip.
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In conclusion, this study suggests that tension-compression nonlinearity and/or strain 
induced anisotropy are important features for predicting accurate transchondral Tmax and 
E 1 in the human hip. Further, this study indicates that five elements through the cartilage 
thickness are required for converged predictions of E1 and Tmax. In addition to the 
technical aspects evaluated in this study, the peak in E 1 below the articular surface of the 
femur is an intriguing finding that can be further explored in patient populations related 
to the pathogenesis of hip OA. There are other mechanical variables that may be 
important predictors of the onset and progression of cartilage damage, and further 
experimental studies are needed to determine the variables that are most predictive of 
cartilage damage at the tissue and joint levels. The approach highlighted in this study can 
be used to evaluate these additional mechanical variables in the human hip, and their 
potential role in the pathogenesis of OA.
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The overall objectives of this dissertation were to assess model validation and the 
effects of modeling assumptions on subject-specific predictions of cartilage mechanics in 
the human hip, and to use the insights from validation and parameter studies to quantify 
the mechanics in two patient populations at risk for the development of osteoarthritis 
(OA). This research focused on contact mechanics, but also provides the technical 
background for predicting other mechanical variables in the human hip. Additionally, 
this dissertation provides data regarding the regional, nearly-incompressible, hyperelastic 
behavior of healthy human hip cartilage, which provides insight into cartilage behavior 
and can be used in finite element (FE) models. Direct validation of a series of specimen- 
specific FE models demonstrated good agreement between experimental and 
computational contact stress and contact area, as well as relative insensitivity of FE 
predictions of contact mechanics to the assumed cartilage constitutive model. The effects 
of modeling assumptions of the acetabular labrum were assessed in a normal and a 
dysplastic hip. The insights from these validation and parameter studies informed the 
prediction of contact mechanics in two populations with hip pathomorphology. Subject- 
specific FE models of hips with acetabular dysplasia and hips with acetabular
retroversion were generated for comparison against subject-specific FE models o f hips 
with normal anatomy. The final study o f this dissertation evaluated the effects o f 
cartilage constitutive model assumptions on transchondral predictions o f maximum shear 
stress (Tmax) and first principal strain (E1) as a first step in evaluating mechanical variables 
aside from just contact mechanics that may be relevant to the pathogenesis of OA. The 
major findings o f this dissertation include:
• Specimen-specific FE predictions of contact stress and contact area agreed with 
experimental results well. Further, specimen-specific predictions of cartilage 
contact area and contact stress were relatively insensitive to the assumed cartilage 
constitutive model. Material nonlinearity improved predictions of peak contact 
stress over nearly-linear material behavior, but had no discernible effect on 
average contact stress or contact area. There were no differences in peak contact 
stress, average contact stress or contact area between FE models with average 
material coefficients and those with region- and specimen-specific material 
coefficients. This study provides confidence in the use o f average material 
coefficients for subject-specific FE predictions o f cartilage contact stress and 
contact area.
• The material behavior of regional human hip cartilage was characterized. These 
data provide valuable inputs for ongoing research evaluating the effects o f 
regional variations in behavior on FE predictions.
• Predictions of the load supported by the acetabular labrum in the normal and 
dysplastic hip are sensitive to the assumed labrum constitutive model and the 
location of the chondrolabral junction. These findings inform the use of a
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conservative chondrolabral boundary and structurally-based labral constitutive 
model for FE modeling of the human hip with the acetabular labrum.
• The acetabular labrum in the dysplastic hip supports significantly more load than 
the acetabular labrum in the normal hip during activities of daily living.
• Hips with acetabular retroversion exhibit a distinct superomedial contact pattern 
in comparison to hips with normal bony morphology.
• FE predictions of transchondral Tmax and Ej in the human hip were relatively 
sensitive to the assumed cartilage constitutive model. In particular, capturing the 
tension-compression nonlinear behavior of articular cartilage resulted in the 
largest peak values of Tmax and the smallest peak values of Ej . These results 
provide insight that can be used in future modeling studies to predict values of 
Tmax and Ej in pathomorphologic populations.
The link between pathomorphology and OA, which affects approximately 10% of 
the population, is thought to be mechanical [1, 2]. However, the differences in mechanics 
between normal and pathomorphologic hips have not been fully established. Because 
mechanics cannot be measured directly in patients with hip pathomorphology, FE 
modeling can be used to predict them. Previous FE modeling of the human hip has 
provided many valuable insights [3-11]. On the technical side, a previous study 
completed direct validation and parameter studies for a single cadaveric specimen [3]. In 
this study, the insensitivity of predictions of contact stress and contact area to variations 
in the neo-Hookean hyperelastic cartilage material coefficients and the importance of 
representing cortical bone as a deformable shell were demonstrated [3]. Parameter 
studies have also indicated the importance of subject-specific geometry and the
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inaccuracy of idealized geometry for predictions of hip joint cartilage mechanics [4, 12]. 
FE analysis has been used in a limited manner to evaluate the mechanics of the normal 
and pathomorphologic hip. Analysis on a population of hips with normal anatomy 
demonstrated the intersubject variation in contact patterns, even within a population of 
normal hips [8]. Subject-specific analysis on a population of dysplastic subjects who 
underwent correction at infancy demonstrated differences in contact pressure overload in 
hips with residual dysplasia in comparison to a normal hip [10]. FE analysis with 
idealized geometry was used to evaluate the effects of simulated pathomorphology 
ranging from an overcovered acetabular socket (impingement) to an undercovered 
acetabular socket (dysplasia). Distinct contact patterns were found, which depending on 
the gross pathomorphology [6]. For example, the idealized dysplastic hip had elevated 
stresses near the lateral acetabular rim [6].
Although these previous studies have provided many valuable insights relevant to 
the pathogenesis of hip OA, there are limitations from the previous research that this 
dissertation aimed to address. In particular, these previous studies were limited by 
single-specimen validation, linear elastic or nearly-linear hyperelastic cartilage 
constitutive behavior, the omission of the acetabular labrum from subject-specific 
analyses and a focus on contact mechanics.
Completing direct validation on a series of specimens allows the effects of 
modeling assumptions to be assessed statistically. Therefore, direct validation of contact 
stress and contact area was completed on a series of five cadaveric specimens (Chapter 
3). This study provided novel insight regarding the sensitivity of model predictions to 
variations in the assumed cartilage constitutive model, as well as to average versus
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region- and specimen-specific cartilage constitutive model coefficients. These results 
provide insight into the effects of modeling assumptions on predictions of contact 
mechanics, which is consistent with a previous validation study that demonstrated 
insensitivity in model predictions to variations in the nearly-linear hyperelastic material 
coefficients [3]. Complementary to the direct validation presented in Chapter 3, 
parameter studies in Chapter 4 suggested an appropriate modeling approach for including 
the acetabular labrum into subject-specific FE models.
The material behavior of articular cartilage in the human hip is not well 
characterized. Studies suggest that data from other joints or other species is may not 
provide an accurate representation of the material behavior of human hip cartilage [13]. 
Therefore, the study presented in Chapter 3 provided regional quantification of healthy 
human hip cartilage behavior under the physiologic loading rates associated with 
activities of daily living. These data provide novel insights into the nearly instantaneous 
behavior of human hip cartilage, including the discrepancy in stiffness between the 
medial and lateral cartilage, as well as between acetabular and femoral cartilage. These 
data can also be used in ongoing research as inputs to FE models.
Building from the research in Chapters 3 and 4, Chapters 5 and 6 presented FE 
predictions of joint contact mechanics in two pathomorphologic groups. Acetabular 
dysplasia accounts for an estimated 20% of all hip OA [14]. While dysplasia is a known 
risk factor for OA, the specific mechanical links between the two are unclear. To 
evaluate the mechanics in the dysplastic hip, FE models of ten subjects with acetabular 
dysplasia were compared to FE models of ten subjects with normal hip morphology. 
This study demonstrated that the acetabular labrum is an important load-bearing structure
in the dysplastic hip. These findings were consistent with clinical observations of labral 
hypertrophy in the dysplastic hip [16-18] but they provide a novel contribution in the 
quantification of the differences in labral mechanics between normal and dysplastic hips. 
Acetabular retroversion is not as well understood as acetabular dysplasia, having only 
been described in the native hip in the last 15 years [19]. However, there is strong 
evidence that acetabular retroversion causes OA [20-22]. This may be through one of 
two mechanisms: decreased posterior coverage leading to elevated posterior stresses or 
anterior impingement leading to the countercoup lesion [23-26]. In Chapter 6, the first 
possible mechanism of damage was evaluated in a series of ten hips with acetabular 
retroversion. This study demonstrated distinct superomedial contact patterns in the 
retroverted hip in comparison to the normal hip. However, the retroverted hips did not 
have elevated posterior stresses, suggesting that the first mechanism of damage is not the 
case in this patient population, or that contact stress may not be an accurate predictor of 
the location of damage in OA in the hip. Because acetabular retroversion is not well 
understood, the insight provided by this study may be important for the clinical treatment 
of retroverted hips.
Although contact stress has a long history of use in predicting the pathogenesis of 
OA, there may be other mechanical variables that are more relevant to cartilage damage
[27]. Therefore, Chapter 7 presented research that shifts away from predictions of 
contact stress and contact area alone. In particular, the required mesh resolution and 
constitutive models to accurately predict transchondral Tmax and E1 were evaluated. This 




In conclusion, the research presented in this dissertation elucidated the technical 
requirements necessary for accurately predicting cartilage mechanics in the human hip, 
and applied the results to provide insight into the pathogenesis o f hip OA in patient 
populations. These studies provide technical background for ongoing research into the 
pathogenesis of hip OA. Additionally, these studies provide quantitative insight into the 
mechanical role of the labrum in the dysplastic hip and the superomedial contact pattern 
in the retroverted hip.
Limitations
Although the research presented in this dissertation provides advances in FE 
modeling o f the human hip and insights into patient populations, there are limitations that 
merit discussion. There are two broad categories of limitations in this dissertation: FE 
models necessarily involve assumptions related to discretization, physics and model 
inputs, and there are risks and limitations inherent to generating subject-specific models 
of live subjects.
Constitutive assumptions associated with the representation of articular cartilage 
and labrum are an important limitation to consider. Cartilage material behavior is 
complex, including rate- and time-dependent behavior, spatial variation in material 
coefficients, material nonlinearity and tension-compression nonlinearity [28-31]. For the 
research presented in this dissertation, cartilage material behavior was assumed to be 
nearly-incompressible hyperelastic and material coefficients were averaged through the 
depth of the cartilage. The assumption of near-incompressibility is justified for the 
loading rates that were simulated [32, 33]. However, the effects of transchondral 
variations in elastic behavior and fiber distribution were not assessed, although these
effects could also influence FE model predictions [34]. In addition to the cartilage 
constitutive model, the assumed labrum constitutive model may affect FE predictions. 
The behavior of healthy human acetabular labrum has not been fully characterized [35, 
36]. Therefore, the constitutive assumptions in Chapters 4 and 5 were based on 
qualitative structural descriptions and bovine labrum behavior [37, 38]. Uncertainty in 
labrum material coefficients was evaluated in Chapter 4. However, the assumptions of 
the labrum constitutive behavior remain a limitation of the research presented in this 
dissertation.
Similarly, the kinematics and kinetics used for this dissertation were identical for 
all subjects. There is evidence that patients with pathomorphology exhibit different 
kinematics and kinetics than patients with normal hip anatomy, on average [39, 40]. 
Further, using subject-specific kinematics and kinetics may be the most appropriate 
method of evaluating hip soft tissue mechanics on a subject-specific basis. While these 
methods should be considered in future studies, the use of identical kinematics for all 
subjects in the present studies provides the advantage of eliminating one set of variables 
that could influence the results. Specifically, the use of identical kinematics and kinetics 
means that the differences in model results were due to the bony morphology of the 
joints.
The selected FE model outputs represent only a small subset of the mechanical 
variables that may be relevant to the pathogenesis of OA. Contact stress and area have a 
long history of use in the biomechanics community as variables that are relevant to OA 
[10, 41-44]. However, other mechanical variables may be more important [27]. In this 
dissertation, two alternative variables were evaluated, Tmax and E1. Whether the variables
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that were evaluated are the most relevant to the pathogenesis of OA has yet to be 
determined conclusively, but FE analysis could theoretically be used to predict any 
mechanical variable at any location in the continuum. Therefore, the limited number of 
mechanical variables evaluated in this dissertation represents a limitation of this research.
In addition to the relatively limited set of mechanical variables that were 
examined, Tmax and E1 could not be measured directly in the experiments for validation. 
Contact stress and contact area were directly validated in specimen-specific models. 
Therefore, predictions of these variables in those models can be made with the greatest 
confidence. However, one of the roles of computational modeling is to predict 
mechanics that cannot be directly measured. This dissertation used this role of 
computational modeling in two ways. First, contact stress and contact area were 
predicted in live subjects, where direct validation was not an option because of the 
inability to directly measure contact mechanics in vivo. In this case, confidence in model 
predictions arose from the direct validation completed on specimen-specific models for 
the same outputs. Second, Tmax and E1 were predicted in specimen-specific models. In 
this case, the magnitudes of E1 were indirectly validated by comparison against 
experimental measurements made in the human patellofemoral joint [45]. However, 
direct validation with one-to-one comparisons of experimental measurements of E1 in the 
human hip would have provided more rigorous validation for predictions of this variable. 
Unlike E1, Tmax cannot be measured. Therefore, confidence in predictions of Tmax was 
created by the combination of validation for contact mechanics and parameter studies.
The second set of limitations involves modeling live subjects. The model 
geometry for Chapters 3, 4 and 5 came from CT arthrogram data. CT imaging has
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ionizing radiation, which presents certain risks to the subjects [42]. Alternative 
approaches that reduce or eliminate the need for the exposure to ionizing radiation are 
needed for application of the patient-specific modeling pipeline to other populations such 
as children, or for the repeated imaging and modeling of individual subjects. 
Additionally, it is difficult to obtain subject-specific inputs for FE modeling, such as 
subject-specific cartilage and labrum material properties. While imaging sequences are 
emerging for the evaluation of subject-specific material properties, ongoing research is 
required for the accurate in vivo estimation of soft tissue properties [42].
Future Work and Preliminary Studies 
This dissertation focused on specific aspects of cartilage and labrum mechanics in 
normal and pathomorphologic hips that are relevant to the pathogenesis of OA. Hips 
with acetabular dysplasia and acetabular retroversion exhibited different contact patterns 
than hips with normal bony morphology, as well as some statistically significant 
differences in contact stress, contact area and load supported by the labrum. However, it 
is unclear whether the statistically significant differences reflect clinically significant 
differences. Further, there may be differences in other aspects of articular soft tissue 
mechanics between pathomorphologic and normal hips that were not evaluated as part of 
this dissertation. Additionally, many of the limitations discussed above result from the 
limited availability of data in the literature. There is a clear need for additional 
experimental studies to better characterize the material behavior of soft tissues of the 





A logical extension of this research would be to apply the methods presented in 
Chapter 7 to the patient populations evaluated in Chapters 5 and 6. Some of this research 
will be fairly straightforward, although time consuming. For example, increasing the 
mesh resolution from three elements through the cartilage to five elements through the 
cartilage in the models in Chapter 6 should only be a matter of updating TrueGrid input 
files and repositioning models. Conversely, the complex structure of the acetabular 
labrum will make increasing the mesh density in models that include the acetabular 
labrum more challenging. As a preliminary study, one of the normal subject models with 
the acetabular labrum was remeshed with five elements through the acetabular cartilage 
thickness and evaluated in the neutral model position (Figure 8.1). Analysis of this 
model in NIKE3D took approximately 5 days with neo-Hookean cartilage and 
transversely isotropic hyperelastic labrum. This preliminary study demonstrates the 
feasibility of meshing the acetabular labrum with increased mesh density.
Figure 8.1: Model of a normal subject with increased mesh density. Left -  view of the 
whole joint with the bones in white, the acetabular labrum in red and the femoral 
cartilage in yellow. Right -  close-up view of the mesh.
FE Model Assumptions
In addition to the FE model outputs, there remain many FE model assumptions 
that could be probed further. Of particular relevance to predictions of cartilage and 
labrum mechanics are the assumed cartilage and labrum constitutive models. For 
example, the effects o f transchondral variation or biphasic behavior on transchondral 
predictions of Tmax and E1 could be evaluated. Because of the increasing complexity, and 
thus the need for increasing mesh density, there is a place for idealized models in the 
evaluation of some of these modeling assumptions [42]. As a preliminary study to 
further address the effects o f cartilage constitutive model on predictions o f transchondral 
mechanics, four plane strain models were analyzed (Figure 8.2). The model geometry 
was a cylinder contacting a plane (outer radius = 22 mm, thickness = 2 mm). The three 
constitutive models characterized in Chapter 7 were used: neo-Hookean, Veronda 
Westmann and ellipsoidal fiber distribution with neo-Hookean matrix, all with properties 
averaged through the cartilage thickness. An additional FE model was built with 
transchondral variation in neo-Hookean behavior based on data from the literature [46]. 
These models provide a first look at the potential qualitative effects o f transchondral 
variations in cartilage constitutive behavior on predictions o f transchondral mechanics. 
Specifically, all constitutive models predicted peaks in E1 below the articular surface, 
which suggests that transchondral variation in material properties does not affect this 
finding o f transchondral mechanics. However, the model with depth-variant properties 
did not predict the large E 1 at the deep surface that was predicted in models with depth- 
averaged properties. This suggests that future work should incorporate depth-variant 
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Figure 8.2: Plane strain models showing the effects of constitutive model on predicted 
transchondral Ej . A -  view of a cylinder (outer radius 22 mm) contacting a plane. Both 
layers were 2 mm thick. The black box indicates the zoomed in view in the remainder of 
the panels. B -  discretization of the plane strain models. C -  neo-Hookean model with 
depth-averaged properties. D -  Veronda Westmann model with depth-averaged 
properties. E -  EFD model with depth-averaged properties. F -  neo-Hookean model 
with depth-variant properties. All constitutive assumptions resulted in peak Ej just below 
the contacting surface. However, the model with depth-variant properties did not exhibit 
the high values of Ej at the deep surface that were seen in the models with depth- 
averaged properties.
Labrum Structure and Function
The structure of the labrum has been described qualitatively using microscopy 
and gross dissection [38, 47, 48]. However, quantitative measurements of the fiber 
orientation, which would be used as inputs to FE models, have not been completed. As a 
preliminary study, human labrum was evaluated using two-photon confocal imaging with 
second-harmonic generation in order to visualize collagen (Figure 8.3). Labrum was 
fixed overnight in paraformaldehyde. Serial 100 |am thick sections were obtained using a 
cryostat. Sections were oriented either parallel or perpendicular to the acetabular rim. 
Following sectioning, slices were places on slides in PBS, covered with a coverslip and 
sealed. Imaging was completed on an Olympus FV1000, with a 25* objective. Collagen
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Figure 8.3: Confocal imaging of human labrum. A -  stack of images perpendicular to 
the acetabular rim. The articular surface is at the left of the image and the bone is at the 
right. These images indicate an aligned region below the articular surface, which 
transitions to a more oblique orientation closer to the bone. B -  stack of images parallel 
to the acetabular rim. These images demonstrate the aligned fibers in the midsubstance 
of the labrum.
was imaged using second-harmonic generation with an 860 nm excitation and both 420­
460 nm and 570 nm filters. Building off of this image data, quantitative fiber orientation 
could be obtained via methods developed in the Musculoskeletal Research Laboratories
[49].
The material behavior of the human acetabular labrum is also largely unknown. 
The mechanical behavior of the human acetabular labrum has been the subject of two 
studies. In one study, samples were removed from patients undergoing hip surgery and 
tested in tension [35]. In another study, cadaveric samples were tested in both tension
and compression [36]. Neither of these studies provide complete characterization of the 
normal acetabular labrum under loading rates relevant to activities of daily living. 
Further, additional test configurations may be needed to fully characterize the behavior of 
the labrum. In order to provide the inputs for FE models that evaluate hip mechanics 
under relatively fast loading, the nearly-incompressible behavior of the human labrum 
should be evaluated. Given the orientated nature of the labrum, this would likely require 
a minimum of two configurations tested in uniaxial tension plus a compression test. In 
order to fully evaluate the mechanical behavior of the labrum, the rate-dependent 
behavior should also be quantified. Finally, the changes in labral behavior through the 
disease process need to be evaluated. For example, the acetabular labrum is often 
hypertrophied in dysplastic hip. This is likely to alter the mechanical behavior. 
However, how the behavior is altered under these conditions is completely unknown.
Cartilage Material Behavior
Cartilage behavior in general has been evaluated extensively (reviewed in [50]). 
However, the material behavior differs between joints and species [13, 51-54] and the 
behavior of cartilage in the human hip is largely unknown. Therefore, future work should 
continue to build on our understanding of human hip cartilage, which can then be used to 
increase the accuracy of FE model predictions. In the nearly-incompressible hyperelastic 
domain, transchondral variation in properties should be determined. For a full 
understanding of the material behavior of human hip cartilage, rate-dependent behavior 
should also be evaluated.
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Mechanical Thresholds of Damage
While the studies presented in Chapters 5 and 6 demonstrated statistical 
significance between normal and pathomorphologic hips, it is unclear whether statistical 
differences indicates clinical significance. In vitro studies on cartilage explants have 
demonstrated that the response of cartilage to loading is dose-dependent, however, there 
is no clear threshold for doses that are chondroprotective versus those that cause damage 
[55-58]. The types of tissue, specific loading regimes and methods used to evaluate 
changes in cartilage metabolism can affect the levels at which damage is observed. For 
example, dynamic compression has been evaluated in mouse cartilage in vivo, in 
immature bovine cartilage in vitro and in adult bovine cartilage in vitro [59-62]. In the 
mouse, physical damage to the cartilage matrix was induced at loads > 4.5 N across the 
entire joint [60]. In immature bovine cartilage, a chondroprotective upregulation of 
protein and proteoglycans synthesis was seen at frequencies > 0.01 Hz and strains of 1­
5%, but no damage was induced at the strain levels evaluated [59, 62]. In adult bovine 
cartilage, a chondroprotective response was seen at frequencies > 0.25 Hz and stresses of 
0.5 -  1.0 MPa, but no damage was induced [61]. While these studies suggest that there 
are certain thresholds that cause a chondroprotective response and certain thresholds that 
cause damage, the studies are not directly comparable. This makes it is unclear whether 
the thresholds of damage are consistent across species and joints. In addition, it is 
possible that damage in the human hip is initiated in the labrum or at the chondrolabral 
junction, which suggests the need for evaluating thresholds of damage to the acetabular 
labrum. Therefore, studies of the damage thresholds for cartilage and labrum in the hip 
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